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A FIRST FOR EYES
New Firm + Fill Eye System

NOW, LOOK MORE BEAUTIFUL 
FROM EVERY ANGLE. 

NEW DIMENSION
Shape + Fill Expert Serum

With powerful, multi-level shaping technologies, this 
proven, high-performance treatment helps redefine the 
look of facial contours. The results are transformative.

Instantly, skin is radiant.
In just 3 days, skin feels plumped and refined.
In just 2 weeks, facial contours look more defined.
Cheeks and jawline appear more lifted.

Read the rave reviews at esteelauder.com.au/newdimension







B U T  YO U  W O U L D N ' T  D I S C O V E R 

N E W  W O R L D S  O F  C O F F E E S .

Nespresso continuously offers you exceptional

and surprising taste experiences, with innovations in our Grands Crus, 

and multiple Limited Edition coffees each year.

www.nespresso.com

W E  C O U L D  L I M I T  O U R S E LV E S 

T O  FA M I L I A R  T E R R I TO RY.
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FOOD

 80   AUTOMATA FOR  

THE PEOPLE

    At Sydney’s Automata Clayton Wells  

   has turned up the party dial on his  

   fine-dining repertoire, translated here  

to an easy-going lunch for friends.

 88  RULE THE ROAST

     A burnished bird hot from the oven  

is an all-time favourite; your next 

chicken crowd-pleaser starts here.

 96   LENTIL AS ANYTHING 

Earthy and deeply comforting, lentils 

embrace whatever flavours come their 

way, be they Italy’s salami and cavolo 

nero or the spices of the subcontinent. 

 

 104  IT’S A WRAP

     High-flying chef Alex Stupak 

showcases the tacos that have 

entranced New York City.

 112  SMART COOKIES

    Crammed with chewy oats, perhaps,  

   or short and sweetly sandwiching the  

   likes of curd or dulce de leche, nothing  

`   beats a biscuit with your cuppa. 
  

FEATURES

 53  BEANS COUNT

    Paulette Whitney marks the 

International Year of Pulses.

 62  DRINK ITALY

    The Italian Wine and Food Festival 

makes its Melbourne début  

this month and we’ve got the  

inside running.

 ` 

HOT 100

125   HOT 100

     Are you looking for the latest  

and greatest in food, drink and 

destinations? Welcome to this  

year’s Hot 100.
  

CONTENTS
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MOTHER’SDAY

BRUNCH

Goat’s cheese and herb quiche
(RECIPE P47)

Roast chicken salad with celeriac,
radicchio and pink grapefruit

(PICTURED; RECIPE P94)

Hazelnut cakes with roast
rhubarb (RECIPE P178)

C

Mother’s Day is all about

making your mum happy, and

for all we know, she might be

mad for big Barossa shiraz,

in which case that’s what you

need to serve with brunch.

If it was up to us, though,

we’d probably open a bottle

of crisp, dry vermentino, a pale,

dry rosé and then a cheeky

half-bottle of pink moscato.

COMFORTCOOKING

Broccoli soup (PICTURED; RECIPE P38)

Slow-roasted pork neck, green
olive sauce, parsley and walnuts

(RECIPE P87)

Green lentils with salami and
cavolo nero (RECIPE P98)

Olive oil cake with pumpkin-seed
ice-cream and candied orange

(RECIPE P35)

C

If the aim is to provide comfort,

then match with whatever drinks

make you happy. For us, that

would be the yeasty flavours of

a late-disgorged sparkling wine,

followed by the silkiest pinot we

can afford, then a good, luscious

Sauternes, preferably with

some bottle age.

SPICENIGHT

Red lentil fritters with
green yoghurt (RECIPE P100)

Za’atar roast chicken with pilaf,
pomegranate and nuts

(RECIPE P90)

Pepparkakor
(PICTURED; RECIPE P121)

C

Some grape varieties and

wine styles are renowned for

their spicy characters; if you

want to enhance the piquancy

of this menu, choose the

fragrance of a good

gewürztraminer to start,

follow up with the peppery

perfume of a cool-climate

shiraz-syrah, and finish with

the aromatic flourish of

a good sweet vermouth.
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menus
Whether you’re treating your mum for Mother’s Day brunch or a bunch of friends  

on a cool autumn night, we’ve got you covered.

DRINK SUGGESTIONS MAX ALLEN

PERFECT MATCHES
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Indulge your senses with a Carmenere
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gel Agents

01800 126 0

LAN.com 

CONTACT US:

LAN Airlines and TAM Airlines form LATAM Airlines Group which serves over 

130 destinations in 22 countries. LAN Airlines offers seven flights per week 

from Sydney to Santiago, Chile via Auckland and four direct codeshare 

flights operated by oneworld partner. From Santiago, you can visit the 

wine region and connect to the most wonderful destinations in Chile.
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VANESSA AUSTIN
Sydney stylist Vanessa

Austin didn’t think she

had much of a sweet

tooth until collaborating

on the biscuits feature

in this issue (page 112).

“The choc-hazelnut

Afghans took me back

to eating Nutella from

the jar as a kid,” she says, “I’m a convert.” Austin’s

styling Mecca is the Paris flea market Marché aux

Puces de la Porte de Vanves, but says markets

on the NSW south coast can also hold some

vintage gems. Her trend tips for 2016? “Polished

marble and pinkish tones with a touch of jade.”

DAMIEN
PIGNOLET
One of Australia’s

foremost authorities on

French cuisine, Damien

Pignolet established his

credentials at the storied

likes of Claude’s and

Bistro Moncur in Sydney,

and now heads the

kitchen at Regatta in Rose Bay. Chef Pignolet

is also the author of two acclaimed cookbooks,

French and Salades, and has been writing

Masterclass columns for GT since 2013. This

month he turns his attention to a dish close to his

heart: quiche. Turn to page 46 for the lowdown.

ON THE COVER Biscuits and cookies (recipes p112)
RecipesAlice Storey Food styling EmmaKnowles
PhotographyBenDearnley MerchandisingRhianne Contreras
TypographyMaryRizza Cruz

AJ MOLLER
Anthony Jay Moller is a 

commercial photographer 

from Brisbane. While he 

shoots most of his work 

on two 5D Mark IIIs, he 

says he’ll always have a 

soft spot for his medium 

format Yashica-Mat. 

“It was all I could af ord 

when studying at uni,” he says. “I’ve recently 

passed it on to my young nephew, who’s enjoying 

the ‘old-school’ 120 film process.” In this issue, 

Moller captured our Brisbane Hot 100 items. 

“Mister Fitz’s was the standout – I’m a sucker for 

ice-cream.” The Hot 100 begins page 125.

Anthea Loucas Bosha

Each issue we produce is special in its own way but 
          our Hot 100 edition holds a special place on the 
editorial schedule for no reason other than it’s just so
much damn fun. This issue is no exception. There are new eats to try (savoury 

éclairs at The Apo, cacio e pepe at Brickfi elds, and ice-cream treats at Mr Fitz’s 

Finest Ice Cream), and new hotels to check out (the Paris Ritz, Baz and 

Catherine’s Faena Hotel Miami Beach and the Whitby in New York). There are 

ingredients to discover like koji and dulse, trends we’ve clocked such as fi ne-

dining scrambled eggs and fried chicken sandwiches, and new talent like the 

folks at Foolscap design and Studio Twocan. In short, the issue is jam-packed 

with excellent things to see and do, eat and drink. Big thanks and congratulations 

to our editors Pat Nourse and Helen Anderson who curated this year’s list, 

our reporters from all over the globe for their contributions, the art team, 

Anna Vu, Brooke Donaldson and Emma Chu, for the striking layout and to 

our presenting partner, Alessi, for its support.

Also in the issue, we move into autumn cooking mode with recipe features on 

food for the cooler months like roast chicken (page 88), tacos (page 104), lentils 

(page 96) and a super-fun baking story on sweet and savoury biscuits (page 112). 

WOOD-GRILLED CALAMARI 

WITH RADISH, SEAWEED 

David Moyle continues to kick 

goals with a menu that gives 

Tasmanian produce the love 

and respect it deserves. Local 

calamari is wood-grilled, cut into 

thin ribbons and then mixed 

with radishes, a dusting of dried 

and crushed seaweed and an 

enormously satisfying roasted 

calamari sauce. We call it perfection. 

Franklin, 30 Argyle St, Hobart, Tas,

(03) 6234 3375 MICHAEL HARDEN

CELERIAC, MUSTARD, BEER, 

HORSERADISH 

A thick disc of celeriac is poached 

in buttermilk, roasted and then 

smeared with mustard butter, 

topped with crunchy droplets 

of beer batter and finished 

with a good grating of horseradish: 

a super-savoury flavour bomb. 

Boom. Fleet, shop 2/16 The 

Terrace, Brunswick Heads, NSW, 

(02) 6685 1363 ANTHEA LOUCAS

FERMENTED GRAINS 

& SPANNER CRAB 

Ah the F word. It seduces us every 

time, and no more so than in a 

seemingly simple bowl of millet, rye 

and barley, all of which have been 

fermented in milk and yoghurt. The 

crab is sweet and delicious, but it’s 

the complex flavours fermentation 

brings to the porridge that make it 

memorable. Restaurant Igni, Ryan 

Pl, Geelong, Vic, (03) 5222 2266 

SUE DYSON & ROGER McSHANE
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Happy May,

EDITOR’S LETTER

WHAT
WE’RE

EATING

CONTRIBUTORS

New-look cookies and 
biscuits (RECIPE P112)

What’s trending now:

HOT CHEFS,
cool restaurants,

HIP HOTELS
& top travel tips

OUR FAVOURITE 

PLATES OF THE MONTH



Buy any Waterthins product and go to www.waterthinspromo.com.au 
before 31st May 2016 to enter.
Conditions apply, see waterthinspromo.com.au. Open to AU residents only. Starts: 1/2/16. Ends: 11:59pm AEST 31/5/16. Retain receipt/s. Max 6 entries p/household p/day. Max 1 prize p/household (ex SA). 
Draw: 10am AEST 3/6/16 at S5, Erina Plaza, 210 Central Coast Hwy Erina NSW 2250. Prize: 10 x  Sunbeam Multi Capsule Espresso machines valued at $299. Winners published waterthinspromo.com.au 
within 14 days of draw. Promoter: Green’s General Foods Pty Ltd (ABN 56 001 553 564) 29 Glendenning Rd, Glendenning NSW 2761. Permits: NSW LTPS/15/08685 ACT TP15/07973 



Toast of the roast
Coff ee suppliers to Noma deliver more than beans with a new coff ee collective. 

It’s hard to think of a more timely or compelling calling card for a fledgling coffee 

business than to be anointed roaster-in-chief at Sydney’s Noma pop-up. Tim Varney, 

who makes up one half of Bureaux Collective with Tim Williams, established the “coffee 

program” at Noma’s Copenhagen mothership a couple of years ago, and both Tims have 

gained a high profile in the coffee-obsessive communities of the UK, Norway and the 

US over the past decade, particularly in the spheres of roasting and sourcing. 

Now they’ve returned to Australia and plan to put coffee-roasting resources 

and skills in the hands of locals at the Bureaux Collective HQ in a small warehouse 

in Melbourne’s Cremorne. “Coffee-roasting equipment is expensive and not

everybody has half-a-million dollars or the time it takes to negotiate landlo

red tape,” says Williams. “What we’re doing is providing access to equipme

skills so that the coffee community can get access to a state-of-the-art roa

[a Probat, from Germany], and to Tim’s skills as a roaster.” 

But the business isn’t just about roasting. It’ll also be “an incubator a

community space” where there’s a flow of information and, one weekend

month, a coffee “farmers’ market” for those who “grow, roast and consum

coffee that’s ethically sourced and treated with care”. Roasting will start i

May with Melbourne cafés Assembly, Patricia Coffee Brewers and Everyd

Coffee already signed up. bureauxcollective.com MICHAEL HARDEN

ROSSOREIMAGINED Cappelletti Vino Aperitivo is produced near Trento in north-east 
Italy. It’s made on a wine base, and is not as sweet as Aperol, nor as bitter as Campari. 
Introduce it to your next Spritz or Negroni. From $39.95. vinosita.com.au

HAUTE & COLD
If you thought it was impossible

to top Dolce & Gabbana’s

2016 summer collection,

Carretto Siciliano, think again.

Continuing the season’s folklore

theme, the Italian design house

has commissioned several

Sicilian artists to handpaint

300 of Smeg’s retro FAB28

fridges with everything from

cartwheels, knights and battle

scenes to traditional lemon and

flower motifs. The first fridges

were displayed at a D&G party

at Milan’s Salone Internazionale

del Mobile Design Fair. Fingers

crossed a couple make the

journey from Italy to Oz.

smeg.com.au

CUTTING SHAPES 

These rhombus trivets ($44 for 12, 

$59 for 18) designed by Melbourne’s 

Lauren Steller are made from 

aeroplane tyres. Get your jigsaw on 

and make playful coasters, or go hell 

for leather and create larger, bolder 

placemats. thedeastore.com
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WHAT’S HOT

CAFFEINE KINGS 

Bureaux Collective 

partners Tim 

Williams (left) and 

Tim Varney. 

gourmet  NEWS

FOOD  CULTURE  DINING  DESIGN

EDITED BY PAT NOURSE & MAGGIE SCARDIFIELD
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REWIND

WEWENT CRAZY

FOR

Artist Ken Done

WE CUT INTO

Walnut and lemon tart at

afternoon tea

WE ADMIRED

Wat Logya Suthat,

Ayuthaya, Thailand

THE PRODUCERS

Voodoo Bacon
It’s bacon, but not as we normally know it: nitrate-free and dry-cured. 

WHO Mississippi-born chef George Francisco has been busy finessing his bacon recipe 

since migrating to Australia in 2001. His aim? To recreate the intensely flavoured, 

southern-style, dry-cured smoked bacon he remembers from childhood. Last year, the 

expat left his executive chef role at Tower Estate in the Hunter Valley and relocated to 

sunny Noosa to set up Voodoo Bacon.

WHAT Each slab of bacon is handmade. Francisco sources bellies from free-range pigs 

from Ipswich in Queensland and applies a dry-cure of rock salt, brown sugar, juniper, 

thyme, garlic and assorted spices. The applewood used for smoking is from the 

shine Coast. “As you cure, it gets salty, so you need smoke to get the balance 

t,” says Francisco. “The applewood gives an equal amount of smoke, salt and 

ar.” Most commercial bacon is wet-cured to add bulk. Dry-curing takes longer 

 intensifies the flavour, but sheds around 40 per cent of the original piece of 

k’s weight. Francisco currently produces around 300 kilos per week, and his goal 

o up it to 1,000 kilos. “I want to keep it artisanal.” He cures his pork bellies skin-on 

10 to 15 days. “I’ve tried to reduce the salt level and change the recipe, but you 

 lose flavour.” 

Y Voodoo bacon is nitrate-free. “There’s nothing in there no one’s not heard of,” says 

ncisco. “Lots of bacon contains preservatives or they’ve used liquid smoke – you 

smell that as soon as you open the packaging.” He argues that with sell-by dates 

 refrigeration, there’s no need for preservatives and we should get used to the 

ural colour of bacon, which turns brown when it’s exposed to air. While Francisco 

s it in super-thin slices for convenience, his preference is to sell it by the hand-

nded slab. “Nobody buys pre-sliced onions because they oxidise and taste bad, so 

y buy pre-sliced bacon?” 

ERE Voodoo Bacon is available wholesale at Vic’s Premium Quality Meat Sydney and 

bourne. For retail, see Edgecliff’s Gourmet Life, Victor Churchill and Vic’s Meat Market 

ydney Fish Market. In Queensland, see Forest Glen’s Kunara or Noosaville’s Eumundi 

ts. Customers can also order online from voodoobacon.com.au. FIONA DONNELLY

MAKIN’ BACON

Chef George 

Francisco of 

Voodoo Bacon.
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OH MY GO

Mr Goaty’s b

all-natural go

is now availa

shops and de

$15.99). Pick

such as caca

and raspberr

or, our favou

custard-like 

cloying lemo

mrgoatygela
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CRITTER CRED Eaten insects in a fl ash restaurant? Then now’s the time 
to cook with them at home, too. Eat Grub (hbk, $39.99) by British authors 
Neil Whippey and Shami Radia has more than 55 recipes to get you started. 

JOHN SUSMAN, 

SEAFOOD EXPERT

 

We’ve all become pretty 

familiar with the nose- 

to-tail concept with land 

animals, but nose-to-

scale is also worthy of 

attention. Using all of the 

fish we buy makes good 

culinary and commercial 

sense, and there’s some 

great eating to be found 

in what are often 

considered the lesser 

parts. Fish heads, often 

discarded in this country, 

are the basis of many 

popular South East Asian 

curries and are gladly 

thrown into stockpots the 

world over. Bones, too, 

are extremely flexible in

their use. Deep-fried, 

they give a satisfying 

crunch to many dishes, 

while used in stock they 

release collagen to give 

a velvety consistency. 

Scallops, frequently 

trimmed down to their 

sweet flesh, contain vast 

flavour in their cast-off 

roes and frills. The roes 

add depth to sauces and 

the frills can be dried 

and used for seasoning. 

Salt-cured tuna or mullet 

roe (aka bottarga) offers 

a salinity as complex as 

the finest ham; it’s 

wonderful shaved over 

pasta. John Dory and 

snapper livers are 

heralded as the “foie gras 

of the ocean” thanks to 

their high fat content: a 

simple delicacy pan-fried 

and served with pickles. 

And the wings, collars 

and fins are arguably the 

best deep-fried bar snack 

ever. So next time you’re 

buying a whole fish, 

don’t just look at the 

centre-cut portions.

Maka leather goods
Jock Zonfrillo, Matt Stone and Ben Turner all store their knives in a M
Mick “Maka” Kerkham didn’t learn to sew until he was 39. Now, at 51, the self

designer can’t get enough of it: he spends his days in his back-garden shed

30 kilometres north-east of Hobart, sewing classic leather knife rolls and sh

well as toolbelts for some of the country’s best chefs and makers. 

What do people want in a knife roll, Mick?

Sometimes they want something to match their knives (black and silver, say

sometimes it’s to match their personality. A lot of the chefs are going for th

or vintage look at the moment. I don’t skimp on expense; I use quality brass

which age softly with the leather. I have a laser engraver, too, so can put people s

names on the rolls. I’ve had parents buying them for their kids when they’ve finished 

their apprenticeships. People are really embracing that aspect. 

What do you look for when sourcing your leathers?

We’re losing a lot of our tanneries in Australia. It’s a hard industry, but if we 

don’t use it, we’ll lose it. I always source Australian leathers when I can, but 

otherwise they come from New Zealand. I use full-grain cow and upper leathers 

and also an oxblood leather from Tasmania. These are the best cuts. I love 

leaving branding marks and interesting imperfections (as long as it doesn’t 

make weakness) and always try to incorporate them into my work.

Maka leather goods, from $270 for an eight-pocket knife roll, available 

on commission, 0438 591 631, maka.com.au. MAGGIE SCARDIFIELD

ROLL UP 

Eight-pocket knife 

roll from Maka. 

Handmade knives 

from Skate Shank. 

Stockists p175.

MEET YOUR MAKER

ASK
THE

EXPERTS

MAKING MAGIC

Iittala has released this whimsical 

collection here called Taika, “magic” in 

Finnish. We’re completely spellbound. 

From $24.95. iittala.com.au
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NEW GROUND

Discover African spice with

Duncan Welgemoed

(4 May, Adelaide), eat

Mexican with Neil Perry

(17 May, Sydney) and beef

it up with Black Bird chef

Jake Nicolson (25 May,

Brisbane) as part of May’s

Gourmet Institute

program. Tickets are $60,

hn.com.au/

gourmet-institute

HOLY CANNOLI

The Italian Wine & Food

Festival hits Melbourne for

the first time on 29 May.

Take your pick from over

250 wines, savour artisanal

charcuterie and handmade

pasta, or visit the Bar

Americano pop-up and

Gourmet Traveller’s

Food Market. Tickets from

$35. italianwinefoodfestival.

com.au

TWO TASTES

International chefs

Anthony Myint and Chris

Kiyuna (The Perennial,

Mission Chinese Food) will

host a lunch in Adelaide’s

picturesque Botanic

Gardens Restaurant on

4 May as part of the fierce

Tasting Australia line-up.

Tickets are $180.

tastingaustralia.com.au

GET SET, GROW

Melbourne says hello

to the first-ever GROW

Assembly on 1 May: a food

and wine conference

to educate and inspire

hospitality professionals.

Rockpool sommelier

Sebastian Crowther,

Brae’s Dan Hunter and

Belgium-based baker Sarah

“Biggie” Lemke (of De

Superette) are among the

speakers. Tickets are $125,

including lunch and drinks.

growassembly.com.au

ON THE PASS

SHORE THING

The Shorehouse 

Perth’s Oliver Gould.
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KITCHEN WEAR
Sydney designer Huw Bennett (formerly of

Vanishing Elephant) started Worktones in 2015

with the idea of applying his fashion knowledge

to the hospitality industry. Sydney’s Reuben Hills,

Ruby’s Diner, and Bar Brosé have had bespoke

aprons created for them; the aprons are made

using indigo-dyed and repurposed canvas, and

upcycled cotton and Japanese denim. Market

bags and a range of chambray and linen napkins

round out the collection. Camo and Dark Raw

Apron, $100 each. worktones.com

Oliver Gould, 
The Shorehouse 
Last year you made the move from Melbourne 

to Perth. What’s been the biggest change? 

The climate. It dictates how we balance the menu 

and I’m still not sure how the seasons work over here. 

While I was at Stokehouse we’d do braised meat and 

pasta in autumn but Perth is still quite warm, so we’ll 

be keeping the menu light and fresh. 

What kind of dishes can we expect?

Cold entrées – gazpacho, crudos, carpaccios – and 

grilled fish with minimal garnishes. We’re doing Blue 

Ridge marron and fennel roasted in the Josper with 

citrus butter and potato crisps. It’s been really popular. 

My vision is to use as much as we can from Western 

Australia, so I’m excited for Manjimup truf le season to 

kick into gear. I’m thinking gnocchi with freshly grated 

truf le and parmesan to highlight their flavour.

Where do you look for ideas?

New York is very good with seasonality and working 

with local produce. Five years ago I went to New York 

and San Francisco on a food safari. There were so 

many standouts: Blue Hill, Eleven Madison Park, Koi. 

It helped me become more appreciative and aware.

What about locally?

I look up to the guys who have built empires from 

minimal beginnings. Being from Victoria, Andrew 

McConnell is a good example. I remember doing 

a trial at Mrs Jones about 13 years ago while he was 

slowly becoming a brand in himself, and now look at 

all the restaurants under his belt. 

The Shorehouse, 278 Marine Pde, Swanbourne, WA, 

(08) 9286 4050, shorehouse.com.au EMMA HUTTON

LAST SUPPER Noma Australia may have ended on 2 April, but you can get a 
fi nal taste with a three-part documentary on SBS from Thursday 19 May, 7.30pm. 
The series follows René Redzepi and his team’s journey to Sydney. sbs.com.au
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Smalls’ East India
A smooth and easy-drinking apéritif bound to bring on the good times.

In two minds? The cure for apéro indecision at Smalls – a former garage turned drinking

den in South Melbourne – is the East India, which combines two satisfying pre-dinner

classics, vermouth and sherry, in one fortified fell swoop. “Sherry is slightly oxidative

which gives weight and texture to dry vermouth,” says Smalls’ owner-manager Jess Ho. 

To hit the right balance, Ho recommends Maidenii vermouth for its herbaceous

undertones and touch of sweetness. Smalls, 20 Yarra Pl, South Melbourne, Vic,

smallsbar.com.au EMMA HUTTON

> Stir 45ml dry vermouth, 45ml dry sherry

and a dash of bitters over ice until chilled,

then strain into an ice-filled tumbler.

Twist a zest of lemon over the

glass to release its oils, then drop

it in as a garnish, and serve.

SIGNATURE DRINK

SMALLS’

EAST INDIA

GOLDEN HOUR

Gold-rimmed stemless

glass from West Elm. All

other props stylist’s

own. Stockists p175.

HEAVY METAL This rustic stainless-steel Weylandts cutler
equal parts simple and striking. Each piece is hand-forged f
a single piece of metal. $55 for a set of four. weylandts.com

SYDNEY

Expect Da Orazio with 

a Melbourne Wine Room 

spin at The Dolphin Hotel 

in Surry Hills with Maurice 

Terzini calling the shots. 

The pub will be split into a 

new-look public bar, dining 

room and a wine room with 

a mod-Italian bent. The 

menu will be overseen by 

Icebergs executive chef 

Monty Koludrovic and is 

likely to feature classics 

such as spaghetti vongole, 

cotoletta and calamari 

Sant’Andrea. The public 

bar will be the first of the 

three spaces to open.

LONDON

The team behind Highbury 

favourite Trullo have now 

opened Padella, a low-key 

and affordable pasta bar 

in London’s Borough 

Market. Starting at about 

$10 a plate, the menu 

features eight pasta dishes 

(including Trullo’s popular 

tagliarini with slow-cooked 

tomato sauce, and ricotta 

ravioli with sage butter) 

as well as a short selection 

o tap and other 

a

MELBOURNE

Ides, the once-a-month 

residency of former Attica 

sous-chef Peter Gunn at 

Persillade, is now a full-time 

restaurant. Gunn and his 

team, which includes GT’s 

reigning somm of the year, 

Raffaele Mastrovincenzo 

(late of Kappo), have taken 

on the old Lee Ho Fook site. 

The six-course $110 

dégustation menu includes 

dishes such as salted 

monkfish and Brussels 

sprouts, Heidi raclette 

cooked in anise oil and figs 

marinated in honey vinegar.

NEW YORK

Fresh from opening Nishi in 

January, chef David Chang 

has announced he’ll soon 

launch a new delivery-only 

vice: Ando. Chang 

eady has Maple, but the 

ter service will focus on 

Momofuku-like dishes with 

a fine-dining twist, ordered 

via an app and delivered by 

UberRUSH. Bring on the 

fancy fried chicken.

MAURICE 

TERZINI

gourmet NEWS

HOT

Our restaurant critics’ picks 
of the latest and best eats,

updated weekly on
our website:
gourmettraveller.com.au



Your kitchen’s 
best kept secret

ECBN 6156

  Fully integrated bottom mount refrigerator 

with two freezer drawers – hidden behind 

your kitchen cabinetry

  At 90cm wide, large platters and dishes fi t 

easily on adjustable glass refrigerator shelves

  With BioFresh, food retains its healthy 

vitamins, fresh appearance and full fl avour 

for much longer than in an average 

refrigerator compartment

  LED lighting in the refrigerator, BioFresh 

and freezer compartments makes it easy 

to locate items within

  Professional quality freezing performance 

thanks to NoFrost technology in the freezer 

compartments: Never defrost again!

  Automatic internal IceMaker (plumbed)

 Email sales@andico.com.au or 

 call 1800 685 899 now for more information  

 and your nearest stockist.

Available at:
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Baking dishes
These ceramic numbers take your baked dishes from 

oven to table in set-to-serve style.

ON THE TABLE

2

4

5

7

9

8

1 Robert Gordon medium bowl 

with handles in Salt Bush, $35, 

from Living Edge. 2 White 

Basics Chef du Monde square 

baker, $15.95, from Maxwell 

& Williams. 3 Chasseur La 

Cuisson ramekins in Grey and 

Duck Egg Blue, $15.95 for a set 

of two. 4 Flip Flop Slip baking 

tray, $124, from The Fortynine 

Studio. 5 Robert Gordon large 

oval platter with handles in 

Iron Dip, $45, from Living 

Edge. 6 Royal Doulton 1815 

white serving dish, $49.95. 

7 Chasseur La Cuisson X large 

rectangular baker in Duck Egg 

Blue, $65.95. 8 Cirrus marbled 

porcelain baking dish in Black, 

$65, from Heaven In Earth. 

9 S&P Studio bakeware dish, 

$39.95 for a set of three, from 

Domayne. 10 Apilco gratin 

dish, $30, from Williams-

Sonoma. 11 Cirrus marbled 

porcelain baking dish in Sage, 

$65, from Heaven in Earth. 

12 Small baker in steel, 

$115, from Mud Australia. 

Stockists p175. #

12

10

11

6

3
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READER DINNER

TASTE OF TUSCANY

Above: chef-patron Guy

Grossi; calamari, capers,

leaves and black ink.

FLORENTINOGRILL

NVAirlie Bank Chardonnay Pinot Noir,
Yarra Valley, Vic

* Calamari, capers, leaves, black ink

2015 Airlie Bank Yarra Valley Blanc II, Vic

* Testaroli, basil, olive oil and Parmigiano

2014 Punt Road “Chemin” Chardonnay,
Yarra Valley, Vic

* Pappardelle, duck, porcini

2015 Punt Road Pinot Noir,
Yarra Valley, Vic

* Rangers Valley Black Onyx
Angus Scotch

* Charred peppers, ricotta

* Potatoes, garlic, rosemary

Punt Road Shiraz 2013, Yarra Valley, Vic

* Chocolate, amarena cherries,
sbrisolona, ricotta ice-cream

Napoleone Breakneck Porter, Yarra
Valley, Vic

Join us for a special dinner to celebrate the recent 
reopening of Melbourne’s revamped Florentino Grill. 

Grill seekers

It’s been two years in the planning and has 

taken six weeks of construction, but The Grill is back 

and, yes, it’s better than ever. The street-level room of 

Grossi Florentino has reopened, the fresh polish in the 

dining room courtesy of Mills Gorman Architects 

matched by a new blaze of energy in the kitchen. 

With a wood-fi red asado and a Josper oven, it’s 

now more of a grill in nature as well as name. “Cooking 

over fi re is an ancient technique in Tuscany,” says 

chef-owner Guy Grossi. “It adds dimension and gives a 

great smokiness to our dishes. The guests can smell the 

timber burning, which stimulates the senses as well.”

And what better way to kick the tyres for yourself 

than to join us at this month’s reader dinner? Team 

Grossi’s four-course dinner kicks off  with chilli and 

lemon calamari hot off  the embers with an inky sauce, 

while the main course sees Rangers Valley beef charred 

over timber planks and paired with peppers and ricotta. 

Even some of the pasta is grilled. Testaroli is 

cooked like a pancake, then cut, boiled and dressed 

with parmesan and Grossi’s own blend of olive oil. And, 

for good measure, there’ll be hand-cut pappardelle with 

duck and porcini ragù as well. 

The chefs are enjoying the new order as much 

as the locals. “We’ve taken to the grill like a fi sh to 

water,” says Grossi.

Join us for dinner at 6.30pm on Monday 23 May at 

Florentino Grill, 80 Bourke St, Melbourne, Vic. The cost 

of $150 includes four courses with wine and a $10 

donation to the Ovarian Cancer Research Foundation. 

To book, call (03) 9662 1811. For more on the OCRF, 

call 1300 OVARIAN or visit ocrf.com.au. # W
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+

Gourmet plus
We’re dishing up more of the good stuff on your tablet, phone and online,
from bonus recipes and breaking news to videos and photo galleries.

OU

APP

+

OUR 

WEBSITE

SEARCH FOR

GOURMET TRAVELLER

ON MAGSHOP.COM.AU

GOURMETTRAVELLER.COM.AU

CONNECT WITH GOURMET TRAVELLER

Get your daily fix of breaking news, web exclusives, our favourite recipes and more by following GT online.

@gourmettweets gourmettravellergourmetpins gourmettraveller gourmettraveller+gourmettraveller

HOT

Our restaurant critics’ picks
of the latest and best eats,

updatedweekly on
ourwebsite:

gourmettraveller.com.au

+

JUST ADD UMAMI

We’re big fans of anchovies. They add

an umami punch to all manner of

savoury dishes – pizze, roast lamb and

salad dressings for starters. Head

online for 20 delicious uses for these

flavour-packed little fish.

GOURMET ONLINE

WATCH OUT

We spend an early
morning inside

Brickfields bakery
HQ, and Matt

Pember teaches us
all about protecting

the garden from
the assassins of the

vegetable patch:
possums.

LENTIL NOTES

Rustic and comforting, lentils make a hearty base

for cool-weather soups. We’ve dipped into our archives

to find our favourites, with the likes of fragrant coconut

dhal with cucumber yoghurt and a rich green lentil soup

with lamb ragoût and tomato fondue.

Gourmet
on iPad

+ Interactive andmade
for iPad

+Video content and
step-by-step

demonstrations
+ Extra images in our

photo galleries
+ Landscape cook-mode

for easy cooking

GET THE 

GOURMET FAST 

& RESTAURANT 

GUIDE APPS FOR 

YOUR iPHONE 

FREE AT THE 

APPLE APP STORE

TACO TIME

Hard-shell or soft, 
tacos are one of 
Mexico’s most popular 
street foods. We’ve 
pulled together tortillas 
fi lled with everything 
from shredded bulgogi 
pork to seared calamari. 
Don’t skimp on the 
hot sauce.  

For the
birds

From sesame-crumbed katsu in a

brioche bun to a classic hotel-style club,

we’ve got a flock of ideas for turning

chicken, a classic sandwich-filler, into

something special for lunch.
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AFRICAN SPICE with

DUNCAN WELGEMOED
AFRICOLA

After seducing Adelaide with his European delights at 
Bistro Dom, Duncan Welgemoed decided to up the ante 
in 2014 with Africola, a restaurant centred around a fi re-
pit that used the young chef’s South African heritage as 
its creative spark. Fast-forward to 2016 and Welgemoed 
has been recognised as one of the nation’s edgiest 
culinary talents. 

At the restaurant you can thrill to whole roasted cow’s 
head with wild spinach and dumplings, or a showstopping 
plate of pork breast, beef shin, and slow-cooked mutton 
neck, but for this session Welgemoed is pulling focus on 
African spice, all the better for those of us yet to dig a 
fi re-pit in the kitchen back home. Thrill to the fl avours of 
“proper” peri-peri chicken, fi zzing with birdseye chillies, 
homemade biltong, corn salad with prawn salt, and pap 
and sheeba, an African classic combining cornmeal and 
spiced tomato relish. Dop and chop!

DUNCAN
WELGEMOED
The flavours of Africa fi re 
Duncan Welgemoed's 
imagination, whether 
it's in homemade biltong 
"proper" peri-peri 
chicken or pap and sheeba.

AEG 600mm MaxiKlasse ProCombi Plus steam oven, $5,999 (BS836680AM).
AEG built-in vacuum sealer drawer, $5,999 (VS92903M).

EVENTS IN SYDNEY, MELBOURNE,
BRISBANE & ADELAIDE

E XC L U S I V E 
C O O K I N G 

E V E N T S
WITH HARVEY NORMAN

AND AUSTRALIA’S
FINEST CHEFS



EVENT 2

ADELAIDE
4 MAY

EVENT DETAILS

CHEF

DUNCAN WELGEMOED

TOPIC

AFRICAN SPICE

LOCATION

HARVEY NORMAN, 750 MAIN
NORTH RD, GEPPS CROSS, SA

DATE & TIME

7PM, WEDNESDAY 4 MAY

TICKETS

$60 EACH

TO BOOK

GOURMETINSTITUTE.
PLEEZPAY.COM

READ OUR BLOG FOR RECIPES FROM THIS
EVENT VISIT HN.COM.AU/GOURMET-INSTITUTE

Smeg 900mm undermount rangehood, $1,150 (PUM90X). Smeg 900mm “Victoria” 
dual-fuel cooker, $6,990 (TRA93BL). 

FOR MORE INFORMATION: HN.COM.AU/GOURMET-INSTITUTE 

OR CALL OLIVIA AXFORD, (02) 8267 9507.
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MEXICAN FEASTING with 

NEIL PERRY 
ROCKPOOL

One of the secrets behind Neil Perry’s knack for staying at 
the forefront of contemporary cooking trends in Australia is 
his abundant curiosity and boundless passion for exploring 
new and di� erent fl avours. His celebrated career has been 
marked at di� erent times by a focus on French and Italian 
cuisines, while his deep knowledge and feel for the food 
of Asia, particularly China, Malaysia, Korea, Vietnam and 
Thailand, is well documented both in terms of his books and 
on the menus at Rockpool and his Spice Temple restaurants. 

Perry’s current obsession – and one that squares nicely with 
his love of spice – is the food of Mexico. For this session, the 
Sydney-based chef takes us through two of his favourite 
home-style Mexican dishes: roast chicken in a jalapeño-
enriched green salsa, and gutsy pork and beef meatballs in 
a sauce warmly spiced with chipotle chillies. Muy picante.

NEIL PERRY
Hot enough for you? Neil 
Perry's love of fi re is well 
known; get your taste of his 
take on Mexican fl avour in roast 
chicken in green salsa and 
meatballs in chipotle sauce.

Neil Perry Kitchen by Omega 60cm Induction Cooktop, $1,699 (NPC60I). 
Exclusive to Harvey Norman.



EVENT 3

SYDNEY
17 MAY

EVENT DETAILS

CHEF

NEIL PERRY

TOPIC

MEXICAN FEASTING

LOCATION

HARVEY NORMAN
@ DOMAYNE, 84 O’RIORDAN ST,
ALEXANDRIA, NSW

DATE & TIME

7PM, TUESDAY 17 MAY

TICKETS

$60 EACH

TO BOOK

GOURMETINSTITUTE.
PLEEZPAY.COM

Neil Perry Kitchen by Omega 60cm gas cooktop, $1,699 (NPC60G). Neil Perry Kitchen
by Omega wok burner, $2,499 (NPC45G). Exclusive to Harvey Norman.

FOR MORE INFORMATION: HN.COM.AU/GOURMET-INSTITUTE 

OR CALL OLIVIA AXFORD, (02) 8267 9507.

Harvey Norman® stores are operated by independent franchisees. Ends 18/5/2016.

T O
B O O K  Y O U R

T I C K E T S
G O  T O

GOURMETINSTITUTE.
PLEEZPAY.COM

READ OUR BLOG FOR RECIPES FROM THIS
EVENT VISIT HN.COM.AU/GOURMET-INSTITUTE



ONE FORD STREET Spelt maltagliati with tiger prawns and shellfish sauce 

BARRIO COLLECTIVE Bacon and cheese toasties

PETITION KITCHEN Beef shin with romesco and lemon

MARION Olive oil cake with pumpkin-seed ice-cream and candied orange

One Ford Street’s spelt 
maltagliati with tiger prawns 
and shellfish sauce (RECIPE P34)

Fare exchange
Recipes you’ve requested from Australia’s leading restaurants.

CHEFS’ RECIPES



BEEF Menu bottle 

grinder (part of a pair) 

from Nordic Fusion. St 

Claire linen placemat 

(used as napkin) from 

Papaya. Cutipol Ebony 

forks from Francalia. 

PRAWN Radial dining 

chair from Citta 

Design. Kali dinner 

plates from Aura by 

Tracie Ellis. Cutipol 

Ebony fork from 

Francalia. Menu water 

bottle and Iittala 

Kartio tumblers from 

Nordic Fusion. All 

other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

Petition Kitchen’s beef shin with 

romesco and lemon (RECIPE P34)

REQUEST A RECIPE

To request a recipe, email  

fareexchange@bauer-media.com.au or

write to Fare Exchange, Australian Gourmet 

Traveller, GPO Box 4088, Sydney, NSW 2001. 

Please include the restaurant’s name and 

address or business card, as well as your 

name and address.
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Barrio Collective’s bacon

and cheese toasties

“Would you please ask One Ford Street for the recipe

for maltagliati with tiger prawns?”

David Parker, Rozelle, NSW

Spelt maltagliati with tiger prawns
and shellfish sauce
Prep time 45 mins, cook 1 hr 15 mins

(plus resting)

Serves 4-6 (pictured p32)

2 cups firmly packed basil, plus extra to serve

50 ml olive oil

400 gm fresh or frozen broad beans

Shellfish stock

2 tbsp olive oil

1 carrot, coarsely chopped

1 celery stalk, coarsely chopped

3 golden shallots, coarsely chopped

4 garlic cloves, coarsely chopped

1 kg ripe tomatoes, coarsely chopped

1 kg (about 26) large raw tiger prawns, peeled,

deveined, shells and heads reserved

Pasta dough

500 gm (31/3 cups) white spelt flour (see note)

100 gm eggs (about 2)

200 gm egg yolks (about 12)

2 tsp extra-virgin olive oil

1 For shellfish stock, heat oil in a large saucepan

over medium heat, add carrot, celery, shallot and

garlic and sauté until very tender (8-10 minutes).

Add tomato and prawn shells and heads, and cook

until shells just start to turn pink (2-3 minutes).

Add 1½ litres water, bring to a simmer over high

heat, then reduce heat and simmer gently for

CHEFS’ RECIPES

20 minutes. Cool for 30 minutes, then blend with

a stick blender and strain through a fine sieve

into a large frying pan, pressing to extract all

liquid (discard solids). Simmer stock until reduced

by three-quarters (35-40 minutes).

2 Meanwhile for pasta dough, mix flour, eggs,

yolks, oil and 2 tsp fine sea salt in a large bowl

until combined, then knead on a lightly floured

bench until smooth and elastic (5 minutes; or mix

and knead dough in an electric mixer fitted with

a dough hook). Wrap dough in plastic wrap and

leave to rest for 30 minutes.

3 To make a basil oil, pound basil with a mortar

and pestle until finely crushed, then stir in olive oil

to form a thick, smooth paste. Season to taste.

4 Divide pasta into 4 pieces. Working with a

piece at a time, and keeping remaining covered,

roll in a pasta machine, starting on the widest

setting and roll and fold until smooth, then reduce

settings notch by notch as you roll until 1mm

thick. Lightly dust with flour and cut into uneven

rectangle shapes. Set aside on a tray.

5 Blanch broad beans (1 minute; see cook’s notes

p176) and peel.

6 Bring stock to a simmer, add prawns and broad

beans and simmer until just cooked (2-3 minutes).

Cook pasta in a large saucepan of boiling salted

water until al dente (about a minute). Drain, add

to sauce and toss until well coated. Serve drizzled

with a little basil oil and topped with basil leaves.

Note White spelt flour is available from select

health-food shops.

“Petition’s beef shin with romesco would be ideal for 

entertaining. Could you ask for the recipe?” 

Bronwyn Hall, Belmont, WA

Beef shin with romesco and lemon
If time allows make the romesco two to three days 

ahead to allow the flavours to develop.

Prep time 45 mins, cook 6 hrs  

(plus cooling and resting)

Serves 4-6 (pictured p33)

 60 ml (¼ cup) olive oil

 1 beef shin (about 2.2kg), split (see note)

 5 garlic cloves, peeled

 1 cup (about 1 bunch) oregano 

 2 thyme sprigs

 250 ml dry white wine

 1  litre (4 cups) veal stock or brown  

chicken stock

  Romesco

 1 red capsicum

 3 ripe Roma tomatoes, halved lengthways

 ½ Spanish onion

 1 garlic clove

 ¼ long red chilli, seeds removed 

 50 ml olive oil

 50 gm (1/3 cup) blanched almonds

 25  gm toasted sourdough (1 slice), crustless

 2½ tsp sherry vinegar

 ¼ tsp smoked paprika

  Kohlrabi salad

 1  kohlrabi (about 500gm), peeled, cut into 

julienne and soaked in iced water for  

10 minutes to crisp

TOASTIE Apéritif 

board and St Claire 

linen placemat from 

Papaya. Iittala Kartio 

grey tumblers, By 

Wirth “Bright Light” 

candle holder and 

Ester & Erik candle 

from Nordic Fusion. 

CAKE Wrong for 

Hay Tela glass  

from Hay. Kali side 

plates from Aura by 

Tracie Ellis. Cutipol 

Ebony spoon from 

Francalia. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175. 

“I adore Barrio’s toasties and would love to whip some 

up at home. Could you share the recipe?”

Barbara Walker, Manuka, ACT

Bacon and cheese toasties
Top-notch ingredients are key to this simple snack. 

Prep time 10 mins, cook 15 mins

Makes 4

 4  thick slices (about 360gm) smokehouse 

bacon, such as Pialligo Estate (see note)

 8  thick slices soft-style cornbread or brioche 

(see note) 

 180 gm vintage cheddar, sliced (see note)

1   Preheat oven to 180C. Place bacon in a deep 

roasting pan and bake in the oven until softened 

and warmed through (8-10 minutes). Remove 

from oven and heat oven grill.

2   Arrange bread slices on a foil-lined oven tray 

(you may need 2 trays). Grill bread on one side 

until golden (1-2 minutes), then turn, place bacon 

on half the slices and cheese on remaining half 

and season to taste. Grill until bacon browns and 

cheese melts (1-2 minutes). Sandwich together, 

cut in half and serve.

Note Barrio uses Pialligo Estate smokehouse 

bacon (available from select grocers and 

butchers), cornbread from Canberra’s A Baker  

(if cornbread is unavailable, substitute brioche or 

soft white bread), and Bodalla cheddar, available 

from Supabarn supermarkets.
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Marion’s olive oil cake with 
pumpkin-seed ice-cream 
and candied orange
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“There’s something comforting about Marion’s olive oil 

cake. Would the kitchen share the recipe?” 

Anna Yiannakis, St Kilda, Vic

Olive oil cake with pumpkin-seed 
ice-cream and candied orange
Prep time 1 hr, cook 2 hrs 20 mins  

(plus cooling, freezing)

Serves 6

 80 gm unsalted butter, softened

 265 gm caster sugar 

 80 ml (1/3 cup) extra-virgin olive oil 

 2 eggs 

 90 ml milk 

 40 ml Amaro Montenegro

200 gm (1 1/3 cups) self-raising flour, sieved 

 50  ml buttermilk mixed with 25ml pumpkin- 

seed oil (optional), coarsely chopped 

pepitas, to serve

 3 spring onions, thinly sliced

 2  tbsp thinly sliced mint 

 2  tbsp thinly sliced flat-leaf parsley

  Juice of 1 lemon

 50 ml olive oil

1   For romesco, preheat oven to 180C. Roast 

capsicum in an oven dish, turning occasionally, 

until charred and softened (40-50 minutes). Cool 

for 10 minutes, then discard seeds, peel, tear flesh 

into large strips and transfer to a roasting pan 

lined with baking paper along with tomatoes, 

onion, garlic and chilli. Drizzle with 1 tbsp olive  

oil, season to taste and roast until onion is soft 

and juices have reduced (1¼-1½ hours). Cool  

for 5 minutes, then peel tomatoes and onion. 

Meanwhile, roast almonds on an oven tray  

until golden (6-8 minutes). Transfer to a food 

processor along with capsicum mixture, toasted 

bread, vinegar, paprika and remaining oil, and 

pulse until coarsely chopped. Season to taste, 

cover and refrigerate until required.

2   Reduce oven to 160C. Heat oil in a large 

flameproof roasting pan over medium-high heat. 

Season shin to taste, add to pan and sear until 

browned all over without marrow touching pan 

directly (tilt shin against side of pan; 3-4 minutes 

each side). Add garlic and herbs to pan and fry 

until garlic starts to turn golden (1-2 minutes). 

Add wine and stock, bring to a simmer, cover with 

baking paper and foil, and braise in oven until 

meat is very tender and marrow is partially 

rendered (3½-4 hours). 

3   Increase oven to 200C. Fill the cavity of each 

half shin with a quarter of the romesco sauce, 

baste the meat with pan juices and roast until 

romesco is golden brown (10-15 minutes). 

4   Meanwhile, for kohlrabi salad, toss ingredients 

together in a bowl and season to taste. 

5   Spoon pan juices over beef shin and serve with 

kohlrabi salad and extra romesco. 

Note Beef shin may need to be ordered ahead; 

ask your butcher to split lengthways through 

bone for two even halves.

  Pumpkin-seed ice-cream 

 150 gm (1 cup) pepitas, plus extra to serve

 1 tbsp pumpkin-seed oil (see note)

 500 ml (2 cups) milk 

 75 gm (1/3 cup) caster sugar 

 35 gm liquid glucose 

 200 gm eggwhites (about 6 whites)

  Candied orange and Montenegro syrup 

 500 gm caster sugar 

 1 navel orange, washed well,  

  sliced 2mm thick

 60 ml Amaro Montenegro

1   For pumpkin-seed ice-cream, preheat oven to 

160C, and roast pepitas on an oven tray, stirring 

occasionally, until light golden (10-15 minutes). 

Place pepitas and pumpkin-seed oil in a jug and 

blend with a stick blender until puréed. Stir milk, 

sugar and glucose in a saucepan over low heat 

until warm (1-2 minutes), remove from heat and 

stir until sugar dissolves, then whisk in pumpkin-

seed purée and a pinch of salt. Whisk eggwhites in 

a heatproof bowl until just frothy (20-30 seconds) 

then, whisking continuously, pour milk mixture 

over whites. Place bowl over a large saucepan of 

simmering water and stir continuously until 

mixture thickens and reaches 82C (6-10 minutes). 

Cool over ice, mixing every few minutes, until 

chilled (30-40 minutes). Churn in an ice-cream 

machine, cover and freeze until firm (3-4 hours). 

2   Meanwhile, for candied orange and 

Montenegro syrup, stir sugar and 500ml water  

in a saucepan over medium heat until sugar 

dissolves (1-2 minutes), then add orange slices, 

cover directly with a round of baking paper and 

heat over very low heat (90C) until slices are 

translucent but retain shape (2 hours). Combine 

160ml syrup with Montenegro. Leave orange 

slices to cool in remaining syrup (1-2 hours). 

3   For olive oil cake, preheat oven to 180C and 

line a 12cm x 20cm cake tin with baking paper. 

Beat butter and sugar in an electric mixer until 

creamy (1-2 minutes). With motor running,  

slowly pour in oil and beat until well incorporated 

(2-3 minutes). Add eggs one at a time, beating 

well and scraping down sides of bowl after each 

addition, then add milk and Montenegro and 

combine. Add flour and mix until just combined, 

taking care not to overwork mixture. Spoon into 

prepared tin, smooth top and bake until a skewer 

inserted withdraws clean (40-50 minutes; the 

cake may sink a little in the middle because  

of the olive oil; this is fine). Set aside to cool 

(30-40 minutes). 

4   Serve thick slices of cake with candied orange, 

Montenegro syrup, with pumpkin-seed ice-cream, 

buttermilk sauce and extra pepitas.

Note Pumpkin-seed oil, made from pressed 

roasted pumpkin seeds, is available from select 

grocery stores including Harris Farm. #
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Quick meals

Mushroom and mascarpone 
risotto (RECIPE P41)

1 Prawn and bean salad with preserved lemon dressing

2 Spiced eggs with okra

3 Broccoli soup

4 Chicken braised with cavolo nero and wine

5 Mushroom and mascarpone risotto

6 Fideuà with clams

7 Lamb backstrap with roast pumpkin, anchovy, mint and sesame

8 French toast

Fast, hearty and filling, these recipes from Lisa Featherby  
make ideal weeknight meals. 

RISOTTO Mortar 

concrete wallpaper 

(used throughout)

from Emily Ziz. All 

other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

GOURMET FAST
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GOURMET FAST

2 Spiced eggs with okra
No okra? No problem. Diced eggplant or even 

stir-fried cucumber would work well here.

Serves 4

2 tbsp olive oil
18 okra
2 tbsp ghee
1 small Spanish onion, finely chopped
1 tbsp ras el hanout (see note)

¼ tsp ground chilli
1 ripe tomato, finely chopped

250 ml (1 cup) chicken stock, or water
8 eggs, at room temperature

  Coriander, steamed jasmine rice and lime 
wedges (optional), to serve

1   Heat oil in a large frying pan over high heat, 

add okra and fry until golden brown all over  

(3-5 minutes). Set aside.

2   Add ghee and onion to pan and fry until  

onion starts to caramelise (8-10 minutes). Add  

ras el hanout and ground chilli to pan, stir until 

fragrant (20 seconds), then add tomato and stir 

until mixture thickens a little (2 minutes). Add 

stock, bring to a simmer and cook over high heat 

until reduced by half (5-7 minutes).

3   Meanwhile, boil eggs in a large saucepan of 

boiling water until medium-boiled (7 minutes). 

Cool under cold running water, then peel, halve 

and add to sauce along with okra. Scatter with 

coriander and serve with rice and lime wedges.

Note Ras el hanout, a Moroccan spice blend, is 

available at select delicatessens and online from 

herbies.com.au. 

3 Broccoli soup 
Here we’ve reserved the very tops of the florets and 

sautéed them separately for a garnish, and cooked 

the stalks for the soup base. By all means use all  

the broccoli in the soup – the texture will just be  

a little grainy.

Serves 4

 1 tbsp olive oil
 1 onion, diced
 4 garlic cloves, bruised
 2  heads (750gm) broccoli, top of the florets 

removed, stalks chopped
 1 potato (240gm), peeled and chopped
 1 litre (4 cups) chicken or vegetable stock
 185 ml pouring cream 
 4 thick slices rye bread
 2 tbsp butter, plus extra melted for brushing
 125 gm Gorgonzola, crumbled

1   Preheat oven to 200C. Heat oil in a saucepan 

over medium-high heat, add onion and garlic  

and sauté until tender (5 minutes). Add broccoli 

stalks, potato and stock, bring to the boil, then 

reduce to a simmer and cook until stalks and 

potato are tender (13-15 minutes). Cool briefly, 

then purée with a hand-held blender, or in an 

upright blender. Season to taste, stir in cream and 

bring back to a simmer. 

2   Meanwhile, place rye bread on an oven tray and 

brush with melted butter, then bake in oven until 

starting to turn golden (4-6 minutes). Top with 

cheese and bake until cheese melts (3-5 minutes).

3   Heat remaining butter in a frying pan over high 

heat, add broccoli florets and sauté until tender 

(3-5 minutes).

4   Top soup with broccoli florets and serve with 

cheese toasts.

4 Chicken braised with cavolo nero 
and wine
Serves 4

 60 ml (1/4 cup) olive oil
 8 garlic cloves, unpeeled, bruised
 4 chicken Marylands (about 350gm each)
 2  bunches cavolo nero, coarsely chopped
 125 ml (1/2 cup) dry white wine
  Extra-virgin olive oil and crusty bread,  
  to serve

1   Preheat oven to 240C. Heat a flameproof 

roasting pan over high heat, add olive oil and 

garlic, season chicken, place in pan skin-side 

down and fry until chicken and garlic are golden 

(3-5 minutes). Transfer to a plate. 

2   Add cavolo nero to pan and cook until starting 

to wilt (2-3 minutes). Place chicken and garlic on 

top, pour wine over the chicken and season to 

taste. Roast until chicken is golden brown and 

juices run clear when pierced with a skewer 

(25-27 minutes). Drizzle with extra-virgin olive  

oil and serve with crusty bread.>

1 Prawn and bean salad with 
preserved lemon dressing
Serves 4 as a light meal

 175 gm green beans, trimmed
 600  gm canned cannellini beans, drained  

and rinsed
 2 tbsp olive oil
 12 uncooked prawns, peeled, deveined, heads  
  removed and tails intact
 1 tsp coarsely crushed coriander seeds
 ½ Spanish onion, thinly sliced
 1 cup coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley
 ½ bunch chives, cut into batons
  Preserved lemon dressing

 200 ml extra-virgin olive oil
  Juice of 2 lemons
 ½  preserved lemon, flesh discarded, rinsed 

and finely chopped

1   Blanch green beans until bright green and just 

tender (1-2 minutes), add cannellini beans to 

warm through (20 seconds), then drain well and 

keep warm.

2   For preserved lemon dressing, whisk ingredients 

in a bowl and season to taste.

3   Heat olive oil in a large frying pan over high 

heat. Season prawns with coriander seeds and salt 

and pepper, add to pan and fry until pink and just 

cooked through (3-5 minutes). Add beans, Spanish 

onion and preserved lemon dressing, toss to 

combine, stir in herbs and serve.



SOUP Copper  

bowl from Beans 

and Jazz. Plate 

from Batch 

Ceramics. Teku teak 

condiment bowl 

from Papaya. 

CHICKEN Plates 

from Batch 

Ceramics. TEXT 

PAGE Salt dish and 

vase from Funkis. 

All other props 

stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

SPICED EGGS 

Trattoria bowl from 

Papaya. PRAWN 

SALAD Bowl from 

Batch Ceramics. Ay 

Illuminate clear glass 

from Spence & Lyda. 

All other props 

stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

3    Broccoli soup 

2    Spiced eggs with okra
1   Prawn and bean salad 
with preserved lemon 
dressing 

4    Chicken braised 
with cavolo 
nero and wine 



RISOTTO All props 

stylist’s own. CLAMS 

Plate (top of stack) 

from Batch Ceramics. 

Trattoria side plate 

(bottom of stack) 

from Papaya. All 

other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

7    Lamb backstrap with 
roast pumpkin, anchovy, 
mint and sesame 

6    Fideuà with clams
5    Mushroom and 

mascarpone risotto 

8    French toast

FRENCH TOAST 

Plate from Batch 

Ceramics. Teku teak 

dish from Papaya. 

LAMB Trattoria 

dinner plate from 

Papaya. TEXT PAGE 

St Claire linen napkin 

from Papaya. 

Marimekko plate 

(bottom of stack) 

from Funkis. Side 

plate and bowl 

(second and third on 

stack) from Batch 

Ceramics. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175. 
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5Mushroom and mascarpone
risotto
There are several types of risotto rice. The easiest

to find is arborio; it needs the least cooking time and

tends to break down easily. We’ve used carnaroli here,

which is worth seeking out – it holds its shape nicely.

Serves 4-6 (pictured p37)

20 gm dried porcini mushrooms

80 gm butter, coarsely chopped

2 tbsp olive oil

300 gm Swiss brown mushrooms, thickly sliced

5-6 sage leaves, coarsely chopped

1 small onion, finely chopped

400 gm risotto rice, preferably carnaroli

(see head note)

125 ml (½ cup) dry white wine

85 gm (1/3 cup) mascarpone, plus extra

to serve (optional)

35 gm (1/3 cup) finely grated parmesan, plus

extra to serve

1 Soak porcini in a bowl with 700ml boiling water

for 10 minutes to soften. Drain, reserving stock.

Finely chop mushrooms and reserve. Keep

stock warm.

2 Meanwhile, heat half the butter and half

the oil in a saucepan over high heat, add fresh

mushrooms and sage and sauté until tender

and golden brown (3-5 minutes). Set aside.

Add remaining butter and oil to pan along with

onion and sauté until golden brown (4-5 minutes).

Add rice and stir to coat in oil, then add wine and

simmer until evaporated (1 minute). Add reserved

stock a ladleful at a time, stirring continuously

between additions until most is absorbed before

adding the next, until rice is al dente and creamy

(13-15 minutes; you may not need all the stock).

Season to taste, stir in mascarpone, parmesan and

three-quarters of both mushrooms, then serve

risotto topped with remaining mushrooms and

extra grated parmesan.

6 Fideuà with clams
Fideuà is similar to paella (the dishes share a Valencian 

origin) but made with pasta in place of rice. It’s 

typically made with short, thin noodles known as 

fideos, but we’ve used broken-up spaghettini.

Serves 4

 1 kg clams, soaked to remove grit

 60 ml (¼ cup) olive oil

 350 gm spaghettini, broken into thirds 

 1 garlic clove, very thinly sliced

 1 tsp smoked paprika 

 1 tsp sweet paprika 

 ¼ tsp safron threads

 400 ml fino sherry

 ¼ cup coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley 

  Extra-virgin olive oil and aïoli, to serve

1   Bring 1 litre water and 1 tsp sea salt to the  

boil in a large saucepan over medium-high heat. 

Add clams, cover and cook, shaking occasionally, 

until clams open (3-5 minutes). Drain, reserving 

750ml stock and clams separately (freeze 

remaining stock for another use).

2   Meanwhile, heat olive oil in a 35cm-diameter 

paella pan or large frying pan. Add spaghettini 

and stir over medium heat until lightly toasted 

(5-7 minutes). Add garlic, paprikas and safron  

and cook for a further minute. Add sherry,  

simmer until almost absorbed (2-3 minutes), then 

add reserved stock and simmer until liquid is 

absorbed and pasta is al dente (10-12 minutes). 

Add clams in the last minute of cooking to reheat.

3   Scatter fideuà with parsley, drizzle with 

extra-virgin olive oil and serve with aïoli.

7 Lamb backstrap with roast 
pumpkin, anchovy, mint and sesame
Backstrap, or eye of loin, is a lovely lean cut of meat, 

while anchovies and mint are always perfect partners 

with lamb. Just add pumpkin for an ideal autumn meal.

Serves 4

 1.2  kg peeled Jap pumpkin cut into 6cm-8cm 

pieces 

 2 tbsp olive oil

 4 lamb backstraps (200gm each)

 1 cup mint, coarsely torn

 1  salad onion (optional), thinly sliced 

 ¼  cup tamari pepitas (see note)

  Roasted sesame seeds, to serve

  Anchovy dressing

 8 anchovy fillets

 3 small garlic cloves, chopped

  Juice of 2 lemons

 60 ml (1/4 cup) extra-virgin olive oil

1   Preheat oven to 230C. Toss pumpkin in half 

the oil, season to taste and roast in a roasting 

pan, turning once, until golden and tender  

(25-27 minutes).

2   Meanwhile, heat remaining oil in a large frying 

pan over medium-high heat. Season backstraps, 

add to pan and fry, moving them around the pan 

so they cook evenly, until golden brown and 

medium-rare (5 minutes each side). Set aside  

on a plate for 5 minutes to rest, then slice.

3   For anchovy dressing, pound anchovies 

and garlic with a mortar and pestle to  

a smooth paste, then stir in lemon  

juice and olive oil and season  

with pepper.

8 French toast
Serves 4

 200 ml milk

 2 eggs, lightly beaten

 60 gm pure icing sugar, sieved, plus extra  

  for dusting

 4  thick soft white bread slices, or brioche 

slices

 150 gm butter, diced

  Maple syrup and vanilla ice-cream, to serve

1   Preheat oven to 180C. Whisk milk, eggs and 

icing sugar in a bowl until well combined. Dip 

bread slices into egg mixture and set aside on  

a tray to soak (2 minutes). 

2   Heat a quarter of the butter in a frying pan 

over medium-high heat, add a slice of bread and 

cook, turning once, until golden on both sides  

(2-4 minutes). Transfer bread to an oven tray 

lined with baking paper and keep warm in a low 

oven while you repeat with remaining butter and 

bread. Serve warm topped with ice-cream and 

maple syrup and dusted with icing sugar. #

4   Place pumpkin in a bowl, add mint, onion and 

half the dressing, toss to combine and divide 

among plates. Top with lamb, pepitas and seeds, 

drizzle with remaining dressing and serve hot.

Note Tamari pepitas are available from 

supermarkets and select grocers. 







HOT

TIPS

Fried cauliflower with
anchovymayonnaise
Serves 4 as a snack

Process 8 anchovy fillets, 2 egg

yolks, 1 tsp Dijon mustard and 1 garlic

clove in a food processor until smooth

and combined. With the motor running,

add 200ml olive oil in a thin steady

stream, processing until thick and

emulsified. Add 1 tbsp red wine vinegar

and a squeeze of lemon juice to taste,

process to combine, adjust seasoning

and set aside. Heat 2cm olive oil in a

large frying pan, add trimmed florets of

1 cauliflower without overcrowding the

pan and shallow-fry until golden brown

and tender (3-4 minutes; you may need

to do this in batches). Drain on paper

towels, season to taste with sea salt,

freshly ground black pepper and

smoked paprika, and serve with lemon

wedges and anchovy mayonnaise.

Slow-roasted lamb leg with
anchovies and rosemary
Serves 4-6

Preheat oven to 140C. Take

a lamb leg (bone-in, about 2.75kg)

and cut 16 small deep incisions at even

intervals. Stuf each incision with an

anchovy fillet, a couple of rosemary

leaves and a halved garlic clove, place

in a roasting pan, drizzle with olive oil,

season to taste and add 250ml each

dry white wine and chicken stock to

the pan. Roast, basting occasionally

and topping up roasting pan with

extra stock if necessary, until very

tender and falling from the bone

(3½-4 hours). Cover with foil and rest

for 20 minutes, then serve with pan

juices and lemon roast potatoes.

Onion and anchovy tart
Serves 4

Heat 2 tbsp olive oil in a frying

pan over medium-high heat, add

3 very thinly sliced onions and

sauté until very soft and caramelised

(45-50 minutes). Stir in 1 tbsp coarsely

chopped thyme and 1 finely chopped

garlic clove, season to taste and set

aside to cool. Preheat oven to 200C.

Cut a 375gm sheet of butter puf

pastry into four squares, place on a

baking tray lined with baking paper

and score a 1cm border around the

edge of each. Prick within the border

with a fork, then spread with onion

mixture. Place 4 anchovy fillets in a

criss-cross pattern and scatter 4 pitted

black olives over each tart, then bake

until golden and crisp (15-20 minutes).

Serve hot, scattered with extra thyme.

Quick anchovy and roast
capsicum bruschetta
Serves 4 as a snack

Combine 200gm peeled roasted

red capsicum torn into strips in a bowl

with 12 anchovy fillets, 1 tbsp olive

oil, 1 tbsp red wine vinegar, 1 finely

chopped garlic clove and 2 tbsp each

coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley and

oregano, season to taste and mix well.

Drizzle eight thick slices of sourdough

with a little extra oil, toast both sides

in a char-grill pan and serve topped

with roast capsicum

and anchovy

mixture.#

Anchovies
Packed in salt or preserved in oil, these little fish make

a big splash in the flavour stakes.
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+ Once a jar or can
of anchovies is

opened, store in the
refrigerator for up

to a week.

+ It may seem
obvious to say, but
when cooking with

anchovies remember
they’re salty so be

judicious when
seasoning
the dish.

PANTRY RAIDER

Fried cauliflower 
with anchovy 
mayonnaise

Anchovies are either 

loathed or loved – you can’t be 

lukewarm about an anchovy.  

At GT, we are firmly in the “for” 

camp. A couple of tins of anchovies 

in the pantry take up very little 

space, but despite their diminutive 

size, they pack a serious flavour 

punch. They add deep savouriness 

to all sorts of dishes and can be 

employed in a subtle manner or 

made the star of the show. 

We often add them when 

sautéeing onion and garlic as  

the foundation of a dish – an 

anchovy or two adds a certain 

something to proceedings, melting 

away to invisibility, yet leaving their 

flavoursome mark. We also love to 

place them centrestage – spiking  

a lemony, garlicky mayo to serve 

alongside fried cauliflower, say, or 

in a take on the classic pissaladière.

Not all anchovies are created 

equal. Quality is important here, 

especially in dishes where the 

anchovies are front and centre.  

We love the beautifully intense, 

salt-packed Nardin anchovies  

(the oil-preserved version is a 

winner, too), and other brands 

packed in Spain’s Basque country. 

The salt-packed ones require a little 

more fiddling around – they need  

to have the salt brushed off, be 

butterflied and the spine taken  

out, whereas the better oil-packed 

anchovies are ready to eat. Good 

anchovies tend to hold their shape 

well rather than turn to mush, 

which is why, in our book, paying  

a little extra is money well spent. 

They’re so good we can (and  

often do) scoff them straight  

from the can. 

CAULIFLOWER Bits and 

Bobs glass container 

(comes with lid) from Hay. 

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.
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Find yourself in the Lost City

Santiago to Cusco
19 days from $12,795* per person, twin share
$1,000 Air Credit* per couple

Visit aptouring.com.au/SouthAmerica2017 or call 1300 398 614 or see your local travel agent

Best of South America

South America is a land bursting with colour and rich in natural wonders. 
Embark on a small group journey with APT, where beyond every Andean peak, 
a new adventure awaits.

INCLUDED - Stay in South America’s leading properties, hand-picked for their 

distinctive character, unrivalled personal service and spectacular settings

INCLUDED - Travel by PeruRail’s Vistadome train and admire the mountainous 

Andean landscapes outside your glass-domed carriage as you travel to 

Machu Picchu - the Lost City of the Incas

INCLUDED - All internal fl ights in South America, tipping, transfers, 

sightseeing and many meals 

Ask about our 
Galápagos extension

UNFORGETTABLE

*Conditions apply. Prices are per person (pp), AUD, twin share and include port charges. Prices are inclusive of savings where applicable. Prices are correct as at 22 March 2016, but may fl uctuate due to changes in availability, surcharges, fees, taxes or exchange rates. Prices based on IS19: February to October 2017 departures. Galápagos 
extension is available at an additional cost. ALL OFFERS: All offers are strictly limited and available until sold out. Subject to availability, not combinable, available on new bookings only and may be withdrawn at any time. A limited number of offers are available on selected itineraries and departures. AIRFARE OFFERS: Subject to 
availability of airline and booking class. Once booking class sold out surcharges apply. Flights must be booked by APT. All airfare offers are in economy class with LATAM airlines or an airline of APT’s choosing. Airfare offers are valid ex. MEL/SYD/BNE/PER/ADL. DEPOSITS & FINAL PAYMENTS: A non-refundable deposit of $3,000 
pp is due within 7 days of booking. Final payments are due 100 days prior to departure. $1,000 AIR CREDIT PER COUPLE: Airfare credit of $500 pp is based on two people booking, twin share, on selected departures of IS19 in 2017. Australian Pacifi c Touring Pty Ltd ABN 44 004 684 619. ATAS accreditation #A10825. APT4100



Quiche
Its origins may date back to the 16th century but the classic pairing of quivering custard and 

golden shortcrust never gets old, writes Damien Pignolet.

The scent of savoury custard

cradled in buttery pastry as it emerges

from the oven is one of the joys of a perfect

quiche. The town of Lorraine on France’s

north-eastern border with Germany is

considered the birthplace of quiche – hence

quiche Lorraine – but it seems a forerunner

called féouse was known in Nancy as early

as the 16th century. The early versions had

a yeasted crust, whereas today we use

shortcrust or puff pastry.

The Alsace-Lorraine region is famous for

both savoury and sweet quiches. The savoury

varieties are usually made with vegetables,

bacon and even rillettes set in custard, while

the sweet quiches use local fruits, especially

plums. The custard is generally made with

eggs and cream, but some versions are part

fresh cheese and part cream. The folk from

Lorraine, however, insist quiche Lorraine

contains only bacon, eggs and cream in

shortcrust pastry; never cheese. The standard 

formula for the custard is three 60-gram eggs 

to 600ml of cream with seasonings.

The inspiration for the shortcrust pastry 

I’ve used here was a visit to the three-starred 

restaurant Frédy Girardet in the Swiss village 

of Crissier in 1980. The amuse-gueule was  

a sliver of onion tart with a shimmering 

onion-flavoured custard suspended in a crisp 

flaky crust that I could see wasn’t puff pastry. 

Back in Sydney, my partner Josephine and  

I experimented with the simplest methods 

and achieved a near-perfect match for the 

master’s magnificent tart.

I like to use a handmade method for this 

buttery shortcrust of two parts butter to three 

parts flour and just enough water to bind it.  

I sometimes use sparkling mineral water for 

a lighter crust. The logic behind the formula 

is to allow space for the richness of the 

flavoured custard filling.

Sift the flour with a good pinch of salt 

onto a work surface, scatter very cold diced 

butter over it, then toss with a pastry scraper  

to coat the butter. Splash with cold water 

then smear the ingredients away from you  

in a downward pushing action with the heel 

of your hand. Gather the partially combined 

dough and repeat; the French call this 

fraisage. The dough will look messy, with 

streaks of butter through it; these create a mild 

degree of flakiness to the cooked crust. Repeat 

this action to make a relatively smooth dough 

then form into a disc, wrap it in two layers of 

greaseproof paper and refrigerate it for at least 

half an hour. Don’t let the dough get too hard, 

however, or it will have to be hammered 

before it can be rolled and this activates the 

gluten, causing the pastry to be tough.

Place the dough on a lightly flour-dusted 

work surface, dust it with flour and rub flour 

on the rolling pin, too. Roll out the pastry, 

lifting it and dusting it underneath, if needed, 

then rotate it and continue rolling until it’s 

about 8cm-10cm wider than the tart tin.  

The best tart tin for the job is a metal one 

about 3cm deep, with a removable base. Dust 

excess flour off the pastry, then roll it over  

the rolling pin and unroll it over the tart tin. 

The key to a perfect quiche or tart shell is 

a crust that remains dry and flaky after the 

custard is cooked, so it needs to be baked 

blind: lined with foil, filled with weights and 

cooked for 10 minutes, or until the sides are 

firm. Metal or ceramic pastry weights are 

best, but if you don’t have these, dried beans 

are a good option. I never use rice – it takes 

too long to absorb the heat of the oven.

Remove the foil and weights, and continue 

baking the crust until it’s dry and golden.  

Now add any pre-cooked ingredients such as 

asparagus, eggplant, zucchini or prawns, top 

with the hot custard and continue to bake.  

I combine the beaten eggs and seasoned, 

near-boiling cream, then slide out the oven 

shelf to add the custard so setting begins 

immediately once the shell is pushed back 

QUICHE All props

stylist’s own. STEPS

Grey Latte mixing bowl

from Williams-Sonoma.

All other props stylist’s

own. Stockists p175.

MASTERCLASS

Goat’s cheese and 
herb quiche
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STEP
BY

STEP

1 For shortcrust pastry, sift

flour and salt onto a work

surface, scatter butter over

and toss with a pastry scraper

or cook’s knife. Sprinkle with

the 60ml ice-cold water and

toss again.

2 Gather the mass close to you and, using the

heel of your hand, smear the ingredients away

from you in a quick, smooth sliding action. Gather

the emerging dough back to the starting point

and repeat. Don’t be concerned when streaks of

butter appear on the surface of the dough; this

shows it hasn’t been overworked. Lightly knead itW
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Goat’s cheese and herb quiche
Prep time 45 mins, cook 1 hr 20 mins

(plus resting, standing)

Serves 6-8

1 tbsp olive oil

1 onion, finely chopped

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

½ cup thinly sliced sorrel

½ cup thinly sliced flat-leaf parsley

12 rosemary leaves, finely chopped

8 small sage leaves, torn into tiny pieces

4 sprigs thyme, leaves only, lightly chopped

2 handfuls English spinach leaves, blanched,

excess water squeezed out, finely chopped

700 ml pouring cream (35% fat content)

2 fresh bay leaves

A few gratings of nutmeg

5 eggs (65gm each)

120 gm mature goat’s cheese, rind removed,

sliced or broken into small pieces

Shortcrust pastry

240 gm plain flour
1/4 tsp fine salt

180 gm cold unsalted butter, diced into

1.5 cm cubes

1

2

3 4

5

6 7 8

into the oven. Continue baking until the 

custard is set. Take care not to overcook the 

custard, or it will balloon up and fill with 

bubbles, and frankly taste unpleasant.

Test close to the prescribed cooking time 

by inserting a fine-bladed paring knife, which 

should emerge dryish. The custard needs to 

rest a little before serving – have a shallow 

bowl or smaller cake tin ready on the bench 

and place the quiche on top and gently allow 

the sides of the mould to drop to the bench, 

leaving the tart suspended on the base. Have 

a flat platter or wooden board on hand, then 

carefully slide the quiche off the base and onto 

the serving platter.

To cut the quiche, place two fingers on 

the outer edge of the crust and position a 

sharp serrated knife between them, with the 

tip in the centre of the quiche, then cut 

straight down. Use a cake slice to serve it.

The perfect quiche should have a crisp, 

flaky, slightly caramelised shell with walls 

that are not too thick, but strong enough  

not to crumble when cut. The custard should 

be silken and set only enough to hold its 

shape when portioned. The big test is with  

a soft-ingredient quiche, such as the onion 

tart we used to serve at Claude’s: 2.7 litres  

of cream infused with an onion and a bay  

leaf for 30 minutes before being combined 

with beaten eggs, then ladled into the pastry 

crust for baking. The tip of the sliced tart 

would bow to one side, the silken custard  

just holding within the crisp, flaky crust.  

It was a triumph. 

into a flattened disc, wrap in two layers of 

greaseproof paper and refrigerate to rest until 

firm but not hard (20-30 minutes; it should be a 

tiny bit soft when pressed with your fingertip). 

3   Preheat oven to 190C. Roll pastry on a lightly 

floured surface, flouring the pastry and the rolling 

pin, too, to about 37cm in diameter, lifting and 

dusting under the pastry as you go to prevent it 

sticking. Dust of excess flour with a pastry brush, 

roll pastry over the pin and unroll it over a 

3.5cm-deep, 28cm-diameter loose-based fluted tart 

tin. Carefully loosen the pastry so it sits inside the 

tin. If there seems to be too much pastry, trim a 

little of, then fold excess pastry in and over, so it 

sits just above the top of the tart tin. Use 

flour-dusted knuckles to press the pastry into the 

side of the tin to form a thin, compacted wall all the 

way around that extends above the edge of the tin 

by about 5mm. Dust out any flour with a pastry 

brush, prick all over the base with a fork, line with 

foil and place in the freezer for 20 minutes. 

4   Fill case with pastry weights and bake until 

wall appears set (10-12 minutes), then remove  

foil and weights and bake until base looks set  

(5-7 minutes). Reduce oven to 170C and bake 

until crust is very dry and slightly caramelised 

(10-12 minutes). The pastry case may be made  

a few hours in advance; reheat it in a 150C oven 

for 5-7 minutes before adding the filling. 

5   Increase oven to 180C. Heat oil in a saucepan 

over medium heat, add onion and sauté until 

softened (4-5 minutes). Add garlic and cook 

briefly until fragrant. 

6   Stir in herbs (except bay leaves) and spinach. 

Bring cream, bay leaves and nutmeg to a simmer 

in a separate saucepan over medium heat and 

season generously to taste. Add herb mixture and 

simmer to develop flavour (1-2 minutes). 

7   Whisk eggs well in a large bowl, then add 

cream mixture, whisk to combine and check 

seasoning. Scatter base of pastry case with  

goat’s cheese. 

8   Carefully pour egg mixture into tart case, 

avoiding spillage over the side. (I place the tin  

on the oven shelf to do this, but it can be done on 

the bench.) Carefully slide into the oven, bake for 

9 minutes, then reduce oven to 160C and bake 

until just set when tested with the tip of a paring 

knife; the centre should be firm without wobbling 

when you shake the quiche (18-20 minutes). Let  

it stand for 10 minutes, then slice with a serrated 

knife and serve with a leaf salad. #



Winning Appliances’ state-of-the-art
showroom in Sydney’s Redfern was the elegant

setting for an intimate evening focusing on the art

of entertaining, with readers gathering to learn tips

and tricks from the professionals.

Gourmet Traveller’s food and style director,

Emma Knowles, demonstrated recipes from a

three-course menu for a no-fuss yet impressive

dinner party: first up was pea soup with mint and

crème fraîche; the main course was ocean trout with

a fennel and dill crust with lemon potatoes; and, for

the grand finale, Knowles whipped up creamy

chocolate pots, a sure-fire crowd-pleaser of a dessert.

The guests, meanwhile, were served drinks and

canapés including crushed pea and mint crostini with

burrata and lemon, and balsamic-glazed fig tartlets

with candied walnuts and gorgonzola dolcelatte.

Belle editor Tanya Buchanan and design editor

LucyMcCabe styled the venue and spoke about the

latest trends in interiors, and the importance of

choosing your cooking appliances wisely. One lucky

guest, Yvonne Clemesha, won a personal styling

session with the pair, plus a VintecWine Cabinet from

Winning Appliances. It was a winning night all round.

Effortless entertaining
Readers were treated to a special evening hosted by Gourmet Traveller, Belle and
Winning Appliances to hear professional tips on entertaining with a focus on Easter.

PLATE CLASS

Clockwise, from top left: 

Gourmet Traveller food  

and style director, Emma 

Knowles, demonstrates a 

three-course menu; John 

Winning, Group CEO (left), 

and Winning Appliances  

CEO, David Woollcott; fennel 

and dill-crusted ocean trout 

with lemon potatoes. 

Fennel and dill-crusted ocean trout



FOR STORE LOCATIONS, VISIT WINNINGAPPLIANCES.COM.AU

AN AUSTRALIAN GOURMET TRAVELLER PROMOTION

A good oven from Winning Appliances takes care of 

business, while you spend more time with your guests.

WINNING FORMULA  

Left: Winning Appliances’ 

state-of-the-art showroom 

in Sydney’s Redfern. Below: 

guests were served drinks 

and canapés, including 

crushed pea and mint 

crostini with burrata and 

lemon, and balsamic-glazed 

fig tartlets with candied 

walnuts and gorgonzola 

dolcelatte. 

A HOTSHOT OVEN FROM 
WINNING APPLIANCES

During her cooking demonstration, Emma 

Knowles used the Gaggenau 200 series  

60cm pyrolytic oven. This state-of-the-art 

oven has nine heating methods and serves  

as a truly professional brick oven with 

optional baking stone – for bread, pizza  

and pastries. A 76-litre interior, electronic 

temperature control from 50°C to 300°C  

and the innovative pyrolytic system provide 

excellent convenience for baking.

Functionalities aside, this oven is also 

loved by interior designers and architects 

for its sleek black design.

Key features include flush installation, 

pyrolytic system, nine heating methods with 

baking stone function, touch display, panel-free 

with surface control module, and temperature 

control from 50°C to 300°C. 

Avalaible at Winnings Appliances Gaggenau 

200 Series 60cm Pyrolytic Oven with  

left-hinged door in Gaggenau Anthracite.  

RRP $4,999. 
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They’re late-night party animals

with opposable thumbs and the 

neighbours are getting sick of your 

dog’s midnight howling. Ah yes, 

we’re talking about possums – 

stealth assassins in the vegetable 

patch. To safeguard your garden’s 

precious assets – and your 

relationship with your neighbours 

– the answer is quite simple.

EVOLUTION THEORY Humankind

has spent a lot of energy trying 

to invent the definitive possum 

deterrent, sonar devices (that freak 

out your dog) and funky sprays 

among them. Yet we realise now that 

possums are a lot like us – they’re 

quick to evolve. That’s right, possums 

now love chillies, and the chilli sprays 

that used to sting the critters are 

now a spicy aphrodisiac. What this

tells us is that we need to keep 

evolving, too, or resort to an 

impenetrable form of defence.

NET WORTH Netting is the best 

barrier between possums and your

patch. While notoriously clumsy 

and unsightly, our system has now

evolved so it looks good and is more

user-friendly. #

Pod cast

TIP OF THE MONTH: POSSUM PROTECTION

When it comes to the pick of the patch, Mat Pember goes
weak at the peas. To harvest or not to harvest is the question.
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WHAT TO

PLANT

TEMPERATE

BEETROOT

BOK CHOY/PAK CHOI

BROAD BEANS

BROCCOLI

BRUSSELS SPROUTS

CABBAGE

CARROTS

CAULIFLOWER

CELERY

CORIANDER

FENNEL

GARLIC (BULBS)

HERBS (ALL

EXCEPT BASIL)

KALE

LETTUCE

PARSNIP

PEAS

RADISH

ROCKET

SILVERBEET

SPINACH

SPRING ONIONS

STRAWBERRY

SWEDE

TURNIP

We all have our Achilles heel. For a
politician it might be taking a helicopter. For Derek

Zoolander it’s turning left. Mine is picking peas

before they’ve grown beyond a bite-sized pod

because they’re the ultimate vegetable snackage.

There are few tastier times in the patch than when

peas are in full bloom and those sweet, crunchy

snacks litter the foliage.

Their bounty aside, peas also provide benefits

to the garden by injecting the soil with nitrogen.

After those greedy summer vegetables – tomatoes,

sweetcorn, zucchini – the soil is depleted of that

essential element and in need of replenishment.

Planting peas in the spaces that these crops once

occupied helps redress the balance because, along

with broad beans and other legumes, peas produce

nitrogen as they grow. So, by planting peas in

May, you’re repairing the patch’s soil for the next

spring-summer assault. They therefore deserve

a special place in the garden.

Don’t overwork the soil before planting

peas; the most important job is ensuring it’s

free-draining, and add only a moderate amount

of compost to reinvigorate it. The other main task

is establishing a trellis structure for pea tendrils to

climb. Without a suitable framework, their growth

will be stunted, as will the growing success.

Choose a sunny space for peas. They produce

flowers to form their pods, so their need for light

is greater than other cool-season contenders such

as brassicas, roots and leafy greens. Try to place

peas at the back of a north-facing patch, the sun

now being lower on the horizon. This ensures that

smaller plants aren’t shaded, much like placing

taller people at the back of the concert hall and

shorter people towards the front, so nobody misses

the action.

Before planting the seeds, soak them in water

overnight. This helps loosen the hard coating and

gives the seed a reserve of moisture to draw upon

during germination. Sow them in holes two to

three centimetres deep and about 15 centimetres

apart, planting two seeds per hole in case one fails

to sprout. If both seeds germinate, cull the weakest

once it’s big enough to be pulled out without

disturbing the other plant.

Water thoroughly upon planting, and every

second day after that. Unlike smaller seeds that

sit closer to the surface and need frequent small

bursts of water, peas sit deeper in the soil and are

therefore more incubated. Overwatering heightens

the risk of the seed rotting, making them susceptible

to rodents as a tasty midnight snack.

When the plants are three to four weeks old,

add three to five centimetres of sugarcane mulch

to lock in moisture and keep the soil temperature

even. As with any vegetable, the cosier the soil

environment, the better peas grow, and the timing

of mulching plays an important role here.

As peas grow, they may need a little help

hanging on to the trellis. Sometimes tendrils will

attach themselves easily, but they may flail about

looking for support. Some gentle guidance is all

that’s necessary – the tendrils will do the rest.

After two or three months of growth, the peas

flower and start to form pods. A splash of liquid

potash aids this process. The other option is to snip

off the highest tendrils to help the plant focus

energy on production rather than more growth.

The difference between a tiny bite-sized pod

and a mouthful is about two weeks, making the

compromise between taste and yield tricky. But

harvesting frees up your plants to produce more,

so pluck a few pods to keep the good times rolling.

GROW YOUR OWN

+ For cool, tropical and

subtropical climate

planting advice and a

video on how to protect

crops from possums visit

gourmettraveller.com.au

KEY
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30 G IF T IDEAS t o make your Mum’s day.. .
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CALL THE MIDWIFE - 

SERIES 5

GRAND DESIGNS 
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At the end of autumn when the summer 

crops are done, you’ll find my kids tearing up and 

down the driveway, running over pillowcases on  

their bikes, and getting pocket money to do it. Those 

pillowcases are filled with dried bean pods in need  

of threshing, and there’s no greater source of carbon-

neutral energy than a 10-year-old on a bike with  

icy-pole cash on her mind.

When the riding is done we empty the pillowcases 

onto sheets and throw big handfuls of beans and pods 

into the wind, winnowing the light pods away and 

leaving behind a pile of shiny beans, ready for a jar in 

the pantry.

I love baked beans, refried beans, white-bean dip, 

feijoada – you name it. In the coldest part of the year  

a rib-sticking dish of beans, laden with protein and 

carbohydrates is just what you need. In any dry-goods 

store the range is dazzling and the beans are dirt 

cheap. According to my farm budget equations there is 

no way I can sow, tend, harvest, dry and thresh them 

for sale and come out even; not when the same amount 

of land and work that produces five bucks’ worth of 

beans could yield $20 worth of lettuce. But sometimes, 

for the good of your pantry, and for the good of your 

soul, you throw your spreadsheets to the wind, and 

plant drying beans.

This year we grew two types of pinto to indulge our 

inner cowboys, an Estonian Black drying bean, Lazy 

Housewife climbing beans, highly sought-after borlotti 

beans, and, the best bang for my dry-bean buck, scarlet 

runner beans – surely the muse for Jack’s magic bean 

with their speckled purple and black shiny skins.

Plants are magicians. I’m not sure plant scientists 

would describe it that way, but to me the act of sowing 

a hard, dry bean seed and watching it transform 

sunlight, air and water (with the help of a healthy  

soil, of course) into solid matter, is nothing short of 

miraculous. And these beans have another, very special 

trick up their sleeves.

Nitrogen is one of the building blocks of chlorophyll, 

the stuff that makes plants green and enables 

photosynthesis. In our garden we choose not to use 

synthetic fertilisers, opting instead for natural sources 

of nitrogen, and the very best of these is that provided 

by those magic beans and their teammates, rhizobia 

bacteria. Unseen by us, underground, tiny rhizobia 

colonise the roots of leguminous plants – those in  

the pea tribe; think beans, chickpeas, peas, lentils,  

and even wattles – and trade with those plants; the 

rhizobia’s skill of grabbing nitrogen from the air, in a 

symbiotic exchange for the plants providing them with 

a place to live and a ready source of carbon. At the end 

of the season the roots of these plants will be covered 

in white nodules made by the rhizobia and we’ll leave 

these in the ground to break down and make their 

nitrogenous gifts available to the following crop.

This magic trick, and the fact that beans are a 

remarkable source of protein, fibre, essential minerals 

and carbohydrates, not to mention the diversity of 

flavour and texture, has led the UN to declare 2016  

the International Year of Pulses. In regions where you 

can’t pop to the rural supplies store for a bag of 

fertiliser, a plant that produces a food that contains 

most of the essential nutrients for life, stores beautifully 

and tastes good, as well as improving soil fertility,  

is invaluable.

Although my accountant may think it imprudent  

of me to toss out those spreadsheets, the pleasure of 

running my fingers through a bowl of those shiny, 

magic beans before covering them in cold water to 

soak cannot be accounted for in Excel any more than 

you can account for the satisfaction of cracking 

through the toasty, breadcrumbed crust of a tray of 

homegrown baked beans. So raise your bean-laden 

fork to the year of the pulse and to our tiny unseen 

allies, toiling away under the soil. #IL
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“ Sometimes, 

for the good of 

your pantry, 

and for the 

good of your 

soul, you  

throw your 

spreadsheets to 

the wind, and 

plant drying 

beans”

Beans count
It’s the International Year of Pulses – what better time  
to applaud the magic of beans, asks Paulette Whitney.

PRODUCE



1. Nest Fabric Corner Modular Lounge with Ottoman, $2999. The clean

lines and contemporary styling of the Nest modular lounge showcase

the quality craftsmanship and design flair of Australian-made furniture.

With its low-line form and sleek, durable feet, this contemporary sofa

includes two coordinating scatter cushions and exudes efortless luxury.

2. Broodie Floor Lamp, $399. 3. Lombardozzi Console table in smoke

stain, $1099 (shown with wine insert $199). 4. Rug: Louvre 1030/M, $1349.

1

2

Warick Globe - Cascade Warick Globe - Ink Warick Globe - Plum

CHOOSE YOUR FABRIC - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE



HARVEY NORMAN’S RANGE OF AUSTRALIAN-MADE FURNITURE LETS YOU CUSTOMISE 

PIECES TO SUIT ANY INTERIOR STYLE, WITH QUALITY FABRICS IN A WIDE RANGE OF 

COLOURS AND A SELECTION OF STAINED TIMBER FINISHES.

3

4

CUSTOMISE:
Choose your

own fabric & defi ne 
your space.



Quality and durability is at the top of the list
when it comes to Aussie-made products. You’ll
be able to enjoy your furniture for years to come,
and with the size, material, colour and stain
options available, you can create an amazing
space with the exact pieces you had in mind.

HOMEGROWN QUALITY

1. Casper 3-Piece Fabric Lounge, $2299. The Casper range allows you to 

confi gure and customise the layout and design of your lounge to adapt 

to any space, regardless of shape or dimension, composed of two chairs 

with 1 arm and 1 armless chair. Pictured in Warwick Globe Herb. Includes 5 

scatter cushions: pictured in Machala Grass and Globe Pumice. 2. Casper 

Ottoman,$559. 3. Ezio Round cof ee table in clear stain, $899 4. Ezio Round 

lamp table in clear stain, $699. 5. Dippy Dye Floor Lamp in White (lamp 

made in China), $299. 6. Rug: Lana 31/100, $1999.

CHOOSE YOUR FABRIC - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE

Warick Globe - Brindle Warick Globe - Pumice Warick Globe - Glacier

CUSTOMISE:
choose your own

fabric & create
your style.

1

2

3

4

5

6



1. Ezio 1500mm 7-Piece Dining Suite, $3999. The Ezio dining suite

takes its cue from Scandi style influences with a beautiful timber finish

and a striking, modified pedestal design that allows for six people to

be seated comfortably. Pictured in clear stain and chairs upholstered

in Warwick Bendigo Storm Fabric 2. Geo Cage silver pendant, $399

(pendant made in China). 3. Rug: Lana 31/910, $1999.

CHOOSE YOUR WOOD STAIN - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE

Paperbark ChocolateGhost

CUSTOMISE:
choose your

wood stain finish &
customise your space.

1

2

3



SHOP WITH CONFIDENCE HARVEY NORMAN’S AUSTRALIAN-

MADE FURNITURE IS FINELY CRAFTED FROM QUALITY RAW 

MATERIALS. YOU CAN BE ASSURED YOU’RE GETTING WELL-

MADE PRODUCTS FROM AN AUSSIE COMPANY YOU CAN TRUST.

CUSTOMISE:
Your chairs.
Your table.

Make it your own.

1

2



1. Lombardozzi 2400mm Dining Table in Smoke Stain, $2499.

2. Lombardozzi Low Back Dining Chair in Zepel fabrics Linex Chess, 

$369 each. This Australian-designed table is made in regional Victoria 

and features elegant crossed timber legs and a 42mm-thick tabletop 

in a beautiful naturally fi nished timber. 3. Rug: Louvre 1030/V, $1349.

DEFINE
YOUR

STYLE

CHOOSE YOUR WOOD STAIN - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE

SlateAlmondLight Oak

3



TAILORED FOR YOU
CUSTOMISATION MADE SIMPLE 1. Visit us in store 2. Choose your Australian made piece
3. Speak to our expert staf and start defining your style

1. Oakbank Fabric 3 Seater, $1299. A long and low design with sharp modern 

lines and eye-catching detail, including slightly curved armrests and piping, the 

Oakbank sofa would be at home in any living room and can be upholstered in a 

wide variety of fabrics (prices may vary). Scatter cushions pictured not included. 

2. Madison Cube Cof ee Table in natural stain, $799. 3. Madison Cube Lamp 

Table in natural stain $599. 4. Aiden Table Lamp - Grey (lamp made in China), 

$149. 5. Rug: Velvet 317/100, $1299.

CUSTOMISE:
choose from

many diferent
colours and

be you.

CHOOSE YOUR FABRIC - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE

Morgan - Bison Morgan - Poppy Morgan - Khaki

1

3

2

4

5



1. Parklane 2400mm Dining Table in Aged Smoke Stain, $2299.

2. Park Lane Dining Chair in Zepel Fabrics Premier Gull $429 each. The warmth

and contemporary style of the solid timber Parklane dining table has a slightly

rustic feel that would also lend itself to an industrial or even a country look.

SHOP AT YOUR LOCAL STORE, ONLINE
AT HN.COM.AU OR CALL 1300 464 278

Prices valid for Sydney Metropolitan Area. Prices can vary between states 
due to additional freight costs. See in store for full range. Harvey Norman® 

stores are operated by independent franchisees. Ends 01/06/16.

CUSTOMISE:
choose your

wood stain and
be diferent.

CHOOSE YOUR WOOD STAIN - VISIT US IN STORE TO SEE THE FULL RANGE

Aged Barley Aged WheatAged Smoke

1

2
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Italians do it better. That’s been the motto, 

if not the mission statement, of the Italian Wine and 

Food Festival since its inception. Inaugurated in 2013 

in Sydney, the festival this month makes its first 

appearance in Melbourne, and it’s going to be big.  

We spoke to the festival’s founder, award-winning 

sommelier Lara Caraturo, about its highlights.

You’re a champion of Italian wine in Australia,  

Lara; how did that come to be?

I married another sommelier who is very passionate 

about all things Italian. Then I had the pleasure of 

working for Sardinian-born chef Giovanni Pilu at Pilu 

at Freshwater restaurant in Sydney for eight years.  

I created a very Italian-focused wine list for the 

restaurant, which featured an extensive Sardinian 

offering, as well as an eclectic range of other Italian 

drinks which hadn’t been seen before in Australia.  

I think we were one of the first Italian restaurants to 

focus on one region with our drinks offer, too, and that 

really seemed to resonate with our guests.

You’ve spent plenty of time eating and drinking  

up and down the length of Italy. Have you got  

any memories that shine particularly bright?

So many. I really loved Sicily and Sardinia, but I also 

have a weakness for the rich food of the north. The 

biggest recent highlight was probably dining at Osteria 

Francescana last year and meeting chef Massimo 

Bottura. I love his focus on local produce and 

traditions. His energy and passion are inspiring  

and so infectious.

What prompted you to start the festival?

With our love of Italian culture, and so many Italians 

living here in Australia, it just seemed like a natural fit.

What can Melbourne expect from the adventure?

Copious amounts of amazing Italian wine and food,  

for starters. You’ll taste Italian wines region by region, 

meet Italian chefs, join cooking demonstrations and 

and make pasta and cheeses, shop in the food market, 

take a workshop, relax in the wine gardens, pick up  

a cocktail, listen to live music and tap your feet to 

tunes from our Italian DJ. It’s a big day.

Are we right in thinking that though the festival has 

drink beyond the grape?

Absolutely. There’ll be Italian beer, aperitivi, grappa 

and liqueurs, espresso, Italian waters and soft drinks, 

plus cocktails made by the magical Matt Bax and his 

team at the pop-up Bar Americano: think Negronis, 

Americanos and Aperol Spritzes.

And there’s plenty to eat, of course.

It wouldn’t be an Italian event without plenty of food. 

We have some of Melbourne’s top Italian restaurants 

coming to the party (the pizza masters from 400 Gradi 

among them), and the Gourmet Traveller Food 

Market will be offering fresh bread, pasta, cheese, 

salumi, gelato and other Italian specialties.

What about something to feed and water our hearts 

and minds as well as our bellies?

There’ll be food talks with the chefs, Italian wine 

masterclasses hosted by GT wine editor Max Allen, 

olive oil workshops hosted by chef Nino Zoccali, 

sommelier tours, Italian wine workshops for 

beginners with sommelier Rocco Esposito, and  

live food demonstrations all day.

What’s on the cards for the return of the Sydney 

festival in August?

We are bigger and better this year, with a larger venue 

and even more Italian wine and food, plus we will have 

some special guests joining us from Melbourne.

Come hungry and thirsty and with an open mind,  

and remember, Italians do it better!

Melbourne Italian Wine and Food Festival, 11am-9pm 

Sunday 29 May, Royal Exhibition Building, Carlton 

Gardens, 9 Nicholson St, Carlton, Vic. For tickets and 

information visit italianwinefoodfestival.com.au # W
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“ Come 

hungry and 

thirsty, and with 

an open mind, 

and remember, 

Italians do it 

better! ”

Drink Italy 
The Italian Wine and Food Festival makes its Melbourne 
début this month, and we’ve got the inside running.

EVENT

DOLCE VITA

Lara Caraturo at Osteria 

Francescana, Modena, 

in 2015.





presented by

#italiansdoitbetter

Sunday 21st August

Sydney Town Hall

Wine Tasting + Masterclasses

Cooking Demonstrations

Cheese + Pasta Making

Artisan Food Market

Wine Garden

Negroni Bar

Sunday 29th May

Royal Exhibition Building

www.italianwinefoodfestival.com.au
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Grossi Florentino Grill’s recent closure 

for a quick nip and tuck had many in Melbourne’s 

design and business communities reaching for the 

smelling salts. Florentino’s retro-cool mid-range 

offering was designed by architect Robin Boyd in 

1959 and has been a power-lunch epicentre ever 

since. It was given a fairly thorough going-over in the 

1980s, but it’s nonetheless the sort of place where 

change of any kind is viewed with suspicion. So the 

absence of any howls of outrage since it reopened 

surely points to business as usual, right?

Maybe at first glance. The room looks familiar 

beyond the immediately obvious changes – the sleeker,

darker but structurally intact dining room, absence of 

linen from the tables, the ’80s light fittings banished  

to design purgatory. White-aproned waiters, led  

by owner-chef Guy Grossi’s son Carlo, a man with 

exquisitely tuned hospitality instincts, still weave and 

squeeze past each other and the closely packed tables 

to the open kitchen at the back of the room. The wood 

panelling may be several shades darker, the timber 

floor upgraded to heftier American oak to soften sound 

levels, but they’re still part of the past. Prime positions 

are the same as they ever were – the tables at the 

enormous picture windows framing Bourke Street.

But sniff the air: wood smoke. It comes from the 

newly installed asado and Josper oven and is kept to  

Florentino on fire
Grossi Florentino Grill bids arrivederci to tablecloths while turning
up the heat on its authentic Italian cuisine, writes Michael Harden.

GRILL’S RAGAZZI

Top left, from left

to right: Carlo Grossi,

Guy Grossi, Mohammed

Helal, Mario Di Natale

and McKay Wilday;

musetto with parsley oil.

MELBOURNE REVIEW

a fragrant, atmospheric minimum by a huge, sleek, 

dark, super-powerful hood that hovers above the 

chefs working behind the kitchen bar. The smoke  

is the first hint of the real changes at Florentino Grill 

– the changes that now give the name real weight.

Every second dish among the main courses is 

given either the wood-grill or wood-fired-oven 

treatment. As at a traditional Tuscan grill, the cooking 

is simple, and quality ingredients – meat, fish, 

vegetables – take the lead.

There’s a brilliant White Rocks veal chop served 

with grilled witlof, and a cheek of lemon that’s slightly 

charred and caramelised on the outside so the juice 

runs as smoky-sweet as it does acidic. Skull Island 

prawns are flavoured simply with lemon, chilli and  

a lick of smoke from the grill, and wild barramundi is 

cooked with Tasmanian mussels, farro and tomatoes 

in the Josper, the smoke adding another layer to the 

rich, stew-like combo. 

Meticulously sourced beef has its own section on 

the menu: five different steaks from the renowned likes 

of Rangers Valley and O’Connor, plus a big Angus 

rib-eye built for two from John Dee. The meat is 

respectfully and skilfully handled and simply presented, 

sharing the plate with only a grilled lemon. 

The sparse plating makes digging into the contorni 

obligatory. The sides are mostly classics. A brilliantly> 
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Pasta is a real player at the new Grill, a drawcard in its  
  own right, despite the alluring waft of grilling flesh.

RUSTIC TUSCAN

Above right: testaroli  

with basil, parmesan  

and olive oil. Opposite,  

top right: chocolate with 

amarena cherries and 

ricotta ice-cream.

dressed panzanella. Sweet grilled baby lettuce. 

Rosemary and garlic potatoes. 

The richly flavoured side of grilled cauliflower with 

currants, pine nuts, farro and sheep curd breaks the 

Grill’s “Tuscan and surrounds” brief a little with its 

south-meets-north Italian approach. This willingness 

to bend the regional rules could be read as a nod to  

the past. 

The old Grill took a pan-Italian greatest hits 

approach, but in this latest incarnation Guy Grossi and 

his head chefs Mario Di Natale and McKay Wilday 

only allow other regions to get a look-in under strictly 

controlled conditions, mostly in the form of the daily 

three-course lunch special.

This “Love Italy” menu (named in a deft piece of 

cross-promotion for Grossi’s book of the same name) 

offers three courses from a region that’s not Tuscany. 

The first to get a guernsey under the new, regularly 

changing regime is Sicily, with the three courses 

including a grilled cuttlefish and fennel dish, a classic 

cassata and a quite brilliant pasta: spaghetti tossed 

with pesto Trapanese – a combination of tomato, 

almonds, garlic and basil.

Pasta is a real player at the new Grill, a drawcard in 

its own right, despite the alluring waft of grilling flesh.

Don’t miss the testaroli, a pancake-like pasta made 

from a dough of flour, water and salt that’s poured  

onto a super-hot cast-iron pan (traditionally a testo)  

so the dough bubbles and cooks, almost like a thin 

crumpet. It’s then cut into pieces and boiled briefly  

to order before being tossed with a simple mix of 

parmesan, roughly torn basil leaves and olive oil.  

The classic flavours are clean and pure, and texturally 

it’s a knockout.

Pappardelle with porcini and duck ragù is more 

traditional but equally compelling. The ribbons of 

pasta, a gorgeous yellow from abundant yolks, are of  

a textbook silkiness. The sauce is made from roasted 

duck legs, with just a touch of delicious skin in the mix, 

making for a result that’s wonderfully rich without 

overstepping the mark.

There’s plenty of northern Italian goodness to be 

had among the menu’s primi section, too. Scallops, 

warmed through in the wood oven, are topped with a 

little swirl of sautéed baby leeks and a nicely textured 

crumb of fried bread and crisped-up ’nduja.

Peppers, blackened over the fire, are flavoured 

with garlic olive oil and basil. Where many similar 

dishes end up slimy, this version instead exhibits  

a lovely smoky softness, aided and abetted by some 

fresh whipped ricotta.

Musetto, rendered here as a terrine-like sausage 

made from pig’s head, is superb, served very simply 

with mustard and parsley oil, while pickled tongue, 
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AND
ALSO

Long live Liberty
Fitzroy’s Bar Liberty is 

the wine bar you get 

when alumni from 

Attica and Rockwell and Sons join 

forces. From its crudely painted sign  

to flavour-popping dishes – XO pipi 

with Chinese doughnuts, cured 

scallops with fermented buttermilk 

– Liberty covers all the new-school 

bar bases. The drinks list favours 

minimal-interventionist wine without 

being pedantic, and the service is 

friendly and informed. Bar Liberty, 

234 Johnston St, Fitzroy 

Star turn
Melbourne’s branch of Michelin-

starred Hong Kong dumpling joint 

Tim Ho Wan launched later than 

expected, so the queues are perhaps 

even longer than anticipated. Chef 

Yong Qiang Wei sticks to the famed 

script – barbecue pork buns, prawn 

dumplings, cheong fun – and mostly 

nails the above-average dumpling 

brief. Congee fans should factor  

in the pork and egg number among 

the dumplings and spring rolls.  

Tim Ho Wan, 206 Bourke St, 

Melbourne

Git in there
Thornbury’s impressive food profile 

has been helped along by Yorkshire-

born chef Michael Slade’s cavernous, 

meat-heavy Northern Git. Dry-aged 

steaks are cut to order and priced by 

the 100 grams, while meaty treats 

include beef jerky and pork crackling 

alongside other crowd-pleasers  

such as fish and chips, and eggplant 

Parmigiana. An impressive beer  

list highlights English classics and 

Australian boutique brews, in bottle 

and on tap. Northern Git, 757 High 

St, Thornbury, (03) 9484 6389
BAR LIBERTY

80 Bourke St, Melbourne,

(03) 9662 1811,

grossiflorentino.com

Licensed

Cards AE DC MC V EFT

Open Mon-Sat noon-3pm,

6pm-10pm

Prices Entrées $5-$32,

main courses $24-$68,

desserts $18

Vegetarian Two entrées,

two main courses

Noise Lively but

manageable

Wheelchair access No

Minus A little old-school

style went with the

tablecloths

Plus An institution

successfully,

sympathetically rebooted

Grossi

Florentino Grill

MELBOURNE REVIEW

boiled with aromatics before being peeled, sliced, 

sautéed with shallots and finished in the Josper, 

arrives with salsa verde and thinly sliced radishes.

Then there’s calamari, simply flavoured with 

lemon, chilli, parsley and oil before being quickly 

grilled and served with a punchy sauce made from 

fish stock, squid-ink, tomato paste and white wine,  

or fresh raw kingfish drizzled with celery oil, topped 

with celery leaves and finished with not-so-Tuscan 

finger lime. It might not be a strictly classifiable 

regional Italian dish, but it works a treat.

None of this food is hard to match with wine.  

But there’s no coasting with the list. It runs to about  

50 pages, including an impressive full page of beers, 

plus lists of classic and original cocktails. The four 

different aperitivo combinations are both hefty  

and inspired.

There’s a good selection of wine by the glass, 

including a page of premium-end choices kept pristine 

by a Coravin system. There are three vintages of Bricco 

Giubellini Barolo, for example (2007, 2008, 2009), and 

the beautiful 2012 Friulano blend from Livio Felluga, 

made from grapes grown near the border of Slovenia.

For the many who might baulk at the idea of 

paying $30-plus for a glass of wine, no matter how 

pure its pedigree, there’s plenty of other reasonably 

priced stuff. There’s a good showing from France  

(two pages of Champagne alone) and Australia, 

including a smattering of benchmark labels. There’s 

also a cracking list of dessert wines that includes 

several Tuscan vin santos.

The Grill’s dessert list contains one of the only 

dishes to survive from the old menu – tiramisù. It’s  

a worthy keeper, a fine, boozy, specimen of its breed. 

But if you want to stay with the new, the chocolate 

dessert with amarena cherries is the path to choose. 

An almost ganache-like mousse is sprinkled with 

chocolate cake and crumbs of sbrisolona (Lombardy’s 

biscuity cake), then teamed with the cherries and  

a particularly good ricotta ice-cream. It’s rich but not  

too sweet and nicely textured.

The changes at Grossi Florentino Grill are not 

earth-shattering – a good thing when it’s been  

a consistent and constant presence on Melbourne’s 

dining scene for nearly 60 years. No one wants to  

see that kind of legacy trashed. Still, cleaning the 

frescoes can be a good thing. In fact, when that process 

involves great ingredients, skilled and careful cooking, 

a thorough working knowledge of regional authenticity 

and a new kitchen that’s all about fire and smoke,  

it can reveal colour anew. #
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For more information visit aptouring.com.au/gt 
or call 1300 335 714 or see your local travel agent.

ENTER NOW
for a chance to join APT
and Gourmet Traveller
on a trip of a lifetime.
The winner and a guest will discover
the wonders and flavours of the
Bordeaux and Rhône regions on an

18-day river cruise, valued at $31,190.

This prize includes

How to enter

“What culinary experience you want
to explore with Emma Knowles?

gourmettraveller.com.au/apt

The competition opens 15 March 2016 and closes on the 20 May 2016

at 17.00pm (AEST). Entry is open to residents of Australia who can

redeem the prize from departure date of 21 September 2016. Entrants

under the age of 18 years must have prior parental or legal guardian

consent to enter. In the event that the winner is under the age of

18 years, they must be accompanied by their parent and/or legal

guardian when redeeming their prize. Children under eight years 

are not recommended to accompany the winner. One entry permitted 

per person. This is a game of skill, not a game of chance. Please see 

contents page for location of Bauer Media privacy policy. The Promoter 

is Bauer Media Pty Ltd (ABN 18 053 273 546).

VOYAGE FANTASTIQUE
Enter now for your chance to win an APT and Gourmet Traveller cruise

Gourmet Traveller

GT

“This unique itinerary 
promises an unforgettable 
journey fi lled with French 

culinary experiences, from 

market tours to wine tastings.”

– EMMA KNOWLES ,  FOOD AND STYLE 

DIRECTOR ,  GOURMET TRAVELLER

Experience the wonders of  Bordeaux and the Rhône

• Enjoy unforgettable French culinary

experiences, from market tours to

wine tastings, regional restaurants

to a gala dinner.

• In the Beaujolais region, try homemade

produce at a local farm and visit Châtillon-

sur-Chalaronne, or enjoy a guided tour and

a tasting at a charming family owned winery.

• Delight in a private dinner at Château Pape

Clément in Bordeaux, complete with a

selection of perfectly paired wines from

the estate’s 13th-century vineyard.

• Take a private tour of Château de Grignan,

then attend a cocktail reception where you

will enjoy music and local specialties.

• In Libourne, explore the picture-perfect

town of Bergerac

with a local guide,

or discover Libourne

on a guided tour,

including a visit to

a caviar farm for

a tasting along with

local sparkling wine.

T

TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Pont D’avignon

Hotel Dieu 

by the Rhône, 

Lyon MS AmaCello

AN AUSTRALIAN GOURMET TRAVELLER PROMOTION
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“So it really is a portmanteau of bros and 

rosé?” asked the chief subeditor? “Yes,” I replied.  

“I’m afraid it is.” Just about the only thing that’s hard 

to swallow at Bar Brosé is the name. Unless of course 

you somehow object to natural wines, loud music, beer 

in cans or beetroot in your Negroni. It’s a narrow slice 

of good times perfectly primed to the whims and wants 

of Darlinghurst circa now, and it’s nothing if not fun. 

The space, a sort of corridor running between 

Victoria Street and Darlinghurst Road, seems much, 

much bigger somehow than when it was The Passage, 

or even L’otel before it – the arterial plaque of layered 

renovations scraped away to reveal a series of rooms 

that are light and not without brightness in the late 

afternoon. It’s a remarkable transformation.

This is the second venture from the team behind 

Acme, and they’ve deployed the same designers to 

winning effect. Luchetti Krelle has worked all the 

space-making tricks, lining shallow archways with 

mirror and strips of light, and throwing around plenty 

of white marble and pale timber, accenting them with 

hints of bronze. Though it has seating options other 

than high stools, it’s decidedly more bar than restaurant,

but in some ways feels more grown up than Acme just 

the same. (Or at least it does till the lights drop way 

down and the music goes way up, soaking the room in 

Sade, Bowie, Billy Idol and, less explicably, The Eagles.) 

This may be a sophomore project with a frat-boy name, 

but the look is by no means undergraduate.

La vie on Brosé
The new restaurant from team Acme is not a French restaurant, writes
Pat Nourse, but there’s beaucoup Gallic inspiration nevertheless.

SYDNEY REVIEW

And just as the menu at Acme can’t really be called 

Italian, speaking more of chef Mitch Orr’s accumulated 

experiences both cooking and eating than his fidelity to 

the cucina vera, Bar Brosé is only very broadly French. 

Its food reflects the sum of chef Analiese Gregory’s 

travels and interests, projected, albeit, in the sort of high 

resolution she picked up in years of work at Quay, the 

Meurice in Paris and with Michel Bras in the Aubrac. 

It’s also drinking food. When Gregory was thinking 

about the menu, fellow chef Jonathan Barthelmess, of 

The Apollo, suggested she start not with the sort of food 

she was used to cooking at fine-diners but rather with 

what she enjoyed cooking for herself. Diners fronting up 

looking for Quay or Bras-style cooking at Victoria Street 

prices may leave bewildered, but for the rest of us Brosé 

holds much to delight and occasionally thrill. 

Gougères there may be, but they speak as much  

of drinking wine gathered with friends around an Aga 

in Hobart as they do any Parisian cave à vin. Galileo 

described wine as “sunlight held together by water”, 

and there’s a similar magic at work here in these airy 

puffs of Comté cheese and butter baked with a trace  

of flour. They’re six bucks a pop, true, but they’re  

wide, biscuit-shaped things twice as big as the usual 

walnut-sized gougère, and inarguably the perfect  

way to commence an evening of wine drinking and 

conviviality. Even more so when there’s a fine Zalto 

crystal glass of cloudy, zesty sparkling savagnin from 

Canberra vintners Sassafras set before you.>

FRAT PACK

From left: Mitch Orr,  

Andy Emerson, Analiese 

Gregory, Matty Hirsch, 

Katrina Birchmeier,  

Cam Fairbairn, Gavin 

Wright and Ed Loveday; 

gnocchi with lap cheong, 

chilli and kombu butter.
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IN FULL BLOOM

Top right: Analiese 

Gregory and Emily 

Brown. Above: Thu Yuri, 

and the bloomin’ onion 

with tofu sauce. 

I’d like to award bonus points to team Brosé for 

furnishing hand-towels with the gougères. It’s a tiny 

thing, but ambitious restaurants just about everywhere 

else in the world give you something to wipe your 

fingers with before you’re served food to be eaten with 

your hands. Nothing too Howard Hughes, just common 

sense, but almost no one in Australia thinks to do it. It’s 

a typically thoughtful touch from the Acme/Brosé floor 

team. Acme is an acronym of its partners’ first names, 

Andy Emerson, Cam Fairbairn, Mitch Orr and Ed 

Loveday, three of whom are front-of-house people, and 

the addition of Gregory to the fray at Brosé has by no 

means turned the place into one of those increasingly 

hard to stomach chef-run places. Service here is still 

considered a drawcard in itself. 

The drinks package at Acme was no slouch, but 

Brosé takes it up several notches. Somm Gavin Wright 

has moved across to the new venue, and Loveday is 

behind the bar. They’re joined by Katrina Birchmeier, 

the talented sommelier who was a founding partner  

of Hobart restaurant Garagistes. The list the three 

write together buzzes with interest. The mark-ups are 

reasonable, and though the tilt is towards the natural 

and the unusual, there’s also wine here that will bring 

pleasure through more conventional means. Headings 

such as “crisp and lean whites” and “reds with curve 

and grip” are as friendly as they are useful. (The latter 

section is complemented by a quote from the rapper 

and actor Queen Latifah: “I would say I’m voluptuous. 

Statuesque. Definitely curvaceous.”) 

The rosé section – or brosé, if we must – is tight but 

potent, listing the savoury likes of Gut Oggau’s superb 

“Winifred” blaufränkisch and cult Italian producer Le 

Coste’s aleatico alongside the fresh and more classical 

likes of the 2014 “Corail” from Château de Roquefort  

in Provence. The by-the-glass selection is substantial, 

with most things also offered in 250ml carafes, and  

the level of service is generally very impressive, so  

you by no means need Birchmeier or Wright working 

your table to drink well. Grab their attention, though,  

if you want to go deeper. You’ll be in safe hands.

Speaking of hands, you’ll want to wrap yours 

around the late-night sandwich. It’s inspired by the 

after-hours toasties Gregory liked to whip up for her 

friends in the kitchen while she worked at Acme. Its 

current incarnation it combines Christmas-style leg ham 

(you can taste the pineapple in the glaze) with crème 

fraîche, Comté and ’nduja in a way that’s buttery, rich 

and wholly decadent. It’s probably something best 

shared. (“Late-night sandwich?” asks a smart-mouthed 

pal from Melbourne. “Is that legal in Sydney?”)

Gregory’s cuisine at Brosé is frequently exuberant, 

even if the menu isn’t especially long or the servings 

especially large. Raw kingfish becomes a textural 

vehicle for the bright, floral flavours of quince juice, 

capers and warrigal greens rather than the other way 

around, but that doesn’t make it any less of a finger-

licker. Strips of raw beef and raw mushroom dusted 

with coffee and strewn with raspberries make for  

a busy composition, though, that doesn’t really seem  

to find resolution. 

The presence of the “blooming onion”, a whole 

onion sliced to resemble something like a waratah 

blossom, then battered and deep-fried, much in the 

manner of the Bloomin’ Onion served at the Outback 

Steakhouse chain, is a head-scratcher. At least it is 

until it hits the table; the warmth of the cayenne in the 

batter, the gooeyness of the onion petals and the heat 

of the pickled peppers in the mayo-like tofu sauce 

really pop when they’re paired with taut wines. 
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AND
ALSO

Have a Gavvers
Snails in garlic and 

parsley butter. Steak 

tartare. Onglet and 

red-wine shallots. Pork belly and 

lentils. Chocolate mousse. From the 

carte to the name to the Art Nouveau 

logotype, Bistrot Gavroche is all 

about those sepia-toned good old 

days. It might be an extension of  

a Singaporean brand, but its chef, 

Frederic Colin, sticks to the script, 

opting to soothe rather than surprise. 

Bistrot Gavroche, 2-10 Kensington 

St, Chippendale, (02) 9281 6668

Drive through
Designer Nicholas Gurney and chef 

Tapos Singha have complemented 

their upmarket Surry Hills 

Bangladeshi eatery Bang with a 

much more casual ofering a couple 

of blocks down Crown Street. Trunk 

Road is dedicated to what their pair 

call “roadies”: Singha’s take on the 

roti kebab roll. Get yours with 

tandoor-roasted chicken or chopped 

steak, and chase it with a Kingfisher 

from the old fridge or a glass of iced 

milk tea. One for the road. Trunk 

Road, 163 Crown St, Darlinghurst

Near Miss
Ms Murray? This snappy new  

CBD café is the latest venture  

from the team behind John 

Montagu. (That Woolloomooloo 

sandwich bar was named for the 

Earl of Sandwich; Fanny Murray  

was his mistress.) Montagu’s Mafra 

cheddar and sage toastie is here, 

alongside the bacon and egg bun. 

They’re joined by more breakfasty 

stuf, including eggs Benedict with 

smoked wagyu and Moroccan  

spiced avocado. Ms Murray, shop 2, 

88 Liverpool St, Sydney

MS MURRAY

Bar Brosé

231a Victoria St,

Darlinghurst, NSW,

barbrose.com.au

Licensed

Open dinner Wednesday-

Saturday 5pm-11pm,

Sunday 3pm-10pm

Cards AE MC V DC EFT

Prices Entrées $12-$18,

main courses $20-$30,

desserts $12

Vegetarian By request

Noise Very noisy

Wheelchair access No

Minus A little rich

and heavy

Plus But there’s no

shortage of vinous

refreshment

BERRIED TREASURE

Bufalo yoghurt sorbet,

maraschino cherries

and meringue.

SYDNEY REVIEW

It’s an in-jokey sort of menu at any rate. “No 

cream allowed” reads a gratuitous aside next to 

the spaghetti carbonara, a nod to the (sensibly) 

doctrinaire stance Acme chef and Brosé partner 

Orr takes on the Roman classic. You don’t need  

to be in on the gag to savour the dish on its own 

merits. Romans and other carbonara pedants 

might hanker for pasta that’s even more al dente 

(possibly standing straight up in the bowl), but 

the egg yolks, cheese and finely cut cured pork are 

nicely emulsified, and it’s peppery as all get-out. 

Very much a case of a smart chef knowing when 

to leave well enough alone. And it’s $20.

There’s plenty of dairy going on pretty much 

everywhere else. Butter lies pooled in the base of 

many a bowl – notably in a likeable dish of barely 

solid gnocchi paired with salty konbu butter and 

the twang of finely sliced lap cheong sausage. 

There’s gai lan in there too, the smaller leaves sautéed 

whole, the thicker stems sliced thin. Oily, but fun.

Then there’s the poulet au vin de Marrickville.  

In France, poulet au vin jaune is traditionally made 

with the sherry-like oxidised yellow wines of the Jura; 

Gregory sauces her bird, cut into pieces on the bone 

and complemented by shiitakes, with cream and  

a combination of Brian pinot gris, Pennyweight 

oloroso and a splash of Shaoxing. The inclusion of foie 

gras butter in the mix and a garnish of crisp chicken 

skin follows the line of thinking that too much is never 

enough. This may just be the dish that introduces a 

new generation to the joys of chicken in a cream sauce.

Brosé weaves when you expect it to duck. It’s a 

wine bar, and it trades in food that, in the absence of 

much lightness, freshness and greenery on the menu, 

absolutely needs wine at the table to work. But by the 

same token there’s no cheese (or at least no cheese 

served on its own), very nearly no charcuterie, and, 

when they first opened, no bread. The no-bread thing 

was strange when there’s so much that needs sopping 

up. They bake a variety of breads every day to serve 

with the likes of the terrine of the week. The bay-leaf 

loaf Gregory offers with a shimmering brawn paired 

with pickled mushrooms, celery and rhubarb is superb.

Desserts are a tough sell for the wine crowd. 

Gregory packs plenty of interest into hers 

nonetheless, cutting buffalo yoghurt sorbet and 

Italian meringue with maraschino cherries, and 

playing Fernet Branca, walnut and chocolate off an 

ice-cream flavoured with fennel she gathers in the 

wild. But it’s a salute to her time working with Michel 

Bras that takes the cake: thin rounds of potato cooked 

in sugar water, then browned and crisped into wafers 

sandwiching brown-butter mousse and salted caramel, 

dusted with a powder of potato skins. It’s a thing of 

beauty. And at $12 it puts just about every over-fondled 

$18 dessert in this town to shame. 

“Is it all too much?” I asked Max Allen, our wine 

editor. We were eating gougères made with Comté  

and drinking Arbois Cuvée Sacha, a sublime oxidised 

savagnin-chardonnay from Jacques Puffeney, a fêted 

Jura winemaker who, in a former life, also made Comté. 

Speakers blared Tears for Fears’ “Everybody Wants  

to Rule the World”. What, he said, the Queen Latifah 

reference on the wine list? The uplifting ’80s stadium-

pop? The oxidised wines and the share plates and the 

no bookings and the onion and the house-blended 

fennel sencha? “If it’s going to work anywhere, it’s going 

to work here,” he said. “Besides, I love this song.” #
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Fiona Donald gently teases the bung from

one of the hundreds of old barrels in Seppeltsfield’s

cathedral-like fortified wine cellar in the Barossa

Valley. She inserts a long shining steel pipette to take

a sample of the wine inside – and when she pulls

it out it’s smeared disconcertingly in a thick white

creamy substance. “Mmm,” smiles the winemaker,

unperturbed. “Cottage cheese. If the yeast looks like

that, I know it’s healthy.”

The yeast Donald is talking about is called flor,

a special kind of culture living on the surface of the

wine in each of the barrels stacked high around us.

This layer of creamy yeast protects the fortified white

wine from oxidising, keeping it fresh as it matures in

the barrel; it also contributes a distinctive nutty, tangy

flavour to the wine.

Flor-ageing is a technique of biological maturation

that has been employed for centuries in the Spanish

wine towns of Jerez and Sanlúcar to produce bone-dry

fino and manzanilla sherry – and for almost 100 years

here in Australia to produce what we used to call

“sherry” but now call pale dry apera.

Seppeltsfield is arguably the best-known producer,

but you can also find traditional, flor-aged apera in

Victoria’s Rutherglen region at wineries such as

Chambers, Morris and Pfeiffer, and at smaller, newer

producers such as 919 Wines in South Australia.

It’s not an easy style of wine to make; Donald tells 

me that managing the fl or is like nurturing a living 

thing. “The culture is very sensitive to heat and 

humidity,” she says. “We have to check each barrel 

regularly to make sure the yeast is healthy.”

Flor-ageing might be tricky, but it produces 

fortifi ed wines with remarkable complexity: the wine 

inside the fi rst barrel has been under fl or for a short 

time and is light, fl oral, with a hint of green almond 

and lanolin; the second barrel has been under fl or for 

longer and has a richer tang to it – really savoury, like 

salted toasted almonds.

The process isn’t just used to make fortifi ed wines 

like sherry, though. In France’s Jura region, fl or-ageing 

is also used on dry white wines made from chardonnay 

and savagnin – most famously to produce the nutty, 

yeasty, searingly dry style called vin jaune, which 

spends more than six years under fl or (locally known 

as la voile, or “the veil”) before being bottled. 

Inspired by Jura, some Australian winemakers 

are experimenting with fl or-ageing their dry whites 

– adventurous winemakers such as Iwo Jakimowicz 

and Sarah Morris from Si Vintners in Margaret River.

“We love drinking Jura-style wines,” says 

Jakimowicz. “So when a fl or naturally formed on our 

fi rst sémillon, we thought, ‘awesome, let’s run with 

it’.” The result was the 2011 Chincheclé Sémillon, 

a fabulously nutty, vibrant take on a well-known 

regional style that helped establish Si Vintners as an 

exciting new name to watch.

In that same year, 2011, unbeknownst to each 

other, Crittenden Wines on Victoria’s Mornington 

Peninsula and Kangarilla Road winery in McLaren 

Vale in South Australia also started making wine 

modelled on vin jaune, using the savagnin grape 

variety they had both planted a few years before. 

Crittenden called their wine, aged for two years under 

fl or, Cri de Coeur; Kangarilla’s, aged for just one year, 

was called The Veil. Both were delicious: fruitier, 

richer and less overtly sherry-like than Jura wines 

they were inspired by, but with that nutty, briny tang 

fl or-ageing brings.

“That fi rst vintage impressed us so much that we 

now have three more vintages sitting in barrels under 

fl or,” says winemaker Rollo Crittenden. “It’s not easy, 

though: keeping the fl or culture alive is a challenge. 

We’ve had to cull one barrel because the fl or just died 

and the wine oxidised. But we’re getting better at 

understanding it.”

It has also been a steep learning curve for Kangarilla 

Road’s Kevin O’Brien. He not only lost half of his fi rst 

year’s production because the fl or didn’t grow properly, 

but also had to deal with some negative reactions. 

“It’s an unusual style of wine,” he says, “if you’ve never 

tried anything like it. When I started making it, I did a 

tasting for a bunch of local winemakers and you should 

have heard the carry-on: ‘What the bloody hell have 

you given us, O’Brien?’ But for wine drinkers who are 

curious, it’s a style that can really appeal.” # P
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“I did 

a tasting for a 

bunch of local 

winemakers 

and you should 

have heard the 

carry-on: ‘What 

the bloody 

hell have you 

given us?’ ”

Local winemakers are using a centuries-old technique 
to produce excitingly complex wines, writes Max Allen. 

Working the fl or

CULTURE FACTOR 

Winemaker Fiona 

Donald at Seppeltsfield.

DRINKS
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Q&A

TOP DROPS OF

THE MONTH

2

BETTER LATE

2007 Jansz Late
Disgorged, Tasmania, $55
The “standard” vintage

Jansz, disgorged after

five years, is very good,

but this – the same wine

with a couple more years

on lees – is glorious:

opulent, long and deeply

satisfying flavours of

brioche and grilled nuts and

crème brulée. jansz.com.au

TIME CAPSULE

2015 Seppelt Drumborg
Riesling, Henty, Vic, $35
Unless you like your riesling

on the nervy, tart Granny

Smith side (I do, as it

happens), don’t drink this

now. Instead, stash some

away for a few years to

mellow and develop richer,

lime toasty flavours: the

2000 is drinking superbly.

seppelt.com.au

CRAFT SCENE

Pact Beer Co Mount
Tennent Pale Ale,
Canberra, ACT, $4.75
In a crowded craft-beer

scene, a new brand needs

to get everything right to

be noticed. This one does:

high quality – lovely bright

citrus and floral hop

flavours, bold and bitter but

refreshing and moreish –

and super-smart packaging.

Nice. pactbeer.com.au

WHITE

2015 Logan Weemala Gewürztraminer,
Orange, NSW, $20
Yet another convincing argument for

Weemala as one of the most reliable

good-value labels around: I preferred

this to gewüztraminers twice the price

in a recent blind tasting – lovely and

perfumed, with a gorgeous grape-pulpy

texture. loganwines.com.au

EARTH TONES

2015 Hither & Yon
Grenache Mataro, McLaren
Vale, SA, $24
Like so many 2015 reds out

there in bottleshop land,

this has heaps of juicy red

berry-fruit flavours typical

of the warm, early vintage.

But there’s also a delicious

gutsy earthiness – like

sweet black composting leaf

litter – that sets it apart.

hitherandyon.com.au

GRACE NOTE

2012 Grace Cuvée Misawa Akeno Koshu, Yamanashi,
Japan, $85
Made from low-yielding koshu grapes grown on

high-altitude volcanic slopes near Mount Fuji, this wine is

a revelation: tangy, savoury, and shot through with intense

minerality, it’s great now but should also cellar well.

Imported by qedwines.com.au

CLASSIC KIWI

2014 Te Mata Awatea,
Hawke’s Bay,
New Zealand, $50
I tasted the latest releases

from this stalwart Hawke’s

Bay winery recently, and

while they were all good,

this cabernet merlot

blend was the standout:

a beautiful balance of dark

damson plum and cedary

tannin. Imported by

redandwhite.com.au

TOP CASK

Starward Wine Cask Edition Single Malt
Whisky, Melbourne, Vic, $85
This fabulously full-flavoured whisky, redolent

of the smoky shiraz barrels it was matured in,

was named Best Australian Single Malt at the

2016 World Whiskies Awards. Not bad for a dram

distilled in an old aircraft hanger in Essendon.

starward.com.au

REBEL RUM

Husk Virgin Cane Rum
2012 Harvest, Northern
Rivers, NSW, $100
The début release of this

paddock-to-bottle rum

– made from the juice

of sugarcane grown on

the distillery’s farm – is

splendid: rich, complex,

stylish, it fills the mouth

with flavours of treacle,

woody spice, vanilla and

lingering toastiness.

huskdistillers.com

WINE INSIDER: RAÚL MORENO YAGÜE, ARBORY BAR & EATERY, MELBOURNE
Go-to pour? A cool-climate 2013 Bird on a Wire Chardonnay: stone fruit, moreish richness and plenty of 

tension on the palate. Best pairing? Grilled saltbush lamb cutlets with the electric acidity and herbal tone of 

2013 Alvarinho Muros Antigos Vinho Verde. Hardest dish to match? French fries have a moody personality. 

A day is better with… Grenache – perfume, fruit, spice, guts and voluptuous curves. Winemakers to watch? 

Alex Byrne and Taras Ochota. Favourite bars? Bellota wine bar in South Melbourne and Bouzy Rouge in 

Richmond. Hangover cure? Two Panadols, a pint of water, half a bottle of Moscato d’Asti and a cigarette. 

Arbory Bar & Eatery, Flinders Walk, Melbourne, Vic, (03) 8648 7644, arbory.com.au EMMA HUTTON 

HEDGEROW RED

2015 Murdoch Hill The Surrey Pinot 
Meunier, Adelaide Hills, SA, $40
Known to most wine lovers as a 

minor grape in Champagne and 

sparkling wine, pinot meunier can 

also be employed to produce delicious, 

lighter-bodied earthy red wines like this: 

red fores nd hints of 

autumna dochhill.com.au

RAÚL MORENO 

YAGÜE
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The way of rail
As he rides one of the oldest lines in the world, AA Gill observes that 
train travel alters the landscape in ways both subtle and profound.

I’mwriting this on the train. I don’t 

like writing on trains – the view keeps 

moving. The one piece of advice I can offer  

to aspiring writers is never, ever have a desk 

facing a window. When you look up, you 

should see only your thoughts. A moving 

window is not writer’s block, but writer’s 

tourniquet. The panorama wraps itself 

around your imagination, strangling ideas. 

(Actually, there’s one other piece of advice 

– say everything you write out loud. Not 

muttering to yourself like a Shakespearean 

actor rehearsing Henry V. Though I don’t 

recommend that on a train, either.)

I particularly like the view from trains. 

There’s something about them that flatters  

a landscape. Or perhaps they just don’t scare 

it. The country just doesn’t look like it’s 

running away or hiding as it does from 

motorways. The land trusts railway lines;  

it comes right up to the rails.

I’m travelling from London Euston to 

Penrith in Cumbria. The train will go on to 

Glasgow. This is one of the oldest lines in the 

world, purposefully chugging through towns 

that were made by the railway – and, in turn, 

made things that made railways necessary. 

Trains have been making this journey for 

over a hundred years; the railway is as much 

part of the landscape as the trees and the fields 

that run beside it. It is older than most of the 

buildings that come to meet it. The railway 

has both made and been incorporated into the 

land. So it seems not just part of the natural 

order, but if you look across a landscape  

and see a railway, it is the natural order, 

aesthetically harmonious, a punctuation. 

Railways in Europe created the land they 

serve. In the 19th century, the railway was 

navigated north through rural England.  

It followed the old Great North Road.  

The engineers looked for a regional stop  

and naturally chose Stamford, an ancient 

market town and coaching stop built on  

a Roman road. It was the obvious place. 

Surrounded by the most fertile and 

prosperous farmland, home to Stilton  

and Melton Mowbray pies and haslet. 

But Stamford was also surrounded,  

and mostly owned, by a local nob who  

said, “You’re not driving that damn filthy 

mechanical thing through my rolling acres, 

bringing all those unwashed, uninvited, 

unsavoury, unwanted common people into 

my town.” So the railway said fine, and they 

built their station in a small village just 

outside his fiefdom. No one had ever heard  

of it. The stop on the east-coast line was built 

on a place called Peterborough. And today, 

Peterborough is a city, with a population  

of about 200,000. Stamford, meanwhile, 

snoozes in an economic decrepitude. It’s got 

a pretty church, and a lot of pubs and about 

21,000 souls. There is a small railway there 

which you can take to Peterborough. 

It’s an obvious truism that the means  

of travel change the places you travel to. 

They can even invent the places you travel  

to. But there is something particular and 

peculiar about the railway. It is the herald of 

the modern age. Before the railway, no one 

had ever travelled faster than a horse could 

gallop, if you don’t count those who fell off 

cliffs. Railways were almost immediately 

romantic. They took ordinary folk from 

handmade, slow, isolated lives into ones 

crammed with possibility. The building of 

railways around the world are heroic stories 

of nation-forging. The great race to join up 

America across the prairies and the Rockies, 

with the creation of Chicago as the queen  

of plains, encouraging its stockyards that 

contained the cattle brought up from the 

south-west by rail and then sent by more 

rails as beef to New York, where they pretty 

much invented our idea of steak. 

The railway opened up Latin America 

and Canada and made British investors 

titanic fortunes. The Indian railway is the IL
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second biggest employer in the world, after the Chinese 

army. And the European rail network whose immutable 

timetable forced the German invasion of Belgium and 

France and the First World War. 

Train journeys rattle in smoke, in romance, history 

and stories. Almost from their conception, they were 

worked into Victorian novels and from there into films 

and country and Western songs. As a travel writer, I’m 

regularly asked to take rail journeys, which are meant to 

be moving destinations. They save you from really going 

anywhere; you’re just taking a train. The favourite of 

these is the Orient Express, where you can dress up like 

an Agatha Christie character, and the Trans-Siberian 

Express, a week of mind-numbing boredom with the 

endless steppe to nowhere, and when you get out you 

have to get on an aeroplane and fly home. 

Railways inspire a particular low form of nerdiness.  

I know that wonks are now fashionable and occasionally 

attractive. But there’s a long way to go before you feel a 

twinge of excitement discovering that you’re sitting next 

to a trainspotter. Railways and ships are the two forms of 

travel where the journey is commensurately as exciting 

as the destination. But there has to be a destination. 

In my case, it’s a literary festival on the lakes. There 

and back to London in a day. I wouldn’t have done it if  

it had been a flight or a car journey. But the idea of six 

hours on a train has its attractions. I can work and read, 

but mostly I can watch the landscape slide past. 

This is the best of England. The Pennines have a 

dusting of snow, there are daffodils along the track and 

the fields are speckled with ewes and new lambs. I’ve  

just passed the line where the hedges of the south are 

replaced by the dry stone walls of the north. Great trees 

stand alone in undulating fields and occasionally you see 

a solitary figure going about some silent rural pursuit 

who stands and stares at the rhythmic clatter of the 

passing train, still after all this time a thing that forces 

you to stop and watch, to tell children to make a wish. 

The train is a harbinger of effort and endeavour,  

of adventure and obligation. A loaded jewel box 

carrying the mind to exceptional stories in rhythm,  

and businessmen on their phones shouting, “I’m on  

the train.” #
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Enter the comfort zone this autumn with  

roast chicken, warming lentils and tasty tacos. 

Automata for the people Chef Clayton Wells turns up the party 

dial on his fine-dining repertoire for an easy-going lunch.

Rule the roast A burnished bird hot from the oven is an all-time 

favourite, whether it’s served with bread sauce or fragrant pilaf. 

Lentil as anything Earthy and deeply comforting, lentils 

embrace whatever flavours come their way.

It’s a wrap The taste of a tortilla catapulted high-flying chef 

Alex Stupak from modernist cuisine to haute Mexican.

Smart cookies Crammed with oats or sweetly sandwiching 

dulce de leche, nothing beats a biscuit with your cuppa.

MAY 2016

food
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Kingfish with crème 
fraîche, yuzukosho, shiso 
and finger lime (RECIPE P83)

KINGFISH

Society napkins  

from Ondene.  

All other props 

restaurant’s own. 

Stockists p175.



RECIPES CLAYTON WELLS   WORDS MAGGIE SCARDIFIELD   PHOTOGRAPHY CHRIS COURT   

STYLING LUCY TWEED   DRINK SUGGESTIONS CLAYTON WELLS & ABBY MEINKE

At Sydney’s Automata Clayton Wells has turned up 

the party dial on his fine-dining repertoire, translated 

here to an easy-going lunch for friends. Dig in.

CLAYTON WELLS

Automata
for the

peoplepeople



Radicchio salad with
blistered grapes, shallot
and za’atar (RECIPE P87)

C L AY T O N  W E L L S ’

L U N C H  M E N U  F O R  S I X
 

+ KINGFISH WITH CRÈME FRAÎCHE,  
YUZUKOSHO, SHISO AND FINGER LIME

+ PICKLED EGGS AND ONIONS

+ FLOUNDER WITH WAKAME AND  
LEMON BUTTER

+ ROASTED RED CABBAGE WITH  
BONITO BUTTER

+ SLOW-ROASTED PORK NECK, GREEN 

OLIVE SAUCE, PARSLEY AND WALNUTS 

+ RADICCHIO SALAD WITH BLISTERED 

GRAPES, SHALLOT AND ZA’ATAR

+ BLACKENED PEARS, VANILLA 

MASCARPONE AND CANDIED HAZELNUTS

Pickled eggs 
and onions

Radicchio salad with 
blistered grapes, shallot  
and za’atar (RECIPE P87)
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Hay carafe  

and tumblers from 

Corporate Culture.

Kingfish with crème fraîche,
yuzukosho, shiso and finger lime
“I love to serve a raw fish dish at a family-style

lunch,” says Clayton Wells. “It’s nice and fresh so you

can make it as light or as rich as you like, depending on

what you use to garnish it. You could even go heavy

with the seaweed to make it richer in winter, and in

spring and summer use fruits and herbs to keep it

fresh. It’s the sort of dish you can have every day of

the year and just change your garnishes accordingly.”

Prep time 20 mins

Serves 6 as an appetiser (pictured p80)

100 gm crème fraîche

6 gm yuzukosho paste (see note)

600 gm sashimi-grade Hiramasa kingfish fillet,

sliced 5mm thick

100 gm seedless black grapes, thinly sliced

and shiso. Squeeze the finger lime on top, drizzle

with a little wakame dressing and serve.

Note Yuzukosho, a fermented paste of yuzu rind

and chilli, is available from chefsarmoury.com.

Wine suggestion 2014 Sato Riesling, Central Otago.

Pickled eggs and onions 
“These pickled eggs are a cross between an Asian  

style (with the boiled eggs soaked in soy sauce)  

and a European pickled egg,” says Wells. “They have 

added richness from the black garlic and from the 

herbs.” Begin this recipe three days ahead to pickle 

the eggs and onion. 

Prep time 20 mins, cook 20 mins (plus pickling)

Serves 6 as an appetiser

 6 eggs, at room temperature

 3 white onions, sliced into 8mm-thick rounds,  

  keeping the rings intact

 1 head black garlic, sliced (see note)

 6 thyme sprigs

  Malt pickle

 1 litre (4 cups) malt vinegar

 250 ml (1 cup) tamari 

 1 head black garlic, halved (see note)

 8 thyme sprigs

1   For malt pickle, combine ingredients, 15gm  

fine sea salt and 1 litre water in a saucepan and 

bring to the boil. Cool to room temperature, then 

strain (discard garlic and thyme).

2   Cover eggs with cold water in a saucepan, 

bring to the boil and cook for 2 minutes. Drain, 

refresh in a bowl of iced water, then carefully peel 

and place in a heatproof container. Bring half the 

pickling liquid to the boil, pour over eggs, cover

and refrigerate for at least 3 days.

3 Place onion slices in a single layer in a wide

saucepan, add remaining pickling liquid, cover

directly with a round of baking paper and bring

to a simmer over low heat. Cool, then refrigerate

in an airtight container for at least 3 days.

4 To serve, drain pickled eggs, halve and

arrange on serving plates with pickled onion,

and top with black garlic and thyme.

Note Black garlic is fermented garlic,

usually sold in whole heads, is available

from select delicatessens and online at

tasmanianblackgarlic.com.au.

Drink suggestion Nomad “Threesome”

barrel-aged strong ale, NSW.>

  Baby shiso, to serve

3 finger limes, halved crossways

Wakame dressing

25 gm dried wakame

50 ml grapeseed oil

1 tbsp rice wine vinegar

1 tbsp mirin

3½ tsp white soy sauce or light soy sauce

1 For wakame dressing, blend wakame and oil

in a blender until warm (3-5 minutes), then strain

through a fine sieve. Combine vinegar, mirin and

soy sauce in a bowl and whisk in wakame oil.

2 Mix crème fraîche and yuzukosho paste in

a bowl, then smear a little on each serving plate

or a platter. Arrange kingfish on top, season to

taste with sea salt flakes and top with grape slices

A
utomata chef Clayton Wells makes entertaining sound easy. “Prepare  

as much ahead of time as you can, drop everything on the table at once 

and then join the party,” he says. It all sounds very casual and seems  

at odds with the chef’s background: before opening Automata, his first solo 

restaurant, six months ago, Wells was sous-chef at Sydney fine-diner Momofuku 

Seiobo and he’s also clocked kitchen time at Tetsuya’s and Quay.

The five-course tasting menu at Automata, in Chippendale’s refurbished 

Old Clare Hotel, shows just as much polish as Wells’ glittering CV, but with the 

party dial turned up a notch or two. “We’re pretty free-flowing,” he says. “We 

change a dish or two every week and don’t overthink things too much – we just 

come up with something that’s tasty and roll with it.” 

Wells might be rolling with it, but his attention to detail never wavers.  

He builds flavour with the likes of mushrooms, seaweed stocks and fermented 

juices, and turns to native coastal herbs and blistered fruit for sweetness and tang.

For an off-duty lunch with friends this translates to soy-pickled eggs with 

black garlic (“they can be done a week before, so on the day all you need to do 

is put them on a plate,” he says) and light and bright dishes such as raw 

kingfish with crème fraîche, shiso and finger lime. 

Since the restaurant opened last spring, plenty has been said about the 

steamed hapuku, but where that particular fish comes veiled under a sheet of 

wet laver, the chef’s take on flounder here is very much ready for its close-up: 

the fins, head and skin are removed, the rich butter sauce tinged a vibrant green 

by wakame. “It takes a little longer to prepare but it’s a great way to eat,” Wells 

says, “especially in a group environment where everyone’s digging in.” 

“People still think we’re fine-dining, which is great because I love cooking 

that food,” says Wells. “But we’ve taken the fuss out and scaled back on all the 

extras. Let’s keep it simple and fun.” Automata, 5 Kensington St, Chippendale, 

NSW, (02) 8277 8555, automata.com.au
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“In Australia, the focus seems to be on round fish, but it’s 

a shame to overlook something as tasty as flounder.”

Flounder with wakame  

and lemon butter
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Roasted red cabbage 
with bonito butter

Flounder with wakame and  
lemon butter
“I really like to cook whole fish,” says Wells. “In Australia, 

the focus seems to be on round fish, but it’s a shame  

to overlook something as tasty as flounder. I like to cook  

it at a low temperature so it doesn’t dry out. Trimming 

the fish before cooking makes it easier to dig in.” 

Prep time 15 mins, cook 45 mins

Serves 6

 2 whole yellow-belly flounder (about 500gm  

  each), gutted and scaled

  Extra-virgin olive oil, for brushing

 1 preserved lemon, pith and flesh discarded,  

  rinsed, rind cut into 2mm dice

  Wakame and lemon butter sauce

 2 tsp dashi stock base (see note)

 1½ tsp lemon juice

 60 gm unsalted butter, diced 

 5 gm dried wakame seaweed, finely ground  

  in a blender

1   Preheat oven to 90C. Trim fins of flounder with 

kitchen scissors, then remove the head. Rinse 

flounder under cold running water, pat dry with 

paper towels and place on an oven tray lined with 

baking paper. Drizzle with a little oil, season with 

salt flakes and roast, brushing with oil every  

10 minutes, until cooked through (30-35 minutes; 

a skewer inserted into the thickest part of the fish 

should meet with no resistance).

2   Meanwhile, for wakame and lemon butter 

sauce, combine dashi stock base, lemon juice and 

2 tbsp water in a saucepan, bring to a simmer 

over medium-high heat, then reduce heat to low 

and whisk in butter a little at a time. Remove 

from heat, whisk in wakame and keep warm. 

3   To serve, peel the dark skin of the fish, drizzle 

with wakame sauce and scatter with preserved 

lemon rind. 

Note Wells uses a dashi stock base called Konbu 

Tsuyu Shirodashi, available from Japanese grocers.

Wine suggestion 2015 Good Intentions Wine  

Co “Gris Diddly Dee” Pinot Gris, Mount Gambier,  

South Australia. 

Roasted red cabbage with  
bonito butter
“I like to cook the cabbage in the frying pan, basting  

it with the butter, until it’s very tender,” says Wells. 

“But if it’s easier, you could brown the cabbage in the 

pan and finish cooking it in the oven. The bonito sauce 

is rich, subtle and smoky with nice acidity from the 

sherry vinegar to cut through it.”

Prep time 10 mins, cook 25 mins

Serves 6 as a side

 1 small red cabbage 

 100 ml grapeseed oil

 100 gm unsalted butter, diced

  Bonito flakes, to serve (see note)

  Bonito butter sauce

 25 gm bonito flakes

 50 ml dashi stock base (see note above) 

 1 tbsp sherry vinegar

 175 gm unsalted butter, diced>
 



Slow-roasted pork neck, 
green olive sauce, parsley 
and walnuts
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1   Halve cabbage through the core, then cut each 

half into 3 wedges. Heat oil in a large frying pan 

over medium-high heat, add cabbage and cook, 

turning once, until golden brown. Add butter, 

season to taste and cook, turning occasionally, 

until tender and well browned (4-5 minutes).

2   Meanwhile, for bonito butter sauce, blend bonito 

flakes to a powder in a small blender, then combine 

in a small saucepan with dashi, vinegar and 225ml 

water. Bring to the boil, reduce heat to medium and 

simmer for 5 minutes. Remove from heat, and 

whisk in butter, a cube at a time. 

3   Serve cabbage wedges drizzled with bonito 

butter sauce and scattered with bonito flakes. 

Note Bonito flakes are available from Asian 

supermarkets and grocers. 

Wine suggestion 2015 Smallfry “Tangerine 

Dream” blend, Barossa Valley, South Australia.

Blackened pears, vanilla 
mascarpone and candied hazelnuts
“I don’t eat a lot of desserts or really sweet things,” 

says Wells. “I find that a meal needs balance all the 

way to the end, and it’s the very simple things I like 

the most. Here, the natural sugars of the pear 

caramelise and deepen, and work perfectly with the 

mascarpone and candied nuts.”

Prep time 10 mins, cook 2 hrs (plus cooling)

Serves 6

6 firm William or Packham pears, unpeeled

200 gm hazelnuts

50 gm caster sugar

500 gm mascarpone

 Scraped seeds of 1 vanilla bean 

1   Char the pears over an open flame or on  

a barbecue, turning every 5 minutes, until 

completely blackened all over and a thick crust 

forms (30-40 minutes). Cool completely, then 

carefully remove the crust and halve lengthways.

2   Meanwhile, for candied hazelnuts, preheat 

oven to 160C. Spread nuts on a baking tray and 

roast until browned and fragrant (5-6 minutes), 

then tip into a clean tea towel and rub of skins. 

Heat a frying pan over medium heat, add nuts, 

then gradually scatter sugar over, mixing 

continuously, until sugar caramelises and coats 

the nuts (10-12 minutes). Transfer to a tray lined 

with baking paper to cool, then coarsely chop 

and store in an airtight container until required.

3   Fold mascarpone and vanilla seeds together in 

a bowl and serve with blackened pears scattered 

with candied hazelnuts. 

Drink suggestion Le Père Jules “Bouché” pear 

cider, Normandy. #

Blackened pears, 
vanilla mascarpone 
and candied hazelnuts

Slow-roasted pork neck, green olive 
sauce, parsley and walnuts
“Pork neck is an underused piece of meat, but it’s one of 

my favourite parts of the pig,” says Wells. “It’s got a nice 

amount of fat through it – perfect to cook low and slow 

until it’s really tender.” Begin this recipe a day ahead to 

marinate the pork. 

Prep time 15 mins, cook 2¾ mins  

(plus resting, marinating)

Serves 6

 1 skinless pork neck fillet (1.5kg) 

 100 ml olive oil

 10 gm (2 tbsp) black peppercorns, coarsely  

  crushed with a mortar and pestle

 10 gm (2 tbsp) coriander seeds, coarsely  

  crushed with a mortar and pestle

 1 bunch flat-leaf parsley, blanched in salted  

  water for 1 minute 

  Thinly sliced green olives and coarsely  

  chopped walnuts, to serve

  Green olive sauce

 1½ tbsp olive oil

 200 gm pitted green olives, soaked in fresh  

  water for 1 hour, drained, sliced 5mm thick

 1 egg 

 ½ cup (firmly packed) flat-leaf parsley 

1   Place pork neck in a container and rub with 

olive oil, pepper and coriander seeds, cover and 

refrigerate overnight to marinate. 

2   Preheat oven to 120C. Remove pork from 

marinade, season with salt and brown in a frying 

pan over medium-high heat (8-10 minutes). 

Transfer to a roasting pan and roast until meat is 

firm with a little give or the internal temperature 

reaches 72C (1¾ hours). Rest for 20 minutes. 

3   Meanwhile, for green olive sauce, heat oil in  

a saucepan over medium heat, add olives and 

cook for 2-3 minutes, then add 500ml water, bring 

to a simmer and cook until tender (15-20 minutes). 

Drain, reserving 40ml water. Poach the egg in  

a saucepan of simmering water until medium-

poached (3-4 minutes), then drain. Blanch parsley 

in salted water until bright green (5-10 seconds). 

Drain, refresh in iced water, drain again, squeeze 

out excess water and set aside. Blend olives, 

poached egg and blanched parsley in a blender 

Radicchio salad with blistered 
grapes, shallot and za’atar 
“I blister the grapes in a very hot pan and squash 

them at the same time,” says Wells. “The juices release 

and caramelise and form the base for the dressing. 

Za’atar is one of my favourite spice mixes – I use it in 

sweet and savoury dishes.” 

Prep time 45 mins, cook 5 mins

Serves 6 as a side (pictured p82)

 3 banana shallots, thinly sliced into rounds  

  (see note)

 500 gm seedless red grapes

 80 ml (1/3 cup) extra-virgin olive oil

  Juice of ½ lemon

 1 tbsp za’atar 

 2 heads radicchio, leaves separated and torn

 1 bunch chives, cut into batons

1   Cover shallots with cold water in a bowl, soak 

for 10 minutes, then drain and repeat twice more. 

Drain well.

2   Meanwhile, heat a frying pan over high heat 

until smoking hot and add the grapes. Take a 

round heatproof tray, slightly smaller than the 

diameter of the frying pan, place on top of grapes 

and press down to squash the grapes, allowing 

the juice to seep out and caramelise in the pan  

for about 30 seconds. Remove the tray, turn the 

grapes over and repeat, then transfer to a bowl. 

Add olive oil, lemon juice and za’atar, season with 

sea salt flakes, and toss together while still warm.  

Mix in radicchio, chives and shallot and serve.

Note Banana shallots are available from select 

greengrocers. If they’re unavailable, substitute 

large golden shallots. 

until smooth, adding a little of the reserved olive 

water to help blend. Season to taste.

4   Slice the pork across the grain, garnish with 

blanched parsley, olives and walnuts, and serve 

with green olive sauce. 

Wine suggestion 2014 Occhipinti “SP68” Nero 

d’Avola and Frappato blend, Sicily. 
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Roast chicken with 
bread sauce (RECIPE P94)

A burnished bird hot from the oven is an all-time favourite. 

Served with a classic bread sauce, perhaps, or piled on a 

fragrant pilaf, your next chicken crowd-pleaser starts here. 

Rule
roast

the



CHICKEN SALAD Cement 

table (used throughout) 

from SlabsbyDesign. 

Napkins and salad servers 

from Jardan. Sandy 

Lockwood plates from 

Chinaclay. Salt dish and 

glasses from Hay. Leather 

tray from Space Furniture. 

CHICKEN WITH BREAD 

SAUCE Mug and cofee 

cup from Hay. Soup bowl 

from Batch Ceramics. 

Carving fork and knife 

from The Country Trader. 

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

Chicken salad with celeriac, 
radicchio and pink 
grapefruit (RECIPE P94)



Turmeric chicken with lemon pickle 
and almonds
When you don’t want to roast a whole chicken, 

Marylands are a great option; their high fat content 

makes them great for roasting. Start this recipe two 

weeks ahead to pickle the lemons.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 1¼ hrs (plus pickling)

Serves 4

 4 chicken Marylands (about 350gm each)

 60 ml (1/4 cup) grapeseed oil

 1 white onion, cut into wedges

 4 red birdseye chillies, halved

 1 garlic clove, crushed

 ½ tsp ground turmeric

 ½ tsp nigella seeds

 3 sprigs fresh curry leaves, torn

 60 gm natural almonds, coarsely chopped

  Juice of 1 lime

   Steamed basmati rice and yoghurt 

(optional), to serve

  Lemon pickle

 1 lemon 

 1 tbsp grapeseed oil

 ¼ tsp fenugreek seeds

  Pinch of brown mustard seeds

  Pinch of chilli powder

1   For lemon pickle, wash lemon and place in  

a heatproof bowl, cover with boiling water to 

clean skin, then drain. Rinse, cut into thin wedges, 

place in a bowl with 2 tbsp salt, squeeze lightly 

and toss to combine. Transfer wedges to a 

sterilised jar (see cook’s notes p176) that holds 

them snugly, pressing down to compact them. 

Warm oil and spices in a small saucepan over low 

heat until fragrant and mustard seeds start to 

pop, pour into jars, seal and store in a cool dark 

place, turning occasionally, for 2 weeks. 

2   Preheat oven to 230C. Place chicken and 

remaining ingredients except lime juice in a bowl, 

toss to combine, season to taste, then transfer to a 

roasting pan that holds chicken snugly. Push spices

and almonds around chicken pieces, drizzle with 

lime juice and roast until golden brown and cooked 

through (about 50 minutes). Serve with lemon 

pickle, yoghurt and steamed rice.

Wine suggestion Aromatic, textural blend of 

gewürztraminer and riesling.

Turmeric chicken with 
lemon pickle and almonds

Za’atar roast chicken with pilaf, 
pomegranate and nuts
This fragrant chicken dish is made to serve in the centre 

of the table for guests to help themselves. We’ve made 

the za’atar fresh for a more intense thyme flavour, but  

by all means buy the blend if you need to save time.

Prep time 30 mins, cook 1½ hrs

Serves 8

 40 gm pistachio nuts

 40 gm pine nuts

 2 chickens (1.5kg each), removed from fridge  

  20 minutes before cooking

 2 onions, thickly sliced

 2 tbsp olive oil

 2 garlic cloves, crushed

 1  lemon, plus extra wedges to serve 

(optional)

 ½ pomegranate, arils removed

   Finely chopped coriander and plain 

yoghurt, to serve

  Za’atar

 1½ tbsp fresh thyme leaves

 1½ tbsp dried oregano leaves

 1 tbsp toasted sesame seeds

 2 tsp sumac

  Pilaf

 1 small onion, finely chopped

 2 cinnamon quills

 2 cardamom pods, bruised

 2 fresh bay leaves

 40 gm butter, coarsely chopped

 1 tbsp olive oil

 400 gm (2 cups) basmati or long-grain rice,  

  rinsed under cold water

 700 ml chicken stock

  Finely grated rind of ½ lemon

1   Preheat oven to 180C. Roast pistachios  

and pine nuts on a baking tray until golden  

(8-12 minutes). Set aside to cool.

2   For za’atar, pound herbs with a mortar and 

pestle until coarsely crushed, then add sesame 

seeds and sumac, and pound until finely ground.

3   Rinse chickens inside and out under cold 

running water, pat dry with paper towels and place 

in a roasting pan on top of onions. Rub chicken all 

over with oil, garlic and za’atar, then roast, basting 

occasionally, until cooked through and juices run 

clear when thigh is pierced with a skewer (1 hour 

20 minutes to 1 hour 25 minutes). Increase oven to 

250C and roast, basting occasionally, until golden 

brown (5 minutes). Season to taste with lemon 

juice and salt and pepper, and rest for 5 minutes.

4   Meanwhile, for pilaf, sauté onions, spices and 

bay leaves in butter and oil in a casserole over 

medium heat until onion starts to caramelise  

(7-8 minutes). Add rice and stir to coat, then add 

stock, season to taste and bring to a simmer. 

Cover, then bake until rice is cooked (15 minutes). 

Stir in lemon rind, cover with a tea towel and leave 

to steam for 5-6 minutes.

5   Place rice on a platter, chop chicken into 

pieces, arrange on pilaf, top with pistachios and 

pine nuts, pomegranate, coriander and pan juices, 

and serve with lemon wedges and yoghurt.

Wine suggestion Gutsy, spicy grenache rosé.>



Za’atar roast chicken with 
pilaf, pomegranate and nuts

RICE Large dish from 

Koskela. Small bowl (with 

pomegranate) from Zakkia. 

Plate (top of stack) and 

Sandy Lockwood small  

dish (with yoghurt) from 

Chinaclay. Plate (bottom of 

stack) from Batch Ceramics. 

TURMERIC CHICKEN Cup 

and sugar pot from 

Chinaclay. Bowls from Batch 

Ceramics. Saucer from Hay. 

All other props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.



Roast chicken aided and abetted by 
provolone piccante and pickled chillies 

makes a winning sandwich filling. 

TOASTIE Sandy 

Lockwood ceramic cup 

and Sharon Alpren plate 

from Chinaclay. Dish from 

Koskela. CHICKEN WITH 

PRUNES Bowl from Batch 

Ceramics. Brass jug from 

No 12 Trading. Hide from 

NSW Leather. Coaster 

from Jardan. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

Chicken and provolone 
toastie with pickles and 
caper aïoli

HOT

TIP

Save your roast 
chicken bones for 

making stock; whack 
them in the freezer till 

you have a pot’s worth.
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Roast chicken with sausage
stuffing, prunes and pan gravy

place to pickle (for at least 3 days and up to

3 weeks). Refrigerate after use.

2 For caper aïoli, mix ingredients in a bowl and

season to taste.

3 Preheat oven to 140C and line a baking tray

with baking paper. Spread bread slices with butter,

then turn butter-side down. Arrange chicken on

half the slices, top with aïoli, provolone piccante,

onion and sliced pickled green chillies, then

sandwich with remaining bread.

4 Heat a large non-stick frying pan over medium

heat. Add half the sandwiches and cook, turning

once, until golden (2 minutes each side). Repeat

with remaining sandwiches, transfer to oven tray,

place in oven to melt cheese, then serve hot.

Wine suggestion Passionfruity sémillon-

sauvignon blend.

Roast chicken with sausage stuffing,
prunes and pan gravy
We’ve baked the stufing separately here to crisp it up,

but it works well stufed inside the bird as well. When

you make gravy, it’s important to cook out the flour to

a brown roux before adding the liquid to give it flavour.

Prep time 40 mins, cook 1 hr 40 mins

(plus resting)

Serves 4

2 carrots, coarsely chopped

2 onions, coarsely chopped

1 chicken (1.5kg), removed from fridge

20 minutes before cooking

Chicken and provolone toasties with 
pickles and caper aïoli
A good toastie is almost reason to roast a bird in itself. 

Melting cheese adds extra savour, ofset by the 

piquant chillies. Store-bought pickled jalapeños are 

great here, otherwise start this recipe three days 

ahead to pickle the chillies.

Prep time 15 mins, cook 10 mins

Makes 4

 8 soft sourdough bread slices 

  Softened butter, for spreading

 ½ roast chicken, meat coarsely shredded

 120 gm (1 cup) grated provolone piccante

 ½ white onion, thinly sliced

  Pickled green chillies

 500 ml (2 cups) tarragon vinegar

 2 tbsp caster sugar

 1½ tbsp fine sea salt

 8 long green chillies, pierced with a knife

  Caper aïoli

 250 gm (¾ cup) aïoli

 1 cup (loosely packed) mixed soft herbs,  

  such as dill, chives, basil and flat-leaf  

  parsley, finely chopped

 1 tbsp capers in vinegar, rinsed well, drained,  

  coarsely chopped

1   For pickled chillies, bring vinegar, sugar, salt 

and 250ml water to the boil in a saucepan. Place 

chillies in a tall sterilised jar (see cook’s notes 

p176), or container that holds them snugly, pour 

in vinegar solution, seal and store in a cool dark 

  Melted butter, for brushing

 1 tbsp olive oil

 12 pitted prunes

 200 ml dry white wine

 2 heaped tbsp plain flour

 500 ml (2 cups) brown chicken stock (see note),  

  at room temperature 

  Buttery mashed potato, to serve

  Sausage stufing

 2 tbsp olive oil

 40 gm butter, coarsely chopped

 ½ onion, finely chopped

 8 sage leaves, thinly sliced

 1 tsp thyme, coarsely chopped

 100 gm crustless sourdough bread, diced

 6 small chicken sausages (about 550gm),  

  skins removed, meat crumbled

1   For sausage stufing, preheat oven to 180C and 

line a shallow loaf tin with foil. Heat oil and butter  

in a saucepan over low heat, and sauté onion until 

softened (10-15 minutes). Add sage and thyme, 

and sauté until fragrant (30 seconds to 1 minute), 

then stir in sourdough, season to taste, and transfer 

to a tray to cool. Add sausage meat and toss to 

combine, then transfer mixture to prepared tin.

2   Scatter carrot and onion in a small roasting  

pan. Place chicken on top of vegetables, brush with 

melted butter, drizzle with olive oil, season to taste, 

then scatter prunes around chicken and pour in 

white wine. Roast chicken and stufing separately 

until chicken juices run clear when pierced, and 

stufing is cooked, golden and crisp on top (1 hour 

20 minutes to 1 hour 25 minutes; cover stufing 

with foil if it browns too quickly). Transfer chicken 

to a plate to rest (10 minutes). Reserve prunes 

separately, and vegetables if desired.

3   Reserve 2 tbsp of fat from the pan juices, then 

drain of the remainder (if you haven’t got 2 tbsp, 

top them up with a little melted butter), return  

to pan and place over medium-high heat on the 

stovetop. Add flour and stir continuously until  

it turns golden brown, ensuring it doesn’t burn 

(3-4 minutes). Gradually add stock a cup at a 

time, whisking continuously to emulsify between 

additions, until gravy comes to a simmer and 

thickens. Season to taste (strain gravy if you 

prefer it very smooth). 

4   Cut chicken into pieces and serve with buttery 

mashed potato, prunes and stufing. Drizzle with a 

little gravy and serve the remaining gravy in a jug.

Note To make 2 litres brown chicken stock,  

brown 1kg chicken carcasses in a roasting pan  

in a 240C oven, turning occasionally, until well 

browned (40-50 minutes). Transfer to a large 

saucepan or stockpot. Deglaze roasting pan with 

water, scraping up caramelised residue, then add 

to pot with enough water to just cover bones. 

Bring to a simmer, ladling of scum as it comes to 

the surface, then reduce heat to low and simmer, 

topping up water so bones remain just covered, 

for 2 hours. Strain and cool. Stock will keep for  

3 days refrigerated or 3 months frozen. 

Wine suggestion Top-quality Beaujolais.>



HOT

TIP

Roast spatchcock with choganjang 
and sesame cucumbers 
Spatchcocks are the perfect size to serve one per 

person. We’ve served these with choganjang, an 

essential dipping sauce in Korean cuisine. Start this 

recipe up to a day ahead to marinate the spatchcocks. 

Prep time 20 mins, cook 45 mins  

(plus marinating)

Serves 4

 4  spatchcocks (500gm each), butterflied,  

at room temperature

 2 tbsp ssämjang (see note)

 1  garlic clove, crushed, plus 1 extra,  

thinly sliced

 2 tbsp dark soy sauce

  Fresh steamed rice noodles, to serve

 1 tbsp grapeseed oil mixed with 2 tsp   

  sesame oil

  Sesame cucumbers 

 2 tbsp white vinegar

 2 tbsp caster sugar

 1 tbsp soy sauce

  2  tbsp roasted sesame seeds, plus extra  

to serve

  Sesame oil, to taste

 400 gm baby cucumbers, thickly sliced

 ½ white onion, very thinly sliced

  Torn coriander, to serve

   Choganjang

 2 tbsp soy sauce

 2 tbsp Chinese brown vinegar

 1 tsp finely grated ginger

 1 spring onion, sliced

1   Rub spatchcocks with ssämjang and crushed 

garlic, place in a snap-lock bag with half the soy 

sauce and refrigerate for 2 hours or overnight  

to marinate. 

2   Preheat oven to 220C. Place spatchcock in a 

roasting pan skin-side up, drizzle with remaining 

soy sauce and roast, basting occasionally, until 

golden brown and juices run clear when the 

thickest part of the thighs is pierced with a skewer 

(35-40 minutes).

3   For sesame cucumbers, combine vinegar, 

sugar and soy sauce with 50ml water in a 

saucepan and bring to a simmer, stirring to 

dissolve sugar. Cool, then place in a blender with 

sesame seeds, process until smooth, add sesame 

oil and season to taste. Place cucumbers and 

onion in a bowl, add dressing and extra sesame 

seeds, toss to coat and season to taste.

4   For choganjang, combine ingredients in a bowl, 

adjust to taste with soy and vinegar, add spring 

onion and set aside.

5   Divide noodles and spatchcock among serving 

plates. Heat oils in a small saucepan over medium 

heat, add sliced garlic and heat until garlic just 

starts to change colour (about 1 minute), stir in 

spring onion, then pour mixture over spatchcock 

and serve with choganjang and the sesame 

cucumbers.

Note Ssämjang is a Korean chilli condiment.  

If it’s unavailable, use another chilli sauce of your 

choice. Chinese brown vinegar is available from 

Asian grocers. 

Wine suggestion Toasty bottle-aged riesling. #

Roast chicken salad with celeriac,
radicchio and pink grapefruit
This lovely salad is a fine way to use leftover roast

chicken. Serve the meat cold or warm it up – either

way it’s delicious. 

Prep time 15 mins, cook 15 mins

Serves 2-4 (pictured p89)

 35 gm (1/3 cup) walnuts

 5 cornichons, thinly sliced

 1  head radicchio, leaves separated and torn

 ¼ Spanish onion, thinly sliced

 ¼ peeled celeriac (about 250gm), cut into

  matchsticks

 ½  roast chicken, meat removed from the

bone and cut into bite-sized pieces

  Pink grapefruit dressing

  Juice of ½ pink grapefruit

  Juice 1/2 lemon

 2 tbsp extra-virgin olive oil

1   Preheat oven to 180C. Roast walnuts on a

baking tray until golden (10-12 minutes). Cool,

then coarsely chop.

2   Meanwhile, for dressing, whisk ingredients in

a bowl to combine and season to taste.

3   Combine remaining ingredients and walnuts in

a large bowl, drizzle with dressing, toss lightly to

combine, season to taste and serve.

Wine suggestion Crisp, crunchy vermentino.

Roast chicken with bread sauce
Bread sauce, made with milk infused with cloves, onion 

and bay, is a classic accompaniment to chicken. Start 

this recipe a day ahead to brine the chicken. This step 

can be skipped, but brining produces juicier meat.

Prep time 30 mins, cook 1¾ hrs  

(plus brining, resting)

Serves 4 (pictured p88)

 125 gm (½ cup) fine salt

 2 tbsp caster sugar

 1 chicken (1.5kg), at room temperature

 4 lemons

 2 garlic cloves, bruised

 2 fresh bay leaf sprigs

 2 tbsp olive oil, plus extra for drizzling

 1½ onions, thickly sliced into rings

  Melted butter, for brushing

  Bread sauce

 20 gm butter

 1 tbsp olive oil

 ½ onion, finely chopped

 1 small garlic clove, peeled and bruised

 1 dried bay leaf

 4 cloves

 300 ml chicken stock

 200 ml milk

 170 gm crustless bread, diced

 1 tsp sour cream, or to taste

1   Stir salt and sugar with 500ml boiling water  

in a heatproof bowl until dissolved. Add 3 litres 

cold water, transfer to a plastic container and 

refrigerate until chilled (2 hours). Add chicken to 

brine and refrigerate overnight. Remove chicken 

from brine, rinse under cold running water, pat 

dry with paper towels, then stand for 20 minutes 

to come to room temperature.

2   Boil 2 whole lemons in a saucepan of water 

until just tender (8-10 minutes). Cool briefly, then 

coarsely chop (discard seeds). Mix in a bowl with 

garlic and a bruised bay leaf, stuf into chicken 

cavity and set aside.

3   Preheat oven to 180C. Heat oil in a flameproof 

roasting pan over medium-high heat, add onion 

rings and fry, turning once, until starting to 

caramelise (5-6 minutes). Place chicken on top. 

Brush chicken with melted butter, then drizzle with 

olive oil. Halve remaining lemons and squeeze over 

chicken, then add lemon husks and remaining bay 

leaf sprig to pan. Season chicken, tie legs together 

with kitchen string, then roast, basting with pan 

juices or extra butter occasionally, until juices run 

clear when thickest part of thigh is pierced (about 

1½ hours). Increase oven to 250C and roast just 

until skin browns to your liking (5-6 minutes). 

Remove from oven and rest for 10 minutes.

4   Meanwhile, for bread sauce, heat butter and oil 

in a saucepan over medium heat. Add onion, garlic, 

bay leaf and cloves, and sauté until onion softens 

(10-15 minutes). Add stock and milk, bring to a 

simmer, then reduce heat and simmer gently for 

(5-6 minutes). Stir in bread, simmer until it absorbs 

the liquid (4-5 minutes), then process in a blender 

until smooth. Stir in sour cream, season to taste, 

and add more milk if you prefer a thinner sauce. 

Serve chicken and pan onions with bread sauce.

Wine suggestion Fine cooler-climate chardonnay.

For the crispest  
skin, refrigerate  

the bird, uncovered, 
overnight to dry out 
the skin completely 

(bring it to room 
temperature, as always, 

before roasting).



SPATCHCOCKS Sandy 

Lockwood dinner plates  

and Stephanie Hammill  

jug from Chinaclay.  

Saucer from Hay.  

TEXT PAGE Hide from NSW 

Leather. Cup from Chinaclay. 

Coaster from Jardan. All 

other props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

Roast spatchcock with choganjang 
and sesame cucumbers

MORE ONLINE

Roasted, fried or crumbed  

katsu-style, chicken makes the best 

sandwich filling. Head online for the 

best ideas between sliced bread: 

gourmettraveller.com.au
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Persian red lentil soup with 
tahini, beetroot and fried 
mint (RECIPE P100)

Earthy and deeply comforting, lentils embrace 

whatever flavours come their way, be they 

Italy’s salami and cavolo nero or the spices of 

the subcontinent.

LE



FRITTERS

Platter from Earth  

& Baker. Vase from 

Vampt Vintage Design. 

Weathered copper dish 

(used throughout) from 

Lightly. Wooden coaster 

from West Elm. Throw 

(used as tablecloth)  

from The Vignette Room. 

SOUP Chair from  

Vampt Vintage Design. 

Sarpaneva casserole by 

Iittala from Top 3 by 

Design. Hand towel from 

The Vignette Room. 

Bowl from Golden Brown 

Fox Ceramics. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

Red lentil fritters with 
green yoghurt (RECIPE P100)
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Koshari

Every culture has its favourite comfort food and in

Egypt it’s koshari. It’s hard not to be intrigued by a

recipe that calls for a triple carb hit – rice, pasta and

lentils. Served with a simple spiced tomato sauce

that’s fragrant with baharat, and topped with a pile

of crisp onion, no wonder it’s so well loved.

Prep time 25 mins, cook 40 mins

Serves 4-6

50 ml olive oil

200 gm (1 cup) basmati rice

560 ml (2¼ cups) hot vegetable stock or water

250 gm brown lentils

100 gm small macaroni

20 gm butter, coarsely chopped

2 onions, thinly sliced

Baharat tomato sauce

60 ml (1/4 cup) olive oil

1 onion, thinly sliced

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

2½ tsp baharat (see note)

½ tsp dried chilli flakes

400 gm canned cherry tomatoes

200 gm canned chopped tomatoes

1 tbsp red wine vinegar, or to taste

1 For baharat tomato sauce, heat oil in a

saucepan over medium-high heat, add onion

and garlic, and sauté until tender (4-5 minutes).

Stir in baharat and chilli flakes until fragrant, add

tomatoes, season to taste and simmer until

slightly thickened (6-7 minutes). Stir in vinegar,

check seasoning and keep warm.

2 Heat 1 tbsp of oil in a saucepan over medium-

high heat, add rice and stir to coat. Season to taste,

then add stock, bring to a simmer and cover.

Reduce heat to low-medium and cook without

uncovering until rice is tender and liquid is

absorbed (12-15 minutes). Set aside.

3 Meanwhile, cook lentils in a large saucepan

of unsalted boiling water until almost tender

(6-8 minutes). Stir in pasta and cook until pasta is

al dente (6-7 minutes). Drain, then stir lentils and

pasta into rice, season to taste and keep warm.

4 Heat butter and remaining oil in a saucepan

over medium-high heat, add onion and fry until

golden brown and crisp (8-10 minutes).

5 To serve, divide lentil mixture among bowls,

spoon tomato sauce on top and scatter with

crisp onion.

Note Baharat is a Middle Eastern spice blend

consisting of seven spices or more. It’s available

from Middle Eastern delicatessens and Herbie’s

Spices (herbies.com.au).

Drink suggestion Nutty dark porter.>

Green lentils with salami and  

cavolo nero 

Prep time 15 mins, cook 30 mins

Serves 4 as a side or light meal

 2 tbsp olive oil

 1 onion, finely chopped

 1  garlic clove, finely chopped, plus 2 extra, 

thinly sliced on a mandolin

 ½ tsp chilli flakes

 300 gm small green lentils

 100 ml red wine

 500 ml (2 cups) chicken stock

 1 fresh bay leaf

 1 oregano sprig, plus extra leaves to serve

 ½ bunch cavolo nero, coarsely chopped

 1½ tbsp red wine vinegar, or to taste

 60 ml (1/4 cup) extra-virgin olive oil

 2 thin cacciatore salami, thinly sliced

1   Heat olive oil in a large saucepan over 

medium-high heat. Add onion, chopped garlic  

and chilli flakes, and sauté until onion is tender 

(4-5 minutes). Add lentils and red wine, simmer 

until wine is reduced by half (1-2 minutes), then 

add stock, bay leaf and oregano sprig. Bring  

to the boil, then reduce heat to medium and 

simmer, half-covered with a lid, until lentils are 

just tender (20-25 minutes). Stir in cavolo nero 

and simmer until just wilted (2-3 minutes). 

Discard bay leaf and oregano sprig, add vinegar, 

and season generously to taste.

2   Heat extra-virgin olive oil in a frying pan over 

medium-high heat, add salami and fry, turning 

once, until crisp (1-2 minutes). Add sliced garlic 

and fry until light golden (20-30 seconds). 

Remove from heat and season to taste.

3   Spoon lentil mixture onto a platter, top with  

salami and garlic, and serve scattered with  

extra oregano.

Wine suggestion Savoury young nebbiolo.

Green lentils with salami 

and cavolo nero

GREEN LENTILS 

Gourmet Traveller 

Signature Collection by 

Robert Gordon platter 

from Domayne. Dish 

from Olive + Joy. Fabric 

(used as napkin) from 

Emily Ziz. KOSHARI 

Bowl (at front) and 

brown bowl from Golden 

Brown Fox Ceramics. 

Plates (under bowls) 

from Shelley Panton. 

Linen throw from The 

Vignette Room. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175. 
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Persian red lentil soup with tahini,
beetroot and fried mint
Lentil soup may not sound like the sexiest of dishes,

but rest assured, it’s a heart-warmer. We’ve added

warming spices and served the soup with a dollop of

garlicky tahini. Thin slivers of shaved raw beetroot add

earthiness and texture – the beetroot is also excellent

simply grated and piled on top. The poached egg is

optional, but highly recommended.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 25 mins

Serves 4 (pictured p96)

80 ml (1/3 cup) olive oil

1 Spanish onion, finely chopped

1 celery stalk, finely chopped

2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

2 tsp ground cumin

2 tsp ground coriander

2 tsp sweet paprika

½ tsp hot paprika

Pinch of ground cinnamon

150 gm canned chopped tomatoes

1.5 litres vegetable or chicken stock

300 gm Persian red lentils (see note)

½ cup (loosely packed) mint

Finely grated rind and juice of 1 lemon

2 beetroot, peeled and thinly sliced

on a mandolin

Poached eggs (optional), to serve

Garlic tahini

100 gm hulled tahini

80 gm thick natural yoghurt

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

Juice of 1 lemon

1 Heat 2 tbsp oil in a large saucepan over

medium-high heat, then sauté onion, celery and

garlic until tender (4-5 minutes). Stir in spices

and cook until fragrant (30 seconds). Add tomato

Red lentil dhal
Dhal is classic comfort food, served in various

iterations across the subcontinent. We’d happily eat

it for breakfast, lunch and dinner. It’s even better the

next day, so make a double batch to enjoy later.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 25 mins

Serves 6

250 gm (1¼ cups) red lentils, rinsed, drained

50 gm finely grated ginger

1 tsp ground turmeric

1 tsp Sri Lankan curry powder

1 cinnamon quill

500 ml (2 cups) coconut milk

8 fresh curry leaves, plus extra, fried, to serve

3 onions, thinly sliced

2 garlic cloves, crushed

2 long green chillies, thinly sliced

60 gm coconut oil

2 tsp brown mustard seeds

60 ml (¼ cup) coconut cream

Juice of 1 lime, plus extra wedges, to serve

Steamed basmati rice, coriander and

warmed roti (optional), to serve

1 Combine lentils, ginger, turmeric, curry powder,

cinnamon quill, coconut milk, curry leaves, a third

of the onion, half the garlic and 1 green chilli in

a saucepan. Add 350ml water, bring to the boil,

reduce heat to medium and simmer, covered,

until lentils are breaking down (20-25 minutes).

2 Meanwhile, melt coconut oil in a saucepan

over medium heat, add mustard seeds, remaining

onion, garlic and chilli and fry, stirring occasionally,

until onions are tender and browned (5-6 minutes;

be careful, mustard seeds and oil will spit).

Remove from the heat and stir into lentils when

they are ready. Add coconut cream and lime juice

and season generously to taste with sea salt.

Serve hot with rice, fried curry leaves, coriander

and roti.

Drink suggestion Crisp cold lager.>

Red lentil fritters with green yoghurt
These little morsels may be on the diminutive side,  

but they punch well above their weight in the flavour 

stakes. If you wanted to make them gluten-free, you 

could substitute the flour with tef flour.

Prep time 25 mins, cook 25 mins (plus cooling)

Serves 6 as a snack (pictured p97)

 1½ tbsp olive oil

 ½ onion, finely chopped

 2 garlic cloves, finely chopped

 2  tsp coarsely crushed coriander seeds 

 2 tsp coarsely crushed cumin seeds

 200 gm (1 cup) red lentils

 2 eggs, separated

 100 gm self-raising flour

  Finely grated rind of 1 lemon, plus lemon  

  halves to serve

  Vegetable oil, for shallow-frying

  Green yoghurt

 ½ cup (firmly packed) coriander

 1/3 cup (firmly packed) flat-leaf parsley

 2 garlic cloves, coarsely chopped

 1 long green chilli, coarsely chopped

 ½ tsp ground cumin

 ¼ tsp ground cardamom

 70 ml olive oil 

  Juice of 1 lemon

 250 gm thick plain yoghurt

  

1   Heat oil in a saucepan over medium-high  

heat, add onion and garlic and sauté until tender 

(4-5 minutes). Stir in spices and fry until fragrant 

(30 seconds), then add lentils and 650ml water, 

bring to a simmer, cover and cook until lentils are 

tender and liquid is absorbed (8-10 minutes). 

Transfer to a bowl to cool.

2   Meanwhile, for green yoghurt, process  

herbs, garlic, chilli, spices and 2 tbsp cold water  

in a small blender until coarsely chopped, add 

olive oil and lemon juice and process to a fine 

purée. Transfer to a bowl, season to taste, swirl in 

yoghurt and set aside.

3   Stir egg yolks into lentils, then stir in flour and 

lemon rind and season generously to taste. Whisk 

eggwhites and a pinch of salt in a separate bowl 

to firm peaks and fold into lentil mixture.

4   Preheat oven to 180C and heat 3cm oil in  

a frying pan over medium-high heat. When hot, 

add heaped tablespoonfuls of mixture in batches 

and cook, turning occasionally, until golden brown 

(2-3 minutes). Drain on paper towels and keep 

warm in oven while you cook remaining fritters. 

Serve hot with green yoghurt and lemon halves. 

Drink suggestion Refreshing Aperol Spritz. 

and simmer until thickened (1-2 minutes). Add 

stock and lentils. Bring to the boil, reduce heat to 

medium and simmer, half-covered with a lid, until 

lentils are very tender (20-25 minutes).

2   Meanwhile, for garlic tahini, mix ingredients  

and 60ml hot water in a bowl, season to taste and 

set aside.

3   Heat remaining oil in a small saucepan  

over medium-high heat, add mint and fry until 

crisp. Remove with a slotted spoon and drain on 

paper towels (discard oil).

4   Half-blend the lentil mixture with a hand-held 

blender, stir in lemon rind and juice, and season 

generously to taste. Ladle into serving bowls, add 

a swirl of garlic tahini, top with beetroot, poached 

egg and fried mint, and serve hot.

Note Persian red lentils are available at select 

delicatessens. If they’re unavailable, use black or 

green lentils instead. 

Drink suggestion Rich amber ale.

100



DHAL Bowl from Earth  

& Baker. Marble board 

from The Vignette Room. 

Dish from Golden Brown 

Fox Ceramics. Plates 

from Shelley Panton. 

TEXT PAGE Shallow 

dish from Olive + Joy.  

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

Red lentil dhal
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Roast trout with warm green lentil
and bacon dressing
Lentils and bacon are a match made in heaven – here

they combine in a warm dressing served over a simple

roast trout. A crisp slaw adds crunch and freshness,

although a creamy mash would work equally well.

Prep time 30 mins, cook 25 mins

Serves 4-6 as a light meal

200 gm small green lentils

½ tsp fennel seeds

½ tsp white peppercorns

Finely grated rind of 1 lemon, juice of ½

1 side ocean trout (about 1.1kg), skinless,

pin-boned

140 ml olive oil

2 golden shallots, diced

1 garlic clove, finely chopped

70 gm streaky bacon, cut into lardons

2 tbsp red wine vinegar, or to taste

Coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley, to serve

Brussels sprout and fennel slaw

200 gm Brussels sprouts, thinly shaved

on a mandolin

1 small fennel bulb, thinly shaved on

a mandolin, fronds reserved to serve

50 ml extra-virgin olive oil

Juice of 1 lemon, or to taste

1 Preheat oven to 200C. Cook lentils in

a saucepan of unsalted boiling water until just

tender (18-20 minutes). Drain and set aside.

2 Meanwhile, dry-roast fennel seeds until

fragrant (30 seconds; see cook’s notes p176). Cool

slightly, then pound with a mortar and pestle with

peppercorns, add rind and set aside. Place trout

on a baking tray lined with baking paper, drizzle

with 1½ tbsp olive oil and scatter with fennel seed

mixture. Season to taste with sea salt and roast

until cooked medium-rare (10-15 minutes).

3 Meanwhile, heat remaining olive oil in a

saucepan over medium-high heat, add shallot

and garlic and sauté until tender (3-4 minutes).

Add bacon and fry until beginning to crisp

(1-2 minutes), then stir in vinegar, lemon juice

and lentils, season to taste, and keep warm.

4 For slaw, toss ingredients in a bowl to combine

and season to taste.

5 Place roast trout on a serving platter, drizzle

with warm lentil and bacon dressing, scatter with

fennel fronds and serve warm with slaw.

Drink suggestion Crisp, dry cider. #

Pork rib, black lentil and white  
bean stew
This deeply spiced braise of pork ribs, black lentils and 

white beans is proof that some things are worth the 

wait. A scattering of toasted crumbs adds irresistible 

crunch to an already moreish dish. Begin this recipe  

a day ahead to soak the beans.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 4½ hrs  

(plus overnight soaking)

Serves 4

 60 ml (1/4 cup) olive oil

 1.2 kg pork ribs, cut into 2-rib portions

 1 onion, thinly sliced

 1 long red chilli, thinly sliced

 2 garlic cloves, thinly sliced

 2 tsp Dutch-process cocoa, sieved 

 2 tbsp smoked paprika

 1  tsp ground ginger

 1 tsp ground fennel 

 1 tsp ground cinnamon

  Pinch of ground cloves

 1 tbsp Dijon mustard

 400 gm canned chopped tomatoes

 200 gm small black lentils (see note)

 100  gm haricot or other small white beans, 

soaked overnight in cold water, drained

 50 ml apple cider vinegar, or to taste

 2 tbsp maple syrup

 1 tbsp blackstrap molasses 

 1 fresh bay leaf

 1  thyme sprig, plus 1 tbsp extra leaves,  

to serve

 2  tbsp coarsely chopped flat-leaf parsley 

 2 tbsp oregano

  Spicy crumbs

 50 ml olive oil

 150 gm crustless sourdough bread, torn

 1  tbsp thyme

 1 tbsp oregano 

 1 tbsp flat-leaf parsley

 1 tbsp sage

 1 garlic clove, coarsely chopped

 1 long red chilli, thinly sliced

 

1   Preheat oven to 160C. Heat 1 tbsp oil in a large 

frying pan over medium-high heat. Season ribs 

well and cook in batches until browned all over 

(2-3 minutes each side). Transfer to a plate. 

2   Heat remaining oil in a large casserole and 

sauté onion, chilli and garlic over medium heat 

until tender (6-8 minutes). Add cocoa and spices 

and stir until fragrant (30 seconds), then stir in 

mustard. Add remaining ingredients, except 

parsley, oregano and extra thyme leaves, and  

1.4 litres water, bring to the boil, then add ribs, 

cover, transfer to oven and braise, checking and 

stirring occasionally, until beans and pork are 

tender (3½-4 hours). Discard thyme sprig and bay 

leaf, stir in parsley, oregano and thyme leaves and 

season generously to taste.

3   Meanwhile, for herbed crumbs, process 

ingredients in a food processor to coarse crumbs, 

spread on a baking tray and bake, until crisp and 

golden brown (10-15 minutes). Scatter evenly 

over stew and serve hot. 

Note Small black lentils are available from select 

delicatessens. If they’re unavailable, small green 

lentils would make a good substitute. 

Wine suggestion Dense, full-bodied mataró.

Pork rib, black lentil and 

white bean stew



Roast trout with warm green 
lentil and bacon dressing

TROUT Platter from 

Earth & Baker. Plate and 

bowl from West Elm. 

Hand towel from  

The Vignette Room. 

RIBS Marble board  

from West Elm. Small 

dish from Golden Brown 

Fox Ceramics. Fabric 

(used as napkin) from 

Emily Ziz. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175.

MORE ONLINE

We continue our devotion to this 

loveliest of legumes online, with  

more lentil soups than you can  

poke a stick at. Find them at 

gourmettraveller.com.au



Lobster tacos with sweetcorn 
esquites (RECIPE P107)



RECIPES ALEX STUPAK   PHOTOGRAPHY EVAN SUNG 

The taste of a tortilla catapulted high-flying 

chef Alex Stupak from modernist cuisine to 

haute Mexican. Here he showcases the tacos 

that have entranced New York City. 

WRAPIT’S



Corn tortillas

‘It’s hard to call something with only one ingredient  

a recipe,” says Alex Stupak. “Making tortillas is really 

just a method, and getting it right depends on a lot of 

little details. Make enough tortillas, and you’ll learn to 

intuit when your dough is too dry or too sticky, as well 

as how to correct it. You’ll acclimatise to the tortilla 

press, figuring out exactly how much pressure you 

need to apply to yield a perfect, uniformly thick round 

every time. You’ll develop muscle memory as you slide 

tortillas onto the hot griddle, and agility as you pull 

them of the heat the moment they begin to blister.  

It requires finesse, but making tortillas is a critical 

threshold in grasping Mexican cuisine, and it is the 

baseline skill you’ll need to get the most out of these 

recipes. I’ve designed this recipe to make 12 tortillas, 

but I’ve found fresh tortillas rarely go uneaten, so  

I often double it. Consider doing the same, especially 

for your first few attempts. There’s a “first pancake” 

efect at play, and you may need to toss a few failures 

until you get the hang of it. Time is also vital to keep 

in mind, since masa tortillas are at their best when 

they’re still hot from the griddle.” 

Makes 12

 250 gm masa harina (see note)

1   For corn tortillas, in a bowl, knead flour with  

1 cup of water. The dough should be as soft as 

possible without being sticky. If cracks appear 

when squeezed, knead in water 1 tbsp at a time 

until it becomes malleable and forms into a ball. 

Cover with a damp tea towel. 

2   Heat a double char-grill pan or two cast-iron 

frying pans over two burners, one side (or one 

pan) over low-medium heat, and the other over 

medium-high heat for 5 minutes. Cut 2 squares  

of medium-heavy plastic (a freezer bag works 

nicely) to fit the tortilla press (see note). Place 

one on the top plate and the other on the bottom, 

ensuring there are no wrinkles. To make a test 

tortilla, roll a golf ball-sized piece of dough, and 

gently flatten it into a rough disc. Centre it on the 

plastic on the bottom plate of the press, and close 

the press, ensuring the plastic on the top plate 

lands squarely on the dough. Fold the handle and 

L
et’s get this out of the way right up front. I’m a white boy from suburban 

Massachusetts where Old El Paso taco nights were mother’s milk. I loved 

that stuff. In fact, I wouldn’t even consider Mexican food that didn’t come 

with a spice pack and a sleeve of crisp shells until long after I’d graduated culinary 

school and settled into a kitchen trajectory that had nothing to do with tacos. 

In 2005, I was clocking 90 hours a week in the pastry kitchen at Alinea in 

Chicago. I lived in a lousy walk-up in Lincoln Park with Lauren Resler, the woman 

who would eventually see fit to marry me, and on our days off she and I would 

explore the city’s ethnic neighbourhoods. Along 26th Street, you couldn’t walk five 

feet without tripping over a masa factory. We’d find ingredients there that were 

completely alien to us at the time: guaje seeds and spiny chayote, nopales, avocado 

leaves, and Oaxacan chillies. Cracking Mexico’s cuisine soon became my off-the-clock 

obsession. Lauren’s mother is Mexican and she’d grown up with some of these 

flavours, but we were going deep at home. We’d toast broken vermicelli in oil and 

cook it down in broth and chorizo for sopa seca de fideo. We’d simmer black beans 

with epazote and chipotle, or stuff shredded chicken into a tamal de cazuela and 

bake it into a crusty, savoury pie. We were mad for this stuff. 

Then, on a visit to Los Angeles, I tasted my first real-deal tortilla and the earth 

moved just a little. I’ve had three defining moments as a cook: the first time I got to 

touch a truffle; the first time I made a stable foam; and the first time I tasted a freshly 

made tortilla at La Parrilla. It was elastic and gently blistered. Earthy and supple with 

the flavour of toasted corn. It tasted ancient. That tortilla got under my skin. 

A year later I had moved to New York and was heading up pastry at Wylie 

Dufresne’s WD-50. I started thinking back to those days I spent experimenting with 

chillies. I thought about what it might mean for me to take a deep-dive from the 

world of modernist fine dining to Mexican cooking. Eventually I took that leap. 

Empellón Taqueria opened on 21 March 2011. I remember it as the day  

I realised I had no idea what the hell I was doing. I thought tacos would be an easy 

entry point for me as a chef: a tortilla, some salsa, a filling. Simple enough, until the 

first night of service and the complexity of a well-made taco became maddeningly 

clear. All at once, I understood that the life span of a warm tortilla is stupidly  

brief – that making sure a taco arrives at the table with some fight left in it is a 

sophisticated orchestration of timing and planning; that I was not at all prepared for 

this. The tortilla station couldn’t keep up, and we were instantly in the weeds. I had 

invited my father and a journalist to join us in the kitchen on opening night, and 

both of them looked on in abject horror as we went down in a blaze of expletives. 

In the years since, we pulled it together. We opened two additional restaurants 

– Empellón Cocina and Empellón Al Pastor, in New York’s East Village – and a 

million tacos later, I’m finally approaching terra firma. Tacos, man. Who knew? 

Empellón Al Pastor, 132 St Marks Pl, New York, +1 646 833 7039, Empellón 

Cocina, 105 First Ave, Manhattan, +1 212 780 0999; Empellón Taqueria,  

230 West 4th St, New York, +1 212 367 0999; empellón.com
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“Making sure a taco arrives at the table with some fight 
left in it is an orchestration of timing and planning.” 

Flour tortillas
“There’s a tacit understanding in much of Mexico that 

the word tortilla implies a product made with corn.  

In the United States, I’d say the opposite is true,” says 

Stupak. “It’s telling that the term ‘gringa’ is sometimes 

used in Mexico to indicate a flour tortilla, and that 

many of the fast-Mex chains on this side of the border 

don’t even list soft corn tortillas on their menus – just 

crisp corn shells or wheat-flour wraps. In fact, flour 

tortillas are so naturalised into the American diet that 

it’s easy to forget they do have a traditional foothold in 

Mexico, particularly in the arid northern regions where 

wheat grows more easily than corn. Flour tortillas 

actually powered Empellón for our first few years. When 

Taqueria opened, we were going through more than 

2,000 hand-pressed corn tortillas a week – so much 

volume that my cooks were developing repetitive stress 

injuries. We simply couldn’t match production to demand 

while keeping the quality where we wanted it. It was  

a conversation with a food writer friend that got me 

thinking. He told me that the flour tortillas he ate in 

Mexico were the best tortillas of any kind he’d ever 

tasted. When he came in for dinner, my wife, Lauren, 

prepared a batch of 40 as a tribute. We sent six to the 

writer’s table with some queso fundido; in seconds, my 

kitchen staf had demolished the rest. That was a 

teachable moment. At the time I had this idea that flour 

tortillas weren’t equal to the mission of my restaurant 

– that it would be dishonourable in some way to serve 

them. I cringe to think of how short-sighted that was. 

Of course, there are good versions and bad versions of 

apply even pressure, then open the press and 

peel the top plastic from the tortilla; it should be 

12cm-13cm in diameter and about 2mm thick. 

3   Pick up the tortilla by the bottom plastic. Flip it 

onto the palm of your free hand and peel of the 

plastic. Holding the tortilla draped on your hand, 

bring the edge of the tortilla to the cooler side for 

the char-grill pan (or pan) and quickly slide your 

hand out from under it; the tortilla should stick right

away to the surface. If you’re too slow the tortilla 

will fold and cook unevenly. Cook for 15 seconds;  

it will begin to change colour after 10 seconds. 

Using a metal spatula or your fingers, flip it onto 

the hotter side (or pan) and cook for 30 seconds. 

Flip it again onto the hotter side and cook for 10 

seconds, then repeat. When the tortilla is done, its 

edges will begin to release from the pan and it may 

inflate slightly. If the dough is too dry, the texture 

will be heavy and the edges will crack. If needed, 

gradually add water 1 tsp at a time to the remaining 

dough until it’s malleable. Once you’re happy with 

the texture, divide remaining dough into 12 equal 

balls; repeat the process of pressing and cooking. 

Store in an insulated container until ready to serve.

Note Masa harina is available from Mexican shops 

such as Fireworks Food (fireworksfoods.com.au) 

and Monterey Mexican Foods (montereyfoods.

com.au). Stupak uses an 18cm cast-iron tortilla 

press. If you don’t have a tortilla press, roll the 

balls of dough between sheets of baking paper. 

everything we enjoy eating. There are supermarket 

flour tortillas that are mealy and packed with enough 

preservatives to keep them shelf-immortal. And there 

are the good ones: elastic and almost biscuit-like, 

enriched with lard, hand-stretched, and freckled with 

char on a hot griddle. I discovered that flour tortillas 

are also more forgiving than corn tortillas: they hold 

their texture for longer and can withstand reheating. 

Their resilience made such a diference to our ability to 

keep pace in the kitchen that we switched exclusively 

to flour until we could invest in the corn tortilla 

machine that now supplies all of our restaurants. Even 

then, we couldn’t kick our love for flour, and we serve 

both. The method for preparing flour tortillas is similar 

to that of corn, with a few small distinctions. Because 

this dough contains gluten, you need to be careful not 

to overwork it, or the finished tortillas will be tough.  

To form the rounds, you should use a rolling pin rather 

than a tortilla press to get the dough properly thin.  

And while flour tortillas, like corn, are at their best  

hot of the griddle, they won’t die if you reheat them. 

Cool the tortillas, stack them and wrap them in plastic. 

Hold at room temperature until you’re ready to warm 

them using a cast-iron skillet. Note that the flaky 

texture and slight richness that make flour tortillas  

so compelling are derived from lard. I’ve found that 

vegetable shortening is a poor substitute, so if you’re 

cooking for vegetarians, corn is the way to go.” 

Makes 12 

 575 gm plain flour, plus extra as needed

 110 gm lard

1   Combine flour, lard and 1 tsp salt in an electric 

mixer fitted with the paddle attachment and mix 

on low speed until mealy (about 2 minutes). Add  

1 cup of water and mix until dough just comes 

together (about 1 minute). Turn out onto a work 

surface and knead gently, being careful to not 

overwork it, until smooth and elastic. Cover dough 

with a damp towel and let rest for 10 minutes. 

2   Heat a double char-grill pan or two cast-iron 

frying pans over two burners, one side (or one 

pan) over low-medium heat, and the other over 

medium-high heat for 5 minutes. To make a test 

tortilla, roll a golf ball-sized piece of dough, 

leaving the rest under the towel. Using a rolling 

pin, roll out the dough to a 15cm round on a 

lightly floured surface. (If the tortilla is sticky, the 

dough is too wet; knead in additional flour, a little 

at a time, until dough is workable.) Holding the 

tortilla draped on your hand, bring the edge to 

the cooler side of the pan and quickly slide your 

hand out from under it; the tortilla should stick 

right away to the surface. If you’re too slow the 

tortilla will fold and cook unevenly. Cook for  

15 seconds; it will start to change colour after  

10 seconds. Using a metal spatula or your fingers,  

flip it onto the hotter side (or pan) and cook for 

30 seconds. Flip it again onto the hotter side and 

cook for 10 seconds, then repeat. When the tortilla

is done, its edges will begin to release from the 

pan and it may inflate slightly. If the dough is too 

dry, the texture will be heavy and the edges will 

Lobster tacos with sweetcorn 
esquites
“Stationed along promenades, plazas, and busy 

byways all over Mexico are street vendors stirring  

pots of esquites – kernels of field corn warmed in  

an epazote-scented broth, then scooped into plastic 

cups and dressed with lime, mayo, and Cotija cheese,” 

says Stupak. “This taco captures those flavours using 

seasonal sweetcorn and an epazote-infused mayo. 

And because corn and shellfish is a no-brainer 

combination for a son of New England, I’ve added 

lobster to the mix here, too. The recipe calls for piquín 

chilli powder, a common finishing touch for esquites.  

If you can’t find it, substitute another variety of chilli 

powder, like ancho or guajillo.” 

Makes 12 (pictured p104)

 1 tbsp lard or vegetable oil

 6 árbol chillies (see note) or small red  

  Thai chillies

 6 garlic cloves, peeled

 3 cobs corn, shucked, kernels removed

 2 lobsters (about 680gm each), boiled,  

  shucked, meat cut into chunks

 1 recipe corn or flour tortillas (recipes at left)

 200 gm crumbled Cotija cheese or parmesan

 1 tsp piquín chilli powder (see note)

 2 limes, each cut into 6 wedges

  Epazote mayonnaise

 150 gm mayonnaise

  Dried epazote, to taste (see note)

1   For the epazote mayonnaise, place the 

mayonnaise in a bowl and mix in epazote to taste. 

Set aside.

2   Set a 30cm sauté pan over high heat and add 

the lard. Once the fat is smoking, add the árbol> 

crack. If needed, gradually add water 1 tsp at a 

time to the remaining dough until it’s malleable. 

Once you’re happy with the texture, divide the 

remaining dough into 12 equal balls and repeat 

rolling and cooking remaining tortillas, keeping 

them warm in an insulated container until ready 

to serve.  
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Chicken wing tacos with salsamacha
“The first time I tasted vinegary, wicked-hot salsa

macha, it made me think instantly of Frank’s Red Hot

sauce and, by extension, of bufalo wings,” says

Stupak. “This taco brings that afinity full circle, with

confit chicken wings and a garnish of crunchy celery

and blue cheese. If I were the sort of man who didn’t

vehemently hate football, I’d probably eat a tray of

these tacos with a bowl of chicharrones while

watching the game with my bros. This taco is delicious

any time, though. Even if you’re not a bro. I was in

the eastern Mexican state of Veracruz when I first

encountered this strange and magnificent infused-oil

salsa. It tastes like the ofspring of Sichuan chilli oil

and Frank’s Red Hot, which is to say it is delicious

to the point of being narcotic. It works well on just

about anything and it lasts for a long time in your

refrigerator, thanks to the vinegar content. Like so

many Mexican recipes, there are countless versions of

this salsa, fortified with diferent nuts and seeds and

spiked with various chillies. I love the way the tiny, hot

árbols complement the natural richness of the peanuts

and sesame seeds, but work with what you’ve got  

in your pantry – piquín chillies and almonds make  

a great macha, too.” 

Makes 12 

 24 chicken wings (about 2kg)

 12 garlic cloves, peeled

 1.2 kg lard, melted

 1  recipe corn or flour tortillas (recipes 

p106-107)

 1 celery heart, split in half lengthwise

 110 gm roasted, salted peanuts,  

  coarsely chopped

 170  gm blue cheese, such as Gorgonzola 

dolcelatte, crumbled

 2 limes, each cut into 6 wedges

  Salsa macha

 12 árbol chillies or small red Thai chillies

 120 ml vegetable oil

 55 gm raw, shelled unsalted peanuts

 2 tbsp sesame seeds

 3 garlic cloves, peeled

 150 gm canned chipotle chillies in adobo

 240 ml cider vinegar

 3 tsp honey

1   For the salsa macha, remove the stems from 
the chillies and gently roll chillies between your 
fingers to remove the seeds (discard). Place a 
medium saucepan over medium heat and add the 
vegetable oil, peanuts, sesame seeds and garlic. 
Cook, stirring, until the peanuts and sesame seeds 
are golden and the garlic begins to brown (about 
5 minutes). Remove the saucepan from heat. Add 
the árbol and chipotle chillies to the saucepan 
and set aside to steep for 10 minutes. Place the 
mixture in a blender along with the vinegar, 
honey and 3 tsp salt and purée on high speed 
until completely smooth. Pass the puree through 
a medium-mesh sieve placed over a bowl. Let 
cool to room temperature. Transfer to a container 
and refrigerate until ready to use. The salsa will 
keep for up to a month. Makes about 2 cups. 
2   Preheat the oven to 180C. Remove the tips and 
drumsticks from the chicken wings and reserve for 
another use. Season chicken wings liberally with 
salt and nestle them in a 5½-litre Dutch oven or 
lidded casserole with the garlic cloves. Pour the 
melted lard over the wings to cover and top with  
a lid. Place in the oven and cook for 90 minutes,  
or until fork-tender. Remove the Dutch oven from 
the oven and let rest covered and undisturbed for  
1 hour at room temperature. With a slotted spoon, 
transfer the chicken wings to a baking sheet and 
gently remove the bones, keeping the wing pieces 
as intact as possible. Arrange the wings skin-side 
up and refrigerate for at least 1 hour or overnight. 
Preheat the grill. Brush the wings with some of  
the salsa macha and place under the grill until  
they sizzle and the salsa bakes into them (about  
3 minutes). Keep warm. 
3   Make a batch of tortillas and hold them warm.
4   To assemble, place the warm tortillas on 
serving plates. Place 2 chicken wings on each and 
drizzle with some of the remaining salsa macha. 
Top with the celery, peanuts, and blue cheese. 
Squeeze a couple of the lime wedges over the 
tacos and serve the rest on the side. 

chillies and garlic and cook until browned (about  
1 minute). Lower the heat to medium, add the 
corn kernels, and cook undisturbed until the 
kernels begin to brown (about 3 minutes). Shake 
the pan and continue cooking corn undisturbed 
for another 3 minutes. It should be seared and 
evenly coated with fat. Add 240ml water to the  
pan and season with salt. Cook until the corn  
is tender and most of the liquid has evaporated 
(about 5 minutes).
3   Discard the chillies and garlic, add the lobster 
to the pan and heat until warm (2-3 minutes). 
4   Make a batch of tortillas and keep them warm.
5   Place the warm tortillas on serving plates. 
Spread a tablespoonful of epazote mayonnaise on 
each tortilla with the back of a spoon. Evenly 
divide the lobster-corn esquites among the 
tortillas and top with the cheese and piquín chilli 
powder. Squeeze a couple of the lime wedges 
over the tacos and serve the rest on the side.
Note Árbol chillies, piquín chilli powder and dried 
epazote are available from fireworksfoods.com.au. 

Chicken wing tacos 
with salsa macha



Pastrami tacos with mustard  

seed salsa

“If Mexican colonists laid down roots among the Old 

World delicatessens of New York City, I like to imagine 

that this is the bastard taco they’d cook,” says Stupak. 

“A multi-day brine plus a six-hour low-and-slow roast 

means this dish takes advance planning. But the longer 

you let the pastrami cure – three days at least, but a 

week is ideal – the better chance you have of yielding 

insanely tender, well-seasoned meat permeated with 

the flavours of brown sugar and honey. The extra time 

pays of in shreds of coriander-scented pastrami, cut 

with tart pickled cabbage and mustard seeds.” 

Makes 12 

 25 gm black peppercorns

 30 gm coriander seeds

 1 recipe corn or flour tortillas (see p106-107)

 ½ white onion, finely chopped

 2 limes, each cut into 6 wedges

  Pastrami 

 130 gm salt

 130 gm dark brown sugar

 3 tsp pink curing salt #1 (see note)

 1 tbsp honey

 900 gm boneless short ribs

  Pickled cabbage and mustard seeds

 1 tsp cumin seeds

 1 dried bay leaf

 1 tbsp black peppercorns

 1 tbsp coriander seeds

 960 ml cider vinegar

 ½ white onion, thinly sliced

 10 garlic cloves, peeled

 2 tbsp caster sugar

 70 gm yellow mustard seeds

 ¼ large head of green cabbage, thinly sliced

1   For the pastrami, in a 2-litre saucepan, place  

1.4 litres water with the salt, brown sugar, curing 

salt, and honey, bring to a simmer, then transfer to 

a bowl in an ice bath to chill. Place the short ribs 

in a 4-litre container with a lid. Pour the chilled 

brine over the meat and refrigerate for at least  

3 days and up to a week.

2   Set a 30cm cast-iron frying pan over medium 

heat for 5 minutes. Add the peppercorns and 

coriander seeds and toast, shaking the pan, until 

fragrant (about 3 minutes). Remove from heat, 

transfer to a spice grinder, and grind to a fine 

powder, working in batches if necessary. Place  

on a plate.

3   Preheat the oven to 150C. Remove the short 

ribs from the brine and rinse under cold running 

water. Pat the meat dry with paper towels and 

transfer to the plate with the ground spices.  

Coat the meat completely with the spice rub,  

then nestle the ribs in a 5½-litre Dutch oven or 

casserole. Pour in enough water to half-submerge 

the short ribs (about 2 cups) and cover tightly with 

a lid. Place in the oven and cook for 5½-6 hours, 

or until fork-tender. Check the ribs periodically; 

you may have to add water to keep the level 

halfway up the meat.

4   For the pickled cabbage and mustard seeds, 

reheat the frying pan over medium heat. Add the 

cumin seeds, bay leaf, black peppercorns and 

coriander seeds. Toast, shaking the pan, until 

fragrant (about 30 seconds). Transfer to a 4-litre 

saucepan. Add the cider vinegar, onion, garlic, 

sugar, and 2 tbsp salt to the saucepan and bring 

to a simmer. Remove from the heat and infuse for 

5 minutes. Strain through a fine-mesh sieve over 

a bowl. Place the mustard seeds and cabbage  

in separate non-reactive bowls. Pour enough 

pickling liquid over the mustard seeds to cover, 

then use the remaining liquid to cover the 

cabbage. Place a heavy plate over the cabbage  

to keep it submerged. Set both aside for at least  

1 hour, or until ready to use.

5   Remove the meat from the oven and let rest 

undisturbed for 1 hour at room temperature. 

Transfer the pastrami to a chopping board to rest. 

Use two forks to shred the meat and set it aside 

in a warm place. 

6   Make a batch of tortillas and hold them warm.

7   To assemble the tacos, place the warm tortillas 

on serving plates. Place some pickled cabbage on 

each and divide the pastrami evenly among them. 

Top with the mustard seeds and finely chopped 

onion. Squeeze a couple of the lime wedges over 

the tacos and serve the rest on the side.

Note Pink curing salt #1, also known as Prague 

powder #1, contains sodium nitrite, sodium 

chloride and pink colouring. It’s a general purpose 

cure for all meats, typically sausages, and is 

available from specialty food stockists such  

as The Melbourne Food Ingredient Depot 

(melbournefooddepot.com).>

“If Mexican colonists laid down roots among the  
Old World delicatessens of New York City, I like to 

imagine this is the bastard taco they’d cook.”

Pastrami tacos with 
mustard seed salsa
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Devilled egg tacos with sikil pak
“It’s peculiar that hard-boiled eggs are such a crucial 

part of Yucatecan cooking; you don’t see much of 

them elsewhere in Mexican cuisine,” says Stupak. “But 

boiled eggs are everywhere throughout the peninsula: 

stuf ed into tamales, rolled into enchilada-like 

papadzules, stewed with minced meat and chilli paste 

in relleno negro – the list goes on. This taco is a nod to 

that tradition. We devil the yolks with salsa habanera 

and pair the halved eggs with red onion and sikil pak, 

a pumpkin-seed dip common in the Yucatan. The taco 

is spicy and nutty, with the satisfying texture of firm 

whites and creamy yolks bundled in a supple tortilla. 

“The habanero chilli is a tricky little siren. Give 

the pepper a snif  as it chars in a skillet, and it’s all 

passionfruit, guava, and fresh-cut grass. Bite into it, 

and you’ll enjoy a few seconds of those flavours before 

the heat locks its jaw around your tongue. To love the 

habanero is to be in constant pursuit of those opiate 

moments just before the capsaicin rolls in. Tropical 

fruit and old-growth pastures – nothing in the world 

tastes so beautiful and is so ephemeral. When working 

the habanero into a salsa, I like to get out of its way – 

add some simple aromatics and sweet citrus, then let 

the pepper do its thing. If you’re using a molcajete, 

a traditional Mexican mortar and pestle, for this salsa, 

note that the habanero skin becomes leathery when 

roasted, so grinding the salsa takes some elbow grease. 

“Mexican cuisine is a rich example of indigenous 

fusion: Spanish, Moorish, even Lebanese influences are 

deeply interwoven with the country’s native pantry. 

So to understand the pre-Hispanic flavours of Mexico, 

you have to look back to an ancient recipe like sikil pak. 

The secrets of this addictive Yucatecan dip are hidden 

in its Mayan name: sikil (pumpkin seeds) and p’ak 

(tomatoes) are roasted and ground together, along 

with the region’s most prevalent chilli, the habanero. 

This stuf  is like alpha-hummus, packed with protein 

and engineered for compulsive snacking. I use half a 

habanero to get the spice just right, but you can add 

more or less of the chilli depending on your preference.”

Makes 12 

 12 hard-boiled eggs, peeled

 3 tsp Dijon mustard

 50 gm mayonnaise

 1 recipe corn or flour tortillas (see p106-107)

 ½ Spanish onion, very finely chopped

 ¼ cup (firmly packed) coriander leaves, 

  coarsely chopped

 2 limes, each cut into 6 wedges

grinder, and grind to a fine powder. Reheat the 

pan over medium heat. Toast the pepitas until 

they puf  up and turn brown, shaking the pan 

constantly to prevent them burning. Transfer 

to a food processor and grind until a powder 

forms and begins to stick to the sides of the bowl. 

Reheat the pan, then roast the habanero, garlic 

cloves, and onion slices, turning from time to time, 

until softened slightly and blackened in spots 

(about 5 minutes). Turn of  the heat, remove the 

vegetables from the pan, and set aside to cool. 

Once cool enough to handle, peel the garlic 

cloves (discard skins). Add the roasted tomato, 

garlic, onion and half the habanero to the food 

processor with the ground pepitas. Cut the sour 

orange in half and squeeze over a medium-mesh 

strainer directly into the processor. Add the 

ground canela, salt, and coriander, along with 

¾ cup water and pulse to a coarse purée. Transfer 

to a container and refrigerate until ready to use. 

The sikil pak will keep for up to 3 days. Makes 

about 2¾ cups. 

3   Slice each egg in half lengthways. Carefully 

scoop out the yolks and transfer to a large 

bowl. Set the whites aside on a plate. Add the 

Dijon mustard, mayonnaise, and ½ tsp of salsa 

habanera to the yolks and whisk together until 

smooth. Taste and adjust the seasoning with salt. 

Spoon the yolk mixture into a pastry bag fitted 

with a star tip. Pipe a rosette into each eggwhite. 

Set the devilled eggs aside at room temperature 

until ready to serve. 

4   Make a batch of tortillas and hold them warm.

5   To assemble the tacos, place the warm tortillas 

on serving plates. Spread a tablespoonful of sikil 

pak on each tortilla using the back of a spoon. 

Evenly distribute the devilled eggs among the 

tortillas and top with Spanish onion, coriander 

and a little salsa habanera. Squeeze a couple of 

the lime wedges over the tacos and serve the rest 

on the side.

Note In the absence of a mortar and pestle, place 

the prepared ingredients all at once in a blender, 

pulse to combine and season with salt. #

  Salsa habanera

 ½ tsp dried Mexican oregano

 10 habanero chillies

 ½ white onion, cut into 5mm-thick slices

 3 tsp caster sugar

  Juice and finely grated rind of 1 orange

  Juice and finely grated rind of 1 lime

 3 tsp cider vinegar

  Sikil pak

 1 Roma tomato

 5 cm stick of canela (Mexican cinnamon)

 280  gm raw, hulled, unsalted pepitas

 1 habanero chilli

 3 garlic cloves, skins on

 ½ white onion, cut into 5mm-thick slices

 1  sour orange (or substitute 1 lime)

 ¼ cup (firmly packed) coriander leaves, 

  coarsely chopped

1   For the salsa habanera, set a 30cm cast-iron 

frying pan over medium heat for 5 minutes. Add 

the oregano and toast briefly, shaking the pan, 

until fragrant (about 15 seconds). Transfer to a 

mortar (see note). Roast the habanero chillies 

in the hot frying pan, turning them from time to 

time, until blackened in spots (about 10 minutes). 

Remove from the pan and set aside to cool to 

room temperature. Add the onion to the frying pan 

and roast, turning from time to time, until softened 

slightly and blackened in spots (about 10 minutes). 

Remove from the pan and set aside to cool to 

room temperature. Roughly chop the onion and 

add to the mortar along with the sugar and 1 tsp 

salt. Crush to a paste. Remove and discard the 

stems of the roasted chillies and cut into quarters 

lengthwise. Coarsely chop and add to the mortar, 

followed by the orange and lime zest and juices. 

Continue pounding the salsa to a coarse texture. 

Stir in the vinegar. Transfer to a container or 

refrigerate until ready to use. The salsa will keep 

for up to 3 days. Makes about 1 cup.

2   For the sikil pak, preheat the grill. Grill the 

tomato on a baking sheet under the grill until 

blackened in spots (about 5 minutes). Turn it over 

and continue to blacken (another 5 minutes). Set 

aside to cool. Once cool enough to handle, peel 

the tomato (discard skin). Set a 30cm cast-iron 

frying pan over medium heat for 5 minutes. 

Add the canela and toast, shaking the pan, until 

fragrant (about 15 seconds). Transfer to a spice 

+ This is an extract 

from Tacos: Recipes 

and Provocations by 

Alex Stupak and 

Jordana Rothman with 

photography by Evan 

Sung (published by 

Clarkson Potter, an 

imprint of the Crown 

Publishing Group, 

a division of Penguin 

Random House LLC, 

$43, hbk). The recipes 

have been reproduced 

with minor GT style 

changes.



Devilled egg tacos 
with sikil pak

MORE ONLINE

From seafood, to flank steak and  

fried egg with avocado, there are few 

things you can’t put in a tortilla.  

Head online for our pick of hot  

taco ideas: gourmettraveller.com.au
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Salted peanut and sesame 
biscuits (RECIPE P114)
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Salted peanut and sesame biscuits
These are simple and super-easy to have on hand. For

a quick dessert, they also make a very tasty ice-cream

sandwich – try coconut or vanilla ice-cream.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 15 mins (plus chilling)

Makes about 26 (pictured p113)

220 gm (1 cup) brown sugar

60 gm softened butter

1 egg, lightly beaten

75 gm (½ cup) plain flour
1/8 tsp baking powder

70 gm roasted sesame seeds

2 tbsp black sesame seeds

70 gm (½ cup) roasted salted peanuts

1 Beat sugar and butter until pale (2-3 minutes),

then beat in egg. Add flour, baking powder and

½ teaspoon fine sea salt, and beat to combine.

Stir in sesame seeds and peanuts. Refrigerate

until firm (1 hour).

2 Preheat oven to 160C and line 2 oven trays with

baking paper. Roll tablespoonfuls of dough into

balls, place on trays and press lightly to flatten.

Bake, swapping trays halfway, until golden and

crisp (12-15 minutes). Cool on trays for 5 minutes,

then cool completely on a wire rack. Biscuits will

keep for 2 days in an airtight container.

Fennel, cheese and chilli biscuits
These savoury biscuits hit all the right notes with an

apéritif or in place of dessert. The dough can be made

a day beforehand and baked just before guests arrive.

Prep time 20 mins, cook 20 mins (plus chilling)

Makes 16

1 tsp fennel seeds

100 gm (⅔ cup) plain flour

100 gm butter, coarsely chopped

50 gm vintage cheddar, finely grated

70 gm pecorino, finely grated

2 tsp thyme, plus 1 tsp extra, for scattering

1 tsp chilli flakes

1 egg yolk

1 Dry-roast fennel seeds in a small frying pan

over medium heat until fragrant (30 seconds;

see cook’s notes p176). Transfer to a mortar

and pestle and coarsely crush. Combine flour,

butter, cheddar, 50gm pecorino, thyme, chilli,

fennel seeds, ½ tsp freshly ground black pepper

and ½ tsp salt in a food processor and pulse to

combine. Mix egg yolk with 1 tbsp cold water in

a small bowl. Add to food processor and pulse

to combine. Turn out onto a lightly floured bench

and bring together. Roll dough between 2 sheets

of baking paper to a 4mm-thick rectangle.

Refrigerate for 1 hour to rest.

2 Preheat oven to 180C and line a large oven tray

with baking paper. Cut dough into 16 even 3.5cm

x 6cm rectangles (trim edges if desired) and

transfer to tray, scatter with remaining thyme and

pecorino, and season with freshly ground black

pepper. Bake, turning halfway through cooking,

until biscuits are golden (16-18 minutes). Cool on

tray, then transfer to a rack to cool completely.

These are best eaten the day they’re made.

Lime and vanilla yo-yos with 
passionfruit curd
Melting moments, yo-yos, call them what you will – 

these wonderful childhood favourites are taken to the 

next level with passionfruit curd and lime butter. 

Prep time 35 mins, cook 15 mins (plus chilling)

Makes about 14 (pictured p116)

 200 gm butter, softened

 90 gm pure icing sugar, sieved

 60 ml (¼ cup) lime juice 

  Finely grated rind of 1 lime

  Scraped seeds of 1 vanilla bean 

225  gm (11/2 cups) plain flour

 100 gm cornflour

  Passionfruit curd 

 4 egg yolks 

 100 gm caster sugar 

 80 ml passionfruit pulp (from about  

  4 passionfruit)

 50 gm butter, coarsely chopped

 2 tsp lime juice

  Lime butter

 210 gm pure icing sugar, sieved

 75 gm cold unsalted butter, finely chopped

 1½ tbsp lime juice 

  Finely grated rind of 1 lime

1   Preheat oven to 180C and line 2 oven trays 

with baking paper. Beat butter, icing sugar, lime 

juice and rind, and vanilla seeds until pale and 

creamy (2-3 minutes). Sift flour and cornflour over 

the butter mixture and mix until well combined. 

Take a heaped tablespoonful of dough, roll into  

a ball and press lightly with a floured fork twice  

to form a cross-hatch pattern, then place on lined 

trays. Bake until just golden (12-15 minutes). Cool 

briefly on trays, then transfer to a wire rack. 

2   Meanwhile, for passionfruit curd, whisk yolks  

in a heatproof bowl to combine. Combine sugar, 

passionfruit pulp and butter in a saucepan over 

low heat and stir until butter melts and sugar 

dissolves (5 minutes). Whisking continuously,  

add a third of the passionfruit mixture to yolks, 

then add to pan and stir continuously until 

thickened (3 minutes; do not boil). Add lime juice, 

remove from heat and pass through a coarse 

sieve into a container. Cover directly with plastic 

wrap, cool for 10 minutes, then refrigerate until 

chilled (1 hour).

3   For lime butter, beat ingredients in an electric 

mixer until pale and flufy (2-3 minutes).

4   Top half the biscuits with lime butter, then  

passionfruit curd (there may be a little left over), 

sandwich with remaining biscuits and refrigerate 

until firm (30 minutes). Filled yo-yos will keep 

refrigerated in an airtight container for 2 days.>

YO-YOS Paper from  

Kikki.K (used throughout).

FENNEL Plate from 

Chuchu Ceramics.  

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.
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Fennel, cheese and chilli 

biscuits



Lime and vanilla yo-yos with 
passionfruit curd (RECIPE P114)

YO-YOS Copper canister 

from Freedom. Bowl from 

Studio Enti. HOB KNOBS 

Cleo pourer from Country 

Road. Brett Stone black 

bowl from Utopia Art 

Sydney. White bowls from 

Little White Dish.  

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175. 



Chocolate hob-nobs 

These extra-large oat biscuits are exactly what you 

need to get through the afternoon slump. Have one 

with a strong cup of tea and you’ll be firing.

Prep time 30 mins, cook 15 mins (plus setting 

and cooling)

Makes about 14

 250 gm (12/3 cups) wholemeal self-raising flour 

 250 gm quick-cook oats

 250 gm brown sugar

 230 gm butter, coarsely chopped

 2 tbsp golden syrup

 ½ tsp bicarbonate of soda

 200 gm dark chocolate (55% cocoa solids),  

  finely chopped

1   Preheat oven to 180C and line 2 oven trays  

with baking paper. Combine flour, oats and sugar 

in a large bowl, stir in ½ tsp sea salt flakes and 

form a well in the centre.

2   Stir butter, golden syrup and 1 tbsp water  

in a saucepan over low heat until butter melts.  

Stir in bicarbonate of soda, then add to oat 

mixture and stir until mixture comes together.  

Set aside to cool, then roll between 2 sheets of 

baking paper until 4mm thick. Cut out 11cm-

diameter rounds (re-roll scraps) and carefully 

transfer to prepared trays. 

3   Bake in batches, swapping trays halfway 

through cooking, until biscuits are golden and 

crisp (12-14 minutes). Cool on trays for 5 minutes, 

then carefully transfer to a cooling rack. 

4   Melt chocolate in a bowl over a saucepan  

of simmering water, stirring until smooth. Cool 

briefly, then dip one side of each biscuit in 

chocolate, shaking to remove excess. Place 

biscuits chocolate-side up on a wire rack until  

set. Hob-nobs will keep refrigerated in an airtight 

container or in a cool place for 5 days.>

Chocolate hob-nobs
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It’s easier to cut
rounds from dough
when it’s firm, so if
it softens, place the
dough on a tray and
pop it in the freezer
for aminute or two.

HOT

TIP

There are many incarnations of the alfajor – a pair of  
    biscuits sandwiching dulce de leche; this version  
        coated with crisp meringue is among the best.

Alfajores meringue (RECIPE P121)
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AFGHANS White bowl 

from Chuchu Ceramics. 

ALFAJORES Espresso  

cup from Little White Dish. 

Copper cabinet handle 

from Mother of Pearl.  

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

Afghans (RECIPE P121)



Pepparkakor

PEPPARKAKOR Enamel 

storage container from 

Ten Things. Plates from 

Studio Enti. All other 

props stylist’s own. 

TEXT PAGE All  

props stylist’s own. 

Stockists p175. 



Alfajores meringue
There are many delicious incarnations of the alfajor;  

this version coated with crisp meringue is among  

the best. Get your hands on the best dulce de leche 

possible – a thick and rich version, such as Havanna,  

is ideal. Start this recipe 12 hours ahead to allow  

the meringue to set.

Prep time 45 mins, cook 15 mins  

(plus resting, setting)

Makes about 18 (pictured p118)

 220 gm butter, softened

 120 gm caster sugar

 1½ tbsp honey 

 1 egg 

  Scraped seeds of 1 vanilla bean

 415 gm plain flour

 100 gm cornflour

 1 tsp baking powder

 ½ tsp bicarbonate of soda

 300 gm dulce de leche (see note)

Pepparkakor
The quantity of spice in these Swedish ginger cookies 

is a personal decision – we think the spicier the better. 

Mix and match to make your ideal ginger blend. Begin 

this recipe a day ahead, ideally, to give the mixture 

time to develop. 

Prep time 20 mins, cook 40 mins (plus chilling)

Makes about 24

 200 gm (12/3 cups) plain flour 

 1 tsp bicarbonate of soda

 85 gm butter, coarsely chopped

 140 gm brown sugar

 2 tbsp molasses

 1¼ tbsp ground ginger

 2 tsp ground cinnamon

 ¼ tsp ground nutmeg

 ¼ tsp ground cloves

 1/8 tsp cayenne

 1 egg 

 20 gm (¼ cup) flaked almonds 

1   Combine flour, bicarbonate of soda and ½ tsp 

fine sea salt in a bowl. Melt butter in a saucepan 

over medium heat, add brown sugar, molasses, 

spices and 1 tsp freshly ground black pepper, and 

whisk to combine, then whisk in egg. Mix into 

flour mixture, bring together to form a dough, 

wrap in plastic wrap and refrigerate until chilled, 

and flavours develop (6 hours or overnight).

2   Preheat oven to 160C and line 2 oven trays 

with baking paper. Roll out dough on a lightly 

floured sheet of baking paper to 3mm thick,  

then refrigerate until firm (15 minutes). Using  

a floured 7cm-diameter fluted biscuit cutter, cut 

out biscuits and transfer to prepared trays. Brush 

lightly with water, scatter with almonds and bake 

in batches, swapping trays halfway, until biscuits 

are crisp (15-20 minutes). Cool on trays. Ginger 

cookies keep in an airtight container for 3 days. 

Afghans
Don’t let the name fool you – these crunchy 

corn-flake treats come from our New Zealand 

neighbours. Be generous with the icing – it’s almost 

the best bit.

Prep time 15 min, cook 15 mins

Makes about 16 (pictured p119)

 200 gm butter, softened

 100 gm brown sugar

 185 gm (1¼ cup) plain flour

 25 gm (¼ cup) Dutch-process cocoa

 60 gm corn flakes

 2 tbsp roasted hazelnuts, halved

  Chocolate icing 

 240 gm (1½ cup) pure icing sugar, sifted

 1½ tbsp Dutch-process cocoa 

 20 gm butter, melted

1   Preheat oven to 180C and line 2 oven trays 

with baking paper. Beat together butter and sugar 

until light and flufy (2-3 minutes). Sieve flour and 

cocoa over butter mixture and beat to combine. 

Add corn flakes and stir to combine. Place heaped 

tablespoonfuls of dough on prepared trays, press 

lightly to flatten and bake, swapping trays halfway, 

until edges are firm (10-12 minutes). Cool 

completely on trays. 

2   For icing, combine icing sugar and cocoa  

in a bowl. Add butter and 1½-2 tbsp hot water 

and stir until smooth, adding a little extra water 

until mixture is thick but just spreadable. Spread 

thickly over biscuits and top with hazelnuts. 

Afghans are best eaten the day they’re made,  

but will keep for 2 days in an airtight container. #

  Meringue icing 

 240 gm caster sugar

 2 eggwhites

1   Beat butter and sugar in an electric mixer  

until pale and flufy (2-3 minutes). Scrape down 

the sides, then add honey, egg, vanilla seeds  

and ½ tsp salt and beat to combine. Add flour, 

cornflour, baking powder and bicarbonate of  

soda and stir to combine. Turn out onto a work 

surface and gently bring dough together. Wrap in 

plastic wrap, pat into a disc and refrigerate until 

chilled and firm (1 hour).

2   Preheat oven to 180C and line 2 oven trays 

with baking paper. Roll dough out on a lightly 

floured surface to a thickness of 3mm, cut out 

7cm-diameter rounds, transfer to prepared  

trays and dock with a fork. Bake, swapping  

trays halfway, until golden and cooked through 

(7-8 minutes). Cool briefly on trays, then transfer 

to a wire rack to cool completely.

3   Spread half the biscuits with dulce de leche, 

sandwich with remaining biscuits and set aside.

4   For meringue icing, stir sugar and 80ml  

water in a small saucepan over high heat until 

sugar dissolves. Bring to the boil, reduce heat to 

medium and simmer without stirring, brushing 

crystals from sides of pan with a wet pastry brush, 

until slightly reduced and syrupy (2-3 minutes). 

Meanwhile, whisk eggwhites in an electric mixer 

until soft peaks form, then increase speed and add 

syrup in a thin steady stream until incorporated. 

Continue whisking until meringue is cool and 

thick (8-10 minutes). Spread the sides and tops  

of the biscuits with a thin coating of meringue, 

wiping of any excess. Set aside on a wire rack 

until icing sets (12 hours or overnight) before 

serving. Alfajores will keep in an airtight container 

for up to 3 days.

Note Dulce de leche is available from select 

grocers and delicatessens; the Havanna brand  

is available from The Essential Ingredient.

MORE ONLINE

What’s better than one biscuit? Two, 

of course. Head online to find more 

recipes for biscuits sandwiched with 

the likes of nutter butters and more: 

gourmettraveller.com.au



Eastern promise
Gourmet Traveller andAbercrombie &Kent Journeys

CROWN OF PALACES

The India tour includes two visits to

the Taj Majal, at sunrise and sunset.

Amber Fort, Jaipur,

Rajasthan.

Join Gourmet Traveller senior editors and seasoned travellers
Pat Nourse and Helen Anderson on two unique journeys, in
collaboration with luxury travel specialist Abercrombie & Kent.

A lifetime of travel
was sparked by a
trip to Mumbai in the
late ’80s – the first
overseas adventure
for Anderson, one
of Australia’s most
experienced travel
writers and editors.
“India is a universe in
a nation – fascinating,
overwhelming and
rewarding all at
once,” she says.
“It started a lifelong
love affair with the
subcontinent.”

Helen Anderson,
Gourmet Traveller

Travel Editor

A passage
to India
On this tour, guests embark on an immersive journey

of the subcontinent’s vibrant and diverse cuisine.

You’ll visit the tangled markets of Old Delhi, enjoy

an authentic Thali vegetarian lunch, learn to cook

vindaloo, and be dazzled by live performers at a

Rajasthani village-style feast.

The expansive itinerary flits from the magnificent

palaces of Jaipur to the scenic lakes of Udaipur, the

metropolitan sights of Mumbai to the palm-fringed

beaches of Goa. Between savouring street food,

home-cooked meals and dining in some of India’s

most highly regarded restaurants, you’ll taste authentic

Mughlai and Karan cuisines. Along the way, you’ll

stay in hotels fit for a maharaja, including the Oberoi

Amarvilas, where you can glimpse the Taj Mahal from

your window, andMumbai’s revered Taj Mahal Palace.

Joining you for a portion of the journey is

Gourmet Traveller’s travel editor, Helen Anderson.

This exhilarating cook’s tour will inspire you to master

every dish frommasala to murgh makhani.

Day 1: Depart Australia for Delhi. Day 2: Arrive in Delhi.

Day 3: Delhi Tour Old Delhi. Day 4: Delhi Cooking demo

and lunch in the ancestral home of Neha Gupta. Day 5: Agra

Lunch at Peshawri restaurant and visit the Taj Mahal at sunset.

Day 6: Jaipur See the Taj Mahal at sunrise. Day 7: Jaipur

Visit the Amber Fort. Day 8: Jaipur See the City Palace,

and enjoy a Thali lunch. Day 9: Udaipur Fly to Udaipur.

Day 10: Udaipur Visit Rajput-era palaces and discover Karan

cuisine. Day 11: Mumbai Check in to the Taj Mahal Palace.

Day 12: Mumbai Guided tour and dine at Ziya. Day 13-14:

Goa Buy ingredients at the markets for your cooking class

and lunch at the Goa Cooking School. Guided city tour.

Dinner at the Riverside Restaurant. Day 15: Depart Goa.

Day 16: Arrive in Australia.

GOURMET TRAVELLER INDIA BY A&K

9-24 September 2016

This is an abridged itinerary. 

Twin share $13,795 per person. Single supplement $4,455 

(includes flights departing Mel and Syd)



An odyssey 
in Morocco
Few destinations are as intoxicating as Morocco. 

A blend of Arabic, African and European infl uences, 

the North African nation is the very defi nition of 

a melting pot – a pot shaped like a multicoloured 

tagine. This bespoke odyssey, meticulously designed 

as an exclusive small-group tour, focuses on the 

nation’s culinary, cultural and architectural marvels. 
Pat Nourse, Gourmet Traveller’s deputy editor, 

will join you for part of this journey where you will 

explore bazaars, medieval cities, mountainscapes and 

desert oases. You’ll experience authentic cuisine, with 

hands-on demonstrations by local experts, majestic 

medinas, historic sites, and discerning lodgings, 

including enchanting riads. 

The country is also legendary for its artisanal 

crafts, from Berber rugs to amber jewellery. By the end 

of the tour, the exuberant sights, sounds and colours of 

Morocco will be indelibly woven into your memory.

FROM CASBAH TO CAMP 

Luxe campsite in the Sahara. 

Above: a traditional riad, one 

of the many sights to experience 

on this bespoke tour of Morocco. 

Chicken tajine

For more information, call 1300 851 925 or your local travel agent. 

Visit us at abercrombiekent.com.au/gourmettraveller 

*Terms and conditions apply: Only valid when land and air package booked and not valid in conjunction with any other of er.

Book and deposit either 

journey by 31 May and 

save $750 per person, 

twin share and single*.

SAVE 
$750

Day 1: Depart Australia for Casablanca via Dubai. 

Day 2: Arrive Casablanca  

Arrive in Casablanca, transfer to the Hyatt Regency, and 

enjoy a cocktail reception to celebrate your arrival. 

Day 3: Casablanca to Chefchaouen  

Explore Casablanca with your expert guide. Visit the Hassan 

II Mosque and bustling Central Market. 

Day 4: Chefchaouen 

Explore Chefchaouen in the Rif Mountains with blue-hued 

medina. Meet local characters and try traditional delicacies. 

Day 5: Chefchaouen to Volubilis and Fez  

Travel to the ancient city of Volubilis. Lunch at Scorpion 

House in Moulay Idriss Zerhoun, then on to Fez. Dine at 

Dar Anebar restaurant with a local resident who will share 

insights into the culture. 

Day 6: Fez  

Explore the lanes, alleys and souks of Fez el-Bali, the city’s old 

quarter. Visit the studio of Australian expat jewellery designer 

Rebecca Raft. 

Day 7: Fez to  Meknes  

Discover Meknes, one of the imperial cities. Try some of 

Morocco’s best wines at the Celliers de Meknès. Back in Fez, 

enjoy a traditional cooking class followed by dinner. 

Day 8: Fez to Erfoud  

Travel to Erfoud, an oasis town on the edge of the desert, 

via the Ziz Valley. Enjoy a tea ceremony and learn how to 

prepare the region’s famed mint tea. 

Day 9: Erfoud to the Sahara Desert  

Tour Rissani, on the fringes of the Sahara. Drive over dunes 

to your exclusive campsite. After a traditional welcome 

of ering of mint tea, set of  by camel to explore the dunes of 

Erg Chebbi. Later enjoy dinner alfresco. 

Day 10: Sahara Desert to Ouarzazate  

Drive to Ouarzazate through the Dades Valley. Visit a private 

museum before continuing to Ouarzazate.

Day 11: Ouarzazate to Marrakech  

Travel to Marrakech, stopping in the fortified village of Aït 

Benhaddou, the setting for films such as Lawrence of Arabia.  

Day 12: Marrakech  

Visit the jewels of the city such as the Ben Youssef Medersa, 

renowned for its architecture, and Djemaa El-Fna, the main 

square. Dine at the Royal Mansour Palace and enjoy an 

exclusive tour of the wine cellars with the head sommelier. 

Day 13: Marrakech  

Join Chef Tarek in a Berber village outside the city to help 

prepare lunch. Enjoy a farewell dinner and Moroccan 

entertainment at Palais Soleiman. 

Day 14: Depart Marrakech. Day 15-16: Arrive in Australia.

This is an abridged itinerary. 

Twin share $13,500 per person. Single supplement $2,995 

(includes flights departing Mel and Syd)

GOURMET TRAVELLER MOROCCO BY A&K
24 September to 9 October 2016
21 November to 6 December 2016 

One of Australia’s
leading food writers, 
Pat Nourse is 
Gourmet Traveller’s 
deputy editor and 
chief restaurant 
critic, and has been 
a member of the 
magazine’s editorial 
team since 2004. 
“I don’t know many 
travellers who 
aren’t dazzled by 
Morocco,” he says. 
“The combination 
of wildness and 
luxury, of culture 
and bustle make it 
unlike anywhere else 
in the world, and 
the food, of course, 
is utterly seductive.”

Pat Nourse, 
Gourmet Traveller 
Deputy Editor

AN AUSTRALIAN GOURMET TRAVELLER PROMOTION





EDITED BY HELEN ANDERSON & PAT NOURSE   WORDS  MAX ALLEN, MAX ANDERSON, LYDIA BELL, FIONA CAULFIELD, 

GUY DIMOND, FIONA DONNELLY, LARA DUNSTON, GEORGE EPAMINONDAS, MICHAEL HARDEN, KENDALL HILL, EMMA HUTTON, 

BRIAN JOHNSTON, ANNA LAVDARAS, JOSEPHINE McKENNA, SHANE MITCHELL, JENI PORTER, LAKSHA PRASAD, MAGGIE SCARDIFIELD, 

EMMA SLOLEY, OLIVER STRAND, SAMANTHA TEAGE, MAX VEENHUYZEN & RILEY WILSON 

Are you looking for the latest and greatest in food, 
drinks and destinations? You’ve come to the right place. 

Our team of intrepid travellers and taste-testers has done 
the hard yards for you. Welcome to the Hot 100.
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MADDIE & BECC 

SHARROCK

DALMATIAN 

(HOT) SPOT
Just when we thought the 

Dalmatian coast had revealed 
all its secrets, we fall for Korčula, 

an idyllic island in the Adriatic 
whose medieval architecture, 

trove of hidden coves and 
languid lifestyle lend it the air 
of a dozing Dubrovnik. Check 

into the Lešić Dimitri Palace 
hotel, then order scampi at 
one of the low-key seafood 

restaurants strung along the 
waterfront, with a glass of grk, 

an indigenous grape variety 
grown only on the island.SISTER ACT

Sisters Maddie and Becc Sharrock are behind

Melbourne’s Studio Twocan. They craft cement pots

that meld burnt-orange, peach and yellow pigment in

ways reminiscent of the Australian landscape. From this

month Jardan will stock Twocan’s vases (originally

commissioned to grace the tables at Noma Australia)

and, perhaps even better, the sisters are experimenting

with their first collection of serving plates, fruit bowls

and platters, which should start rolling out in August.

www.studio-twocan-shop.com.au

Best hot 
sauce for
your bag

Not content with bringing

Long Chim to Australia, David

Thompson also has plans to open

Thai grocery stores nationally by

year’s end. As well as stocking the

same top-shelf palm sugar and

tamarind Thompson uses in his

restaurants, the shops will be the

only places to buy the addictive

Got Loi sriracha. Thinner in body,

but sharper in fermented tang than

the ubiquitous Californian-made

version, this sriracha deserves a

place in any condiment collection.
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COSMIC QUAFFING Zalto glasses defy logic by being both delicate and fi ne, with a narrow, 
springy stem, and durable enough to go in a dishwasher. Their bowls are curved to match the tilt 
of the Earth – a cosmic parallel, says Zalto, that makes wine more appealing to both the nose and 
the palate. They look good, too. Australian converts include Melbourne’s Vue de Monde and Sydney’s 
Silvereye and Bar Brosé. bibendum.com.au, www.zaltoglas.at

GET A GRIP

Australian winemakers 

and drinkers alike 

are developing 

a passion for reds with 

seriously savoury, 

tongue-hugging tannin. 

The northern Italian red 

nebbiolo is the best-known 

example of this style – 

outstanding wines include 

those from Pizzini, Fletcher, 

Giaconda and Casa Freschi 

– but other grippy southern 

Italian grapes are showing 

extreme promise, too. Look 

for aglianico from Chalmers 

in Heathcote and 

sagrantino from Sassafras 

in Canberra, Oliver’s 

Taranga in McLaren Vale 

and an ambitiously priced, 

preposterously named 

$200 sagrantino from 

d’Arenberg called The 

Athazagoraphobic Cat.
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hat a cracker
would have thought a dimpled, buttery and golden 

ott’s Jatz original could be so damn cool. Mitch Orr,  

ef at Sydney’s Acme, serves the crackers with a square  

cheese, mustard butter and a ring of pickled onion, while 

ou can get a bowl – replete with house-made French-onion 

dip – for $7 down the road at The Unicorn. For a fancier take, 

Igni in Victoria’s Geelong does a crisp chicken skin cracker 

topped with cod roe and dill. weareacme.com.au; The Unicorn, 

106 Oxford St, Paddington, NSW; restaurantigni.com> 

ACME’S JATZ 

CRACKERS
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Tipped in Tanzania
It’s tiny, reef-fringed and very private. On Thanda

Island in Tanzania’s Shungi Mbili Island Marine 

Reserve, a single, ultra-luxe villa opened last month,

the brainchild of Swedish entrepreneur-philanthropists 

Christin and Dan Olofsson, and the sister property  

to their Zululand private game reserve, Thanda  

Safari. The solar-powered, five-bedroom villa has  

a grand piano, a glass rim-flow pool and a huge  

indoor aquarium. Elsewhere in Tanzania, Entamanu 

Ngorongoro opens in August on the Ngorongoro crater 

rim, a six-room highland retreat overlooking the world’s 

largest unbroken caldera. Asilia’s Highlands project 

promises to raise the bar for low-impact, high-style 

tented camps with its eight canvas-and-glass domed 

suites and focus on hiking. There’s movement in the 

Serengeti, too. Mkombe’s new exclusive-use House 

Lamai for 10 is placed perfectly to watch migrations 

across the Mara River. And luxury camping has arrived 

in the central Serengeti, in the guise of Roving Bushtops 

Camp’s high-spec tents. 

GETTING THE HUMP

We’re calling it: camel milk 

could soon be on our cereal. 

Sunshine Coast-based QCamels 

sells pasteurised camel’s milk at 

62 retailers across the country, 

while Piercefield Pastures in 

Muswellbrook, NSW, ships to 

stockists from Manly to 

Blacktown. There’s plain milk by 

the litre or, in the case of the 

latter, the option of flavoured 

milk (chocolate, caramel or 

strawberry, even) in 300ml 

bottles. camelmilknsw.com, 

qcamel.com.au

PREMIER PASTRY

Long, long before the cronut 
made aggressive moves on 
the world’s pastry cases, the 
cooks of Brittany layered 
sugar, butter and bread 
dough, and caramelised 
them in the oven to create 
the kouign amann. Now  
it’s popping up in good 
restaurants and pâtisseries, 
and we can’t get enough of 
it. Pronounced “queen 
ahmann”, find them in the 
likes of Sonoma bakeries in 
Sydney, and Melbourne’s 
famed Lune Croissanterie. 
lunecroissanterie.com, 
sonoma.com.au

Clever carry-on
We’re transported by the ever-smarter iterations 

of luggage. Start-ups such as Bluesmart, Away 

and Trunkster have created sleek carry-ons 

armed with a slew of high-tech features: 

zipperless access, global tracking, built-in scales, 

digital locks and USB charging points among 

them. Bluesmart case, $599. strandbags.com.au
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KOUIGN AMANN  

AT LUNE

BIRD IS THE WORD Older, truly free-range, well-fed birds roasted by
talented chefs – Josh Fry at Marion in Fitzroy, Dave Verheul at Embla in

Melbourne and David Moyle at Franklin in Hobart among them – are
doing much to rehabilitate the humble chicken, a reminder that it truly

rewards when it’s respected and not just expected.
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LORD OF THE MANOR

Dublin-born Robin Gill used to 

work as a chef at Raymond 

Blanc’s two-starred country 

getaway, Le Manoir aux 

Quat’Saisons in Oxfordshire. 

Then he moved to south 

London, opened a wine bar in 

Clapham called The Dairy, and 

turned his craft to British tapas. 

The results are sensational; so 

were the reviews. He followed 

this with a smarter fine-dining 

restaurant called The Manor 

just a few streets away. For 

both, he’s been rightly named 

Chef of the Year in 2016 by 

the UK’s Good Food Guide. 

The Manor’s tasting menu is 

obsessively seasonal, but might 

include pine-smoked wood 

pigeon with cavolo nero and 

sloe berries or a dessert of miso 

with medlar and boozy prunes. 

the-dairy.co.uk, 

themanorclapham.co.uk

BAR BRILLIANCE

Achilles Heel is an atmospheric 

bar on the Brooklyn waterfront 

that could get by on looks 

alone: buckled ceiling, potbelly 

stove, flattering lighting. But 

owner Andrew Tarlow (Diner, 

Marlow & Sons, Wythe Hotel) 

has a knack for identifying 

talent and getting out of the 

way, and the short, strange 

menu of satisfying bar snacks 

from chef Lee Desrosiers feels 

like it came from the near 

future: shaved kohlrabi and 

walnut miso, minced pork and 

sticky rice, shaved beef tendon 

with celery and fresh chilli. You 

might not yet know it, but it’s 

exactly what you want with a 

cocktail. 180 West St, Brooklyn, 

New York, +1347 987 3666, 

achillesheelnyc.com>

THANDA ISLAND 

VILLA

BITTER

VICTORY

Hot on the heels of the artisan

vermouth boom comes a clutch

of fantastic new Australian bitter

drinks embracing indigenous

ingredients. Økar ($25) and

Red Økar ($39) are like local

versions of Aperol and Campari,

made at Applewood Distillery

in the Adelaide Hills using

riberries grown in subtropical

Australia. And Nocturne ($90)

is a remarkably complex bitter

fortified digestif liqueur from

Victorian vermouth producer

Maidenii, flavoured with plants

such as quandong and muntari

berries, and black truffle.

applewooddistillery.com.au,

maidenii.com.au



Style council
Melbourne design studio Foolscap is leaving its mark with 

innovative, concept-driven projects across the country. 

This year, the design team behind Sydney’s Sixpenny, 

Perth’s Gordon Street Garage and Shortstop Melbourne 

channelled earth and sky for Noma Australia’s 10-week 

pop-up and followed up with cardboard tubes at the 

Wulugul Pop-Up. At the transplant restaurant, the design 

echoed Redzepi’s passion for Australian produce with 

locally made crockery, walls made with rammed earth 

from Port Macquarie and an oxidised floor render inspired 

by salt pans. Keep your eyes peeled – director Adele 

Winteridge says the studio is “working on a hotel project 

in Melbourne, a hospitality project in Shanghai, a rooftop 

bar in Sydney, a precinct strategy in Geelong and a 

fine-dining restaurant in Sydney”. foolscapstudio.com.au

FOOL HOUSE

From left: Jason Nogoy, 

Cara Gabriel, Emily Gillis, 

Jennifer Kulas, Kathrin 

Wheib, Adele Winteridge, 

Aaron Shipperlee and 

Dhiren Das.
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GRAPE COMEBACK

While we love that Australia is

embracing recently arrived

European grapes such as

nebbiolo, we also love how

some makers are resurrecting

overlooked and undervalued

varieties that have been

growing here for 150 years or

more. Mataró, also known as

mourvèdre, is at the forefront of

this revival, bringing its dark,

animal intensity to red blends

such as those of Ruggabellus in

the Barossa, and going solo in

powerful, sinewy wines such as

Hewitson’s Old Garden or

Caillard Mataró. caillardwine.com,

hewitson.com.au,

ruggabellus.com.au>

GOLD DUST
London’s must-try dish of the moment is

the French toast with soft-serve green-tea

ice-cream on the menu at Soho hipster

hangout Shackfuyu. The toast is dusted

with kinako – roasted soybean flour,

which has been used in Japanese rice-flour

sweets for centuries. Kinako translates

as “yellow flour”; in Tokyo, it’s associated

with old-fashioned desserts, but it’s also

going through a retro revival in trendy

shaved-ice (aka kakigori) dessert shops

such as Kakigori Kobo Sekka. You’ll even

find it in upmarket sake bars such as

Toriryori Soregashi, where a sand of kinako

is used to cover warabimochi, a jellied

confection made with bracken starch.

bonedaddies.com

¡Arriba! 
The western Mexican city of 

Guadalajara is the birthplace of 

mariachi music and tequila. And if 

that isn’t excuse enough to land in the 

neoclassical capital of Jalisco, where 

nectar from the blue agave is distilled 

into the fiery national spirit, the 

buzzing neighbourhood of Colonia 

Lafayette, with Modernist galleries 

and cafés, is now home to the latest 

Grupo Habita outpost. Casa Fayette 

is a converted Art Deco-era villa 

with 37 rooms bathed in aquamarine 

hues. Mid-century fixtures sourced 

by Milanese interior design team 

Dimorestudio are showcased in the 

lobby lounge, terrace and bars. 

The hotel also takes guests by car 

on a private tour and tequila-tasting 

at the nearby Herradura estate. Lerdo 

de Tejada 2308, 44150 Guadalajara, 

Mexico, +52 333 679 2000, 

casafayette.com 
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THE RESTAURANT, 

CASA FAYETTE

SHACKFUYU’S FRENCH TOAST

REVERSE-SEARING This technique is common in restaurants already, but it’s 
perfect for home cooks, too. Start by slowly rare-roasting your steak or joint of lamb, 
or – gasp – cook it sous-vide before giving it a fi nal burst of heat on the grill to 
caramelise the surface. The result? A killer crust and a warm pink centre.
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ZEN TIME  

In Japan, a ritual is made of bathing, elevating  
it from an elementary scrub-and-rub to meditative 
purification. Serene Ise-Shima in south-western Japan
is where Aman decided to open its first onsen retreat,
surrounded by Shinto shrines and other heritage 
sites. Some of the austere 28 suites and villas face 
Ago Bay, famed for its pearl farms and female oyster 
divers. Amanemu also has a 2,000-square-metre spa 
with a watsu massage pool and traditional bathing 
pavilions designed for immersive contemplation, 
preferably with chilled sake in hand. 2165 Hazako 
Hamajima-cho, Shima-shi, Mie, aman.com
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CAULIFLOWER

TOAST AT THE

PERENNIAL

ECO WARRIORS
“Progressive agrarian cuisine” is the ethos

underpinning The Perennial, a recent arrival

on the San Francisco dining scene and arguably

one of the world’s most eco-conscious

restaurants. Beyond conventional organic

farming, The Perennial’s vegetables, herbs

and microgreens are grown in aquaponic

greenhouses, kitchen scraps are composted for

animal feed and the whole operation is based on

carbon farming. Everything, from the building

materials to the kitchen appliances, has been

thoughtfully selected by owners Anthony Myint

and Karen Leibowitz. 59 9th St, San Francisco,

+1 415 500 7788, theperennialsf.com

SANDWICH MAGNIFIQUE

Katsuaki Okiyama is a rising 

star in Paris, part of a 

generation of Japanese-born 

cooks who have mastered 

French cuisine. Dinner at Abri, 

his tiny restaurant in the 10th 

arrondissement, books up 

weeks in advance, but the 

kitchen shifts gear for lunch 

on Mondays and Saturdays, 

serving the pork tonkatsu 

sandwich of your dreams: an 

expertly fried cutlet layered 

between toasted slices of pain 

de mie with sliced cabbage, 

tamagoyaki, grainy mustard, 

and a thin slice of mimolette. 

It isn’t fusion as much as it is 

perfectly bilingual, a dish that 

could exist only in Paris. 

92 rue du Faubourg 

Poissonnière, +33 183 970 000

DIGITAL KEYS

The youthful, tech-forward 

Aloft hotel chain was among 

the first to harness 

smartphones as hotel keys. 

Using bluetooth technology, an 

in-house app and ubiquitous 

handheld devices, room access 

is now as easy as pushing 

a button on your phone. Fellow 

Starwood brands W and 

Element have joined in; Hilton 

and Hyatt aren’t far behind.> 

BRICKFIELDS BY NIGHT

Come spring, Sydney bakery Brickfields 
will turn its hand to another incarnation of 
flour and water: pasta. The Chippendale 
café plans to expand to a wine and pasta 
bar with a licence for gluten-loving good 
times until 10pm. “We want to get away 
from the cured-meat-board thing,” says 
Brickfields owner and baker Simon Cancio. 
Instead, you can expect three or four 
semolina pasta dishes (such as cacio e 
pepe) and a schnitzel made with leftover 
breadcrumbs from the bakery. Brickfields, 
206 Cleveland St, Chippendale, NSW, 
(02) 9698 7880, brickfields.com.au
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SIMON CANCIO

Taking the dulse
Kelp? Old hat. Wakame? Whatever. 

The sea vegetable of the moment 

(and let’s just pause to savour the magic 

of sea vegetables being modish enough 

to have individual moments) might just 

be dulse. Smoky and packed with protein, 

you’ll find it at Aria or LuMi in Sydney, 

Dinner by Heston Blumenthal 

in Melbourne, or GoMA in Brisbane.
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SLEEP EASY The luxe bed-linen label InBed has released a sleepwear range. Robes in linen and in 
cashmere, and linen pyjamas in long and short versions come in a neutral colour wheel of chambray, 
charcoal, dove grey and white. InBed short sleeve shirt, $82, and linen shorts, $75. inbedstore.com

CUTTING-EDGE CUBE 
Rising dramatically from 
a vineyard in McLaren Vale 
is the d’Arenberg Cube, a striking 
five-storey architectural “puzzle” 
by ADS Architects that will house 
a new tasting room, bars, offices 
and a second restaurant at the 
family-owned d’Arenberg winery. 
The doors to the origami-like 
entrance are due to open in 
early 2017. A time-lapse camera, 
meanwhile, is capturing progress 
on construction every 10 minutes. 
darenberg.com.au

RED, RED WINE

Expect an avalanche of 

smashable young Australian 

reds this year. One of the 

biggest trends of 2015 was 

winemakers releasing their 

reds earlier than ever – bright, 

juicy wines made with minimal 

intervention, whole-bunch 

ferments, low or no sulphur, 

out on the market and all sold 

before the next vintage came 

around. Because, for many 

makers, the 2016 harvest was 

the earliest on record, you can 

expect to see this season’s 

reds cropping up even 

earlier – like about now.

ARTIST’S 

IMPRESSION OF THE 

D’ARENBERG CUBE, 

McLAREN VALE
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THE DAILY GRIND

You could go to G&B Cof ee 

in the Grand Central Market 

in downtown Los Angeles 

and have such a pleasant 

experience you would 

have no idea that you were 

standing at the nerdy edge of 

cof ee. Here, Charles Babinski 

and Kyle Glanville, two high 

priests of serious cof ee, 

challenge the orthodoxy 

with creations such as the 

Espresso Dark and Stormy, 

Fizzy Hoppy Tea, an iced 

latte with freshly made 

almond-macadamia milk. 

This is where purists who drink 

only single-origin filter cof ee 

come to stray. Grand Central 

Market, 312 S Broadway, Los 

Angeles, gandbcof ee.com

MANHATTAN TRANSFER

Firmdale is moving uptown 

later this year with the opening 

of its second Manhattan hotel 

in a trio of converted 

townhouses around the corner 

from such Fifth Avenue 

landmarks as Tif any’s and 

Bergdorf Goodman. The 

Whitby will have 86 guestrooms 

and suites, some with private 

terraces, and all the colourful 

trimmings we’ve come to 

expect from owner-designer Kit 

Kemp. After an epic shopping 

spree channelling your inner 

Holly Golightly, kick up your 

cocktail heels in the bar or 

library. firmdalehotels.com

RARE FORM 

Chef Simon Rogan loves reviving 

little-known – sometimes downright 

eccentric – British ingredients, often 

with puckish delight, at L’Enclume in 

Cumbria and Fera at Claridge’s 

in Mayfair, London. There, he recently 

added Aulis, a six-seat research lab, 

serving a tasting menu based on 

whatever whimsy they invent in the 

chef’s study directly upstairs. 

Intriguing recent dishes include raw 

scallop, cauliflower, bergamot and 

radish; roasted black salsify, trumpet 

mushrooms and elderflowers; and 

stout ice-cream with fermented 

buckwheat and melilot, an invasive 

plant once favoured as a cure for 

apoplexy. aulis.feraatclaridges.co.uk 

TALL ORDERS

Noma’s head sommelier Mads Kleppe

called Two Metre Tall’s Derwent Valley

brew house “paradise” after collaborating

with Ashley and Jane Huntington on

Noma Australia’s Snakebite apéritif.

The pair produce their own farmhouse ales

and ciders using Tasmanian ingredients.

We’re hanging out for the 2017 Forager’s Ale,

made with wild and foraged ingredients.

Until then, crack into the May release of

Original Soured Ale. “It’s a 100 per cent

spontaneous and wild ferment,” says Jane

Huntington. “It takes 18 months to make and

in this time hundreds of species are at work,

some acidifying the ale and some adding

texture.” Two Metre Tall, 2862 Lyell Hwy,

Hayes, Tas, 0400 969 677, 2mt.com.au

Gems of Jaipur
The founders of Amrapali Jewels, among India’s best-

known luxe jewellery houses, will open the nation’s first 

jewellery museum in Jaipur. Founders Rajiv Arora and 

Rajesh Ajmera have amassed an extraordinary personal 

collection of more than 3,000 pieces from across the 

subcontinent, including a ceremonial silver chariot from 

Gujarat and a 200-year-old silver paan box, the first piece 

collected by the founders. The Amrapali Museum aims 

to celebrate and preserve traditional craftsmanship in the 

city that has been at the heart of India’s jewellery trade 

since Mughal times. amrapalijewels.com> 
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ADVOCATE FOR OZ

One of the most influential

people in the Australian wine

scene doesn’t even live here.

UK-based Eric Narioo runs

leading wine merchant Les

Caves de Pyrene, and was

one of the first to discover

and support Australia’s

new generation of natural

winemakers, and feature them

at the annual Real Wine Fair

in London. He is co-owner

of some of the city’s best

natural-focused wine bars,

such as Terroirs – bars whose

ethos permeates many of the

places to have opened here

in the past few years – and is

a partner in Melbourne’s great

new wine bar Embla. With his

Australian-born winemaker

wife, Anna Martens, he also

owns vineyards and a winery,

Vino di Anna, on the slopes

of Mount Etna, a natural wine

haven that has become

a pilgrimage site for aspiring

young grape-treaders and

somms. lescaves.co.uk

INSIDERS’ RAJASTHAN

First-time visitors to India inevitably dash about the 

desert state of Rajasthan ticking of  forts and palaces. 

Old India hands, meanwhile, know the value of slowing 

down, and luxury home-stays in out-of-the-way places 

are the way to go. There’s nothing homey, however, 

about the new batch of family-run forts, hunting lodges 

and small palaces opening their gilded doors. Among 

them is Ramathra, a grand 17th-century fort about four 

hours’ drive south-east of Jaipur (ramathrafort.com). 

Owners Gitanjali and Ravi Raj Pal have six rooms and 

suites for guests, some with balconies and outdoor 

tubs, and six luxury tents set in gardens within the 

ramparts. On the banks of a small lake between 

Jodhpur and Udaipur, Shatrunjai Singh Deogarh and 

his wife Bhavna Kumari have opened Dev Shree, a luxe 

haveli with eight exceptionally comfortable rooms set 

around courtyards (devshreedeogarh.com). English 

interior designer Richard Hanlon and his friend Trish 

McFarlane, a diamond dealer based in London, have 

opened Bujera Fort in a village on the outskirts of 

Udaipur (bujerafort.com). It’s a magical mix of Rajput 

fort and English country home, and attracts splendidly 

interesting guests who dip into the pool and the 

massive library, and ease from afternoon tea to bridge, 

followed by G&Ts and lavish dinners in a pavilion 

overlooking a marble pool.

THROWBACK TOKYO 
Slip off your street shoes on 

entering Hoshinoya Tokyo, the latest 
addition to Hoshino Resorts’ modern 
ryokan concept. As at rural Japanese 

inns, the public spaces and 84 
guestrooms are lined with fragrant 

grass tatami floor mats and 
you wouldn’t want to scuff them. 

Architect Rie Azuma’s design features 
traditional-style bamboo furniture, 

sliding shoji screens and futon 
bedding reimagined to occupy the 
upper floors of a high-rise tower in 

the central Otemachi district, close to 
the Imperial Palace Gardens. In the 
spa, private hot-spring baths have 
open roofs for stargazing on clear 

nights. 1-9-1, Otemachi, Chiyoda-ku, 
Tokyo, hoshinoyatokyo.com
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BEING SHELLFISH

“It sounds horrible,” says chef Clayton Wells. “But 

it works.” Mixing shellfish with cheese is often 

considered a bad idea, but this burrata injected 

with shellfish oil, plated with a purée of salted 

konbu and served at the bar at Automata was an 

instant hit with Sydney diners. “How we got here, 

I have no idea,” Wells says, “but it probably won’t 

leave the menu.” 5 Kensington St, Chippendale, 

NSW, (02) 8277 8555, automata.com.au

LAID-BACK CHEZ ACHATZ Chicago chef Grant Achatz has had 
a lot on his plate this northern winter: revamping his fi ne-dining restaurant 

Alinea and simultaneously opening a new casual diner. While dinner at Alinea 
can cost $800 for two and span 22 courses, Roister will be a far more aff ordable 

aff air. Expect dinner for two for $70. Chicagoans are atwitter at the prospect. 



FRUITS OF LABOURS

Artist Sean Rafferty collects fruit cartons, 
photographs them and uploads his findings 
to an online database for the world to see. 
Cartonography has taken him from Glenburn 
Apples in Tasmania to Cheeky Que in the 
Northern Territory, and from Tweed River 
Sweet Potatoes to Coastal Plains Rockmelons. 
“On a micro level, the cartons tell the story of 
the farmer,” he says, while the collection in its 
entirety reads like a map. “The cartons often 
project the farmer’s immigrant history, their 
fascination with the landscape, or their sense 
of humour,” he says. cartonography.com>



THE CHOUX FITS

Is it the dipping bowl of savoury-salty reduced chicken
stock and its confit egg yolk that makes the savoury
éclairs at Brisbane’s The Apo so addictive? It certainly
doesn’t hurt. Chef Braden White’s choux pastry cases
come topped with a sprinkle of charcoal salt, the
feather-light puffs flecked with black pepper and
stuffed with a light, creamy chicken liver mousseline.
Just dunk and go. theapo.com.au
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Vodka revival
In the search for the drink of the

moment, a successor to the

omnipresent Negroni or Aperol

Spritz, some leading mixologists

are returning to a tried and tested

liquor – vodka. “We’re seeing the

resurgence of artisanal vodkas,

which are unfiltered and have

a substantial taste,” says Luke

Ashton of Sydney bar This Must be

the Place. Ashton flags Hartshorn

Distillery’s Sheep Whey Vodka

from Tasmania ($100 for 500ml)

for its “nutty, creamy flavour”, and

Hippocampus Vodka from Perth

($79.99 for 700ml), which is crafted

from biodynamic local wheat. “You

can appreciate them like a malt

whisky,” he says. grandvewe.com.

au, hippocampusmd.com.au

HOT 100

OUT IN AFRICA

After years in the doldrums, Zimbabwe is re-emerging as one 

of Africa’s most exciting safari destinations. A game-changer for travel

to Zim as well as other parts of southern Africa will be the opening this

month of the expanded Victoria Falls International Airport, delivering 

travellers to a raft of new and rebuilt lodges in Zimbabwe. These 

include luxury tents at Imvelo Safari Lodges at Gorges Lodge, Victoria 

Falls, with awesome views of the Zambezi River; Little Ruckomechi in 

Mana Pools; Matusadona, a luxury boat on Lake Kariba; and Elephant 

Camp West, a new private-use camp at Victoria Falls. Among the most 

exciting Zim newcomers will be andBeyond’s Matetsi River Lodge on 

a 50,000-hectare Zambezi River reserve near Victoria Falls, which 

reopens in July after a $13.2 million rebuild, and Wilderness Safaris’ 

Linkwasha in Hwange National Park, which features a sleep-out deck, 

easy access to some of the park’s best areas and top guides. 

The vast Okavango Delta in Botswana is arguably Africa’s most 

spectacular oasis, and the newly rebuilt and repositioned Belmond 

Eagle Island Lodge is among the best places to see its teeming 

wildlife. The lodge’s 12 tented rooms have balconies, pools and 

monkey-proof outdoor showers. 

In Uganda, Baker’s Lodge overlooking the River Nile is now

a traveller’s best option in game-rich Murchison Falls National Park

and near Budongo Forest, famous for its primate communities.

New in Rwanda is Bisate Lodge, a 12-room sanctuary adjacent

to the Volcanoes National Park, setting a new standard for mountain

gorilla-trekking lodges, and Gishwati Lodge, six rustic forest cottages

with exclusive access to the habituated chimpanzee and golden

monkey communities of Gishwati Forest.

In Kenya, 30 tented suites at Angama Mara hang on the edge

of the Rift Valley, with views through 11-metre glass walls. In central

Kenya, Loisaba reopens this month after a rebuild, with 12 roomy

tents and two infinity pools. Namibia Exclusive Safaris’ four new

luxury lodges are opening up the remote northern regions of

Namibia. Far from conventional tourist routes, they provide rare

access to such treasures as the habitat of the endangered black

rhino and a national park populated by some 3,000 elephants.

COMO AFLOAT Como fans, meet Cameron. The élite resort and hotel group has launched the 
live-aboard yacht to complement its two resorts in the Maldives, Cocoa Island and Maalifushi. 
The three-cabin 21-metre yacht will ply the waters between Maalifushi in Thaa Atoll and Cocoa 
Island’s 33 overwater bungalows in the South Malé Atoll, with a night on board en route. Overnight 
charter costs a not-insubstantial $22,000. comohotels.com>

BELMOND EAGLE 

ISLAND LODGE, 

BOTSWANA
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Roman empire
Fendi is the latest fashion house to open a luxury hotel: seven VIP suites on the third floor of Palazzo Fendi, 

the five-storey 17th-century flagship store that reopened in March on Largo Goldoni in the heart of Rome. 

This is boutique at its best. Italian architect Marco Costanzi has used beige and greys to create a Zen-like 

ambience above the buzz of the Italian capital. “This is a home experience for a sophisticated traveller,” says 

Costanzi of Fendi Private Suites. Walls are clad in travertine, bathrooms in blood-red Lepanto marble and 

throughout are commissioned artworks, Modernist Giò Ponti mirrors and custom-designed furnishings by 

Fendi Casa, of course. Via di Fontanella Borghese, 48, Rome, +39 06 9779 8080, fendiprivatesuites.com

CUBA LIBRE

There go the charming,

time-capsule neighbourhoods.

McDonald’s hasn’t staked

a claim in Havana just yet, but

American tourists are about

to arrive en masse in Cuba

following the détente between

the Cold War foes, and Barack

Obama’s highly symbolic visit

in March. The first commercial

flights in 50 years between the

US and Cuba are expected

to take of late this year,

sparking a tourism boom the

likes of which the Caribbean

island has never known. In the

meantime, everyone else

is flocking to see Old Havana

before it changes forever.

cubatravel.tur.cu

REAL CIDER
RULES

With the global craft cider bubble showing

no signs of bursting, the young Danish

founders of Æblerov wild cider are

bringing together 20 like-minded

European producers for Scandinavia’s first

cider festival. They’ve named their one-day

event Rigtig Cider – rigtig being Danish

for real – because it’s about spontaneously

fermented cider made from 100 per cent

unpasteurised juice. The festival will be

held on 28 August under Copenhagen’s

Knippelsbro bridge, a spot that’s otherwise

legendary, especially in summer, for

pop-ups run by wine importer Rosforth

& Rosforth. aeblerov.com, rosforth.dk
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SUITE AT PALAZZO FENDI

HAVANA, CUBA



Size matters
Microlot beans are to cofee

what grand crus are to Burgundy

– expensive, rare and delicious.

The term is used for a single

variety grown on one farm

produced in batches smaller

than 300 kilos. “The spirit of

microlot cofee is the attention

to detail – the time is taken to

experiment with and improve

the bean,” says Hazel de los

Reyes, owner of Cofee Alchemy

and Gumption, two of Sydney’s

top cofee spots, and new

venture Micro, which serves

predominantly microlot cofee

from a small shopfront in

Barangaroo. Micro, shop R8.02,

23 Barangaroo Ave, Sydney, NSW,

microcofee.com

HOT 100

HELLO, SAILOR For America’s Cup contenders, weekend yachties and naval-gazers,
Louis Vuitton’s limited-edition America’s Cup collection fills the stylish yachtsmen’s kit,
from chunky knitwear and cargo shorts to swimwear and this Regatta Keepall Damier
55 bag in cobalt canvas, $2,960. louisvuitton.com.au

BRISBANE’S DYNAMIC DESIGNER

Argentinian expat designer Alex Lotersztain, 

director of Brisbane’s design studio Derlot, has 

worked on some of the city’s most striking 

venues – Alfred & Constance, Limes Hotel, 

and West End café Morning Glory. His 

output ranges from furniture pieces such  

as the one-of “soft sofa” he created while 

working at Teruo Kurosaki’s Idée studio in 

Tokyo – which is on display at Centre 

Pompidou in Paris – and the limited-edition 

QTZ chair pictured here, to the sculptural 

lighting embellishing Brisbane’s 111 Eagle 

Street Pier. His latest project is Factory 51,  

in a former Laminex factory in the Brisbane 

suburb of Coorparoo. “We’ve worked on the 

building from the ground up and it’s looking 

amazing,” Lotersztain says. derlot.com>

MUSEUM MILESTONES
Three futuristic new art spaces  
are redefining the museum. Rio’s 
Calatrava-designed Museu do 
Amanhã (Museum of Tomorrow), 
with its distinctive solar “spines”,  
is a thought-provoking masterclass 
on the theme of sustainability, the  
Faena Forum in Miami features a 
multidisciplinary arts centre by Rem 
Koolhaas, while the much-anticipated 
Louvre Abu Dhabi will finally open 
its ethereal Jean Nouvel-designed 
doors later this year.

PRETTY IN PINK

After decades of wine media, 

and makers and merchants 

unsuccessfully urging 

Australians to drink more rosé 

– but, really, is there a better 

all-round wine for summer? –  

it looks like the pink revolution 

has finally arrived: both 

independent retailers and the 

major chains are reporting 

huge rosé sales (as in emptied 

shelves and fridges) over the 

last summer, especially  

the pale, dry style typified  

in De Bortoli’s delicious  

La Bohème Pinot Rosé  

(a steal at around $20).

CULT VEG
BURGERS
Few dishes in the United States are

as sanctified as the hamburger, so it’s

remarkable to watch the stratospheric rise

of the vegetarian burger, now appearing on

menus across the nation. Championed by

former Del Posto pastry chef Brooks Headley

at Superiority Burger in New York, the trend

has some clever incarnations, including the

Tex Mex-inspired La Bandita burger at

Hopdoddy bars in Texas, Arizona, Colorado

and California, the beetroot, wakame and

hazelnut burger at the White Owl Social Club

in Portland, Oregon, and the newly minted

Salvation Burger in New York’s Midtown

hotel Pod 51, where star chef April

Bloomfield is flipping a deliciously hearty

version made with beetroot and lentils.

FAENA FORUM, MI
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THE POOL AT FAENA

HOTEL MIAMI BEACH

BANG KANG RIVER

LOBSTER AT MALIS,

SIEM REAP

HOT 100
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Miami’s golden age

It’s no coincidence the interiors of the new Faena Hotel Miami Beach look much like 

a movie set from Hollywood’s golden age. That’s exactly what Argentinian hotelier Alan 

Faena dreamed of when he hired Australian cinematic duo Baz Luhrmann and Catherine 

Martin to “develop the narrative” of his 169-room, 13-penthouse property. Hence the 

seashell-encrusted columns and Damien Hirst’s gilded woolly mammoth skeleton on 

the patio of Los Fuegos restaurant. And the lavishly frescoed entrance, the onyx lobby 

bathrooms and the exquisite Tierra Santa spa, with its Turkish hammam and “healing 

rituals” steeped in pre-Columbian spirituality. The hotel is the showpiece of the 

$1.32 billion gentrification of six unloved Miami Beach blocks into Faena District, a 

cultural precinct also starring Sir Norman Foster (he did the 18-storey apartment block 

Faena House) and Rem Koolhaas (a retail precinct, Faena Bazaar, and a new cultural 

centre, Faena Forum; see more page 141). Let the show begin. faena.com

HOT HOPPERS

The shift from fine dining to 

casual by top-level chefs can 

be seen in every city, and in 

London for every cuisine as 

well. Siblings Karam, Jyotin and 

Sunaina Sethi earned their 

stripes by founding Trishna, 

an Indian restaurant in 

Marylebone that was awarded 

a Michelin star in 2012. The trio 

followed this with Gymkhana in 

Mayfair, which gained a star in 

2015. They also found time to 

invest in Bao, a Taiwanese 

street-snack diner, and Lyle’s, 

an all-day modern British 

restaurant that gained a star in 

2015. But for 2016 they’ve 

invested their time in a new pet 

project – a no-reservations 

Sri Lankan restaurant called 

Hoppers, after the bowl-

shaped, crisp rice pancake. 

It’s one of the hottest venues 

in Soho right now.

trishnalondon.com, 

gymkhanalondon.com, 

hopperslondon.com

REAP REWARD

High-profile Cambodian chef Luu Meng has 

opened an outpost of his celebrated Phnom 

Penh restaurant, Malis, in Siem Reap. After 

several years looking for the best location, it’s 

no modest af air. A grand Angkor-inspired 

edifice decorated with statues and ponds, it 

houses an elegant restaurant and state-of-

the-art cooking school, with a menu of 

authentic dishes based on Cambodia’s rich 

regional gastronomy. Malis Siem Reap, 

Pokambor Ave, Siem Reap Riverside, Siem 

Reap,+855 015 824 888, malis-restaurant.com 

PADDOCK TO BOTTLE

A seriously exciting trend 

in artisan spirits is the 

paddock-to-bottle approach, 

where the distiller grows their 

own raw ingredients rather 

than buying them in. The new, 

generously flavoured Husk 

Virgin Cane Rum ($100 for 

700ml), for example, is made 

from first-press sugarcane juice 

grown expressly for this 

purpose near the distillery at 

Tumbulgum in northern NSW. 

And to produce his superb and 

unique Belgrove rye whiskies in 

Tasmania, distiller Peter Bignell 

not only harvests his own grain, 

but also fashioned his own 

copper still, which he heats with 

his own homemade biodiesel.

huskdistillers.com, 

belgrovedistillery.com.au



NICK (LEFT) AND BEN CHIU

SPORTING CHANCE
For Brisbane’s Chiu brothers  
it’s as much about creating 
community as it is about the  
food. The follow-up to their  
first culinary foray – the cool, 
minimalist Ben’s Burgers – is West 
End’s The Bleachers. Here, they’ve 
joined forces with Paper Daisy 
chef Ben Devlin as co-owner and 
consultant chef. They call the 
clean-lined, modest digs with  
its sporty backyard beer garden  
a “neighbourhood hang”, 
somewhere that like-minded folk 
who value the elements that drive 
them – quality, good design, 
creativity, great food – can 
congregate. thebleachers.co, 
facebook.com/bensburgers> 



YES, WE CAN
Corn. Peas. Fish. Caramel. The

range of things getting sealed

in cans in-house by the Porteño 

team at Continental, their 

deli-diner-bar in Sydney’s 

Newtown, is extensive. They 

even sell T-shirts in tins. But  

it’s Martinnies, the canned 

Martinis created by manager 

and co-owner Michael Nicolian 

that have really caught the 

public imagination. “I simply  

seal a classic Tanqueray gin 

Martini with vermouth, 

pre-diluted with a little water,  

in a can,” he says. “We pop the 

top and pour it into the glass, 

lemon zest and all.” Next-up: 

Canhattans. 210 Australia St, 

Newtown, NSW, (02) 8624 3131, 

continentaldelicatessen.com.au
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MODICA, SICILY

Nice ice, baby
The Madagascan vanilla ice-cream at Morgenstern’s 

Finest Ice Cream is a masterclass in flavour, an object 

lesson of what ice-cream can be. There are no bells 

or whistles, just a base (milk, cream and salt – no 

eggs), sugar and vanilla. But the vanilla is layered: 

seeds are scraped into the base, which is steeped 

with the pods; the pods are removed and dried, then 

packed with sugar and pulsed in a food processor, 

and then soaked in Bourbon to make an extract. It’s 

vanilla flavoured with vanilla, vanilla and vanilla, a 

subtle composition that will dazzle you as it unfurls 

on the palate. morgensternsnyc.com

DICA MOMENTO

pare for steep climbs up (and down) the cobbled 

eets winding through this picturesque Baroque hill 

n in the Val di Noto on Sicily’s south-east coast and 

ard the ef ort with dinner by rising star chef Accursio 

paro (accursioristorante.it). His modern take on 

arancini is alone worth the trip to this part of Ragusa 

province. The restaurant is tucked in an arched alley 

of  Corso Umberto 1, the main avenue in the lower 

town, where he’s performing quiet magic with Sicilian 

ingredients alongside a wine list heavy on Mount Etna 

bottles so boutique they never leave the island. Modica 

is equally famous for its chocolates; across the boulevard 

from Accursio, Antica Dolceria Bonajuto (bonajuto.it) 

has been producing intensely dark treats since 1880 

(ask for the cannoli, too). End the evening savouring 

an amaro on your terrace at Casa Talia (casatalia.it), 

perched above the city proper.
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BRILLIANT BORDEAUX

It’s known as “la belle 

endormie”, The Sleeping 

Beauty, but Bordeaux, 

the golden city beside the 

Garonne River, has awoken. 

A beautification program 

started by mayor and former 

French prime minister Alain 

Juppé a decade ago has 

restored the lustre to 

Bordeaux’s magnificent 

riverfront façades, while a raft 

of ambitious new projects is 

under way. The futuristic Cité 

du Vin, a monumental museum 

devoted to the grape – a theme 

park of plonk, if you will – is due 

to open in June. (You can’t miss 

it – look for the headless 

golden duck by the river.) 

Heritage vineyards, too, are 

dusting themselves of . The 

premier cru Château Margaux 

last year unveiled new-look 

cellars and a visitor centre 

designed by Sir Norman Foster. 

It’s the château’s first significant 

renovation since 1815. Other 

hotspots are the glass-encased 

Château Pédesclaux in Pauillac 

and the Starck-designed cellar 

at Château Carmes Haut-Brion. 

laciteduvin.com> 

DECANT THIS Decanter designs get more free-form and outrageous 
each year. The latest sculptural, serpentine models from Austrian glass 
manufacturer Riedel include the huge mouth-blown Mamba ($800; pictured), 
which looks and feels like a coiled cobra. And Sydney glass artist Brian Hirst has 
expanded his range of satisfyingly chunky, organically inspired decanters 
(starting at $200) to include vessels big enough to hold a magnum. 
riedelglass.com.au, glassdecanter.com.au
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QT TAKES MELBOURNE

After dazzling Sydney with

its cheeky, unorthodox brand

of hospitality, QT Hotels

is about to open its first

Melbourne outpost. For those

not familiar with the bold hotel

brand, expect industrial-styled

spaces, meticulous attention to

detail, memorable dining and

a sense of humour. The

12-storey Russell Street address

will house 200 rooms and

suites, 24 private apartments

and, because this is Melbourne,

a laneway speakeasy and

rooftop bar with suitably late

licence. Expect curtains up in

September. qthotels.com.au

FLAT WHITE IN 

CHIANG MAI
How do Chiang Mai 
locals take their coffee? 
Seriously. The northern 
Thai city, known for  
its splendid temples 
and laid-back vibe, has  
a raft of new barista-
led coffee shops with 
in-house roasting of 
fair-trade, single-origin 
beans. Many of the 
local owners honed 
their skills in Australian 
cafés. Their latte art  
is almost as intricately 
detailed as the city’s
14th-century wat
façades.

HOT 100

In cod we trust

Chef Eneko Atxa has arrived in London. Once known

for stunt cooking – he used an ultrasound to alter

the texture of dishes – the Basque provocateur now

advocates zero-waste and sustainable agriculture at

Azurmendi in his homeland. At Eneko in One Aldwych

in Covent Garden, meanwhile, he serves a more rustic

but still refined menu of erroak (roots) dishes such as

cod tripe a la vizcaina (red pepper sauce) and stewed

wheat thickened with idiazabal, an unpasteurised

sheep’s milk cheese. The bar features house wines

from his own vineyard near Bilbao. One Aldwych,

1 Aldwych, London, +44 20 7300 1000, onealdwych.com

INITIAL THOUGHTS Whether you love customisation or you’re simply forgetful, Burberry’s new 
monogram service on its trench coats will appeal. Three initials in a choice of 15 thread colours can 

be sewn discreetly on an inside panel of a new coat, $240 for the monogram. au.burberry.com 
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RISTR8TO COFFEE, 

CHIANG MAI

EAST VILLAGE COMES 

TO BANGALORE

One of India’s hottest  

young chefs, Manu Chandra,  

is pushing traditional Indian 

ingredients and techniques  

in thoughtful new directions – 

and at bar prices – at Toast and 

Tonic, a new East Village-

inspired eatery in Bangalore. 

Expect the likes of tuna poke 

with seaweed, sticky 

gobindobhog rice and mustard 

greens, smoked Cochin 

mackerel on toast and new 

ways with jaggery. 14/1, Wood 

St, Bangalore, +91 80 4111 6878, 

toastandtonic.com
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Ritz renaissance
The word ritzy is derived from the storied Ritz hotels, so it’s only 

fitting that the Paris Ritz’s opulent renovation would require four 

years, an army of restoration experts and a multimillion-dollar 

investment. In charge is architect-designer Thierry Despont, who 

orchestrated the makeovers of the Carlyle in New York and the 

Dorchester in London. Scheduled to reopen in June, the hotel’s 

rooms have been reconfigured with wood panelling, pastel 

shades and the latest accoutrements. Several historic suites 

have been named for the hotel’s famous regulars, such as 

Marcel Proust and Coco Chanel, who lived at the Ritz for 

37 years. That residency has inspired the first Chanel spa, 

under development in the hotel. A retractable roof will cover 

the hotel’s gardens for year-round access, while a tunnel has 

been carved under Place Vendôme for VIP access. Three 

restaurants and three bars, including Bar Hemingway, complete 

the picture. Ritz Paris, 15 Place Vendôme, Paris, ritzparis.com

YELLOW’S SNAKE BEANS 

AND BLACK RICE

LESS IS

MORE 

Switched-on sommeliers 

around Australia are 

realising you don’t have to 

be all things to all people 

and are narrowing the 

focus of their wine lists to 

delicious eff ect. We love 

the all-Australian drinks 

off ering (and we do mean 

100 per cent Aussie, 

including mineral waters 

and soft drinks), for 

instance, at Ryan and 

Kirstyn Sessions’ Fen 

restaurant in Port Fairy. 

22 Sackville St, Port Fairy, 

(03) 5568 3229, 

fenportfairy.com.au>

KOJI
Koji has been used by Japanese cooks for centuries to make

everything from soy sauce and sake to miso and mirin. It’s

a living food made from steamed rice treated with a mould

called Aspergillus oryzae, and if you love umami it’s about

to become your favourite seasoning. In Sydney, at

Momofuku Seiobo, koji butter brings out the sweet

brininess of marron. At Yellow it amps up snake beans and

black rice. Tomoko Onuki, co-founder of Rice Culture, has

been making organic dry koji and miso by hand in Nerang

on Queensland’s Gold Coast since 2012, supplying locals

such as Halcyon House’s Paper Daisy restaurant in

Cabarita. This year Onuki and partner Yukiyo Copley began

production of shio koji, a fermented sauce of koji, rice, salt

and water that not only seasons but also draws out natural

flavours and tenderises meat. “It has 30 per cent salt to koji,

but it’s so much healthier [than salt], and you use less

because of the umami,” says Onuki. riceculture.com.au

DUC DE WINDSOR SUITE AT THE 

PARIS RITZ (BELOW) 



AURORA DOME ON 

LAKE TORASSIEPPI, 

FINLAND

Northern exposure
The northern lights are expected to be especially excitable this year, so the profusion  

of glass igloos popping up in northern Finland is timely. Fifteen years ago, Finnish 

resort Kakslauttanen launched the glass igloo concept, and now oversees a colony of  

67. Variations on the theme include new Aurora Domes by Harriniva Hotels & Safaris, 

igloo-shaped glassed tents on Lake Torassieppi with fireplaces. The Arctic Snow Hotel, 

near Rovaniemi, has glass and snow igloos and an “aurora alarm” to wake guests if  

the lights appear. Other high-latitude lodges are installing “aurora bubbles” (Nellim 

Wilderness Hotel) and “view rooms” (Santa’s Hotel Aurora) to catch the spectacle.
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WHALE WATCH

Humpback whales in Australian waters between July

and October this year will notice unprecedented numbers

of human swimmers bobbing around in their migratory

path. Two years ago, Sunshine Coast dive company

Sunreef became the first outside Tonga and Mexico

to ofer a “swimming with humpbacks” experience. This

year at least three humpback-swim companies will operate

in Queensland, Western Australia is set for several

operators to trial tours in Exmouth and Coral Bay, and

Fowlers Bay Eco Tours will begin whale swims (licence

pending) of South Australia’s Eyre Peninsula.

sunreef.com.au, fowlerseco.com

MOST ACCOMMODATING Inspired by the runaway success of Airbnb, a host of – often 
hosted – special-interest accommodation websites have sprung up: Misterbnb for the gay 
community (misterbnb.com), Accomable for those with special needs (accomable.com) and 
DogVacay, a boarding service for pets (dogvacay.com).>
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SMYTH GOES

SOLO

With several TV series and a score

of restaurants on three continents,

Gordon Ramsay is not often seen in

the three-starred restaurant in

London’s Chelsea that bears his

name. Since 2007, Restaurant

Gordon Ramsay has been run

by Irish-born Clare Smyth, who

kept a remarkably low profile until

2015, when she announced she

would open her own restaurant

this year, with Ramsay’s blessing.

Smyth is London’s highest-rated

female chef, so it’s certain to attract

a lot of interest – and with

Ramsay’s financial backing it

will be a slick operation.

HANCOCK TAKES THE CAKE

Take a buttery sponge layered with 
tart lemon curd and cream. Add some 
seasonal fresh-fruit friands, a cacao 
pastry-lined banoffee tart and a brace 
of rose and cardamom meringues, 
and you won’t have even begun to 
scratch the icing sugar-dusted surface 
of the butter-eggs-and sugar-fuelled 
awesomeness arrayed on the shelves 
of Jocelyn Hancock’s new Cake & Bake 
store. Did we mention the raspberry 
pâte de fruit, compotes made with fruit 
from Hancock’s Scenic Rim farm and 
the honey from her hives? Brisbane’s 
first lady of baking is back. Cake & 
Bake, 296 Montague Rd, West End
Qld, (07) 3844 1088,
cakeandbake.co 



Tetsuya’s class of 2005
In 2003, Daniel Pepperell cut out a newspaper advertisement for  

a first-year apprentice job at Tetsuya’s restaurant in Sydney. “Must 

be committed,” it read. No kidding. While many notable Australian 

chefs have done time in the Tetsuya’s kitchen since it opened in 

1989, Pepperell was one of the talented and committed crew 

cooking at the Kent Street restaurant in 2005. He was joined by  

a who’s who of Australian chefs circa now: Phil Wood (Rockpool), 

Dan Hong (Mr Wong), Luke Powell (LP’s Quality Meats), Takashi 

Sano (Sokyo) and Darren Robertson (Three Blue Ducks) all did 

time in the kitchen that year under head chef at the time, Martin 

Benn, now chef and co-owner of Sydney three-star Sepia. 

What was special about that particular year? “We were all 

really young but very driven,” says Wood. “We had a real support 

network from the beginning because we all got on so well. I think 

that helped a lot.”

The 2005 alumni credit their time at Tetsuya’s for instilling in 

them many skills they’ve carried into their own kitchens in 2016. 

Impeccable high standards, discipline, drive and “a constant desire 

to make something better”, says Wood, were paramount at 

Tetsuya’s. “That and always remembering to taste,” adds Hong. 

But being a mentor, Tetsuya Wakuda says, was never the goal. 

“I never thought about what they were all going to do or what 

they were going to be after. I give everyone a chance,” he says.  

“It’s not what I teach. Cooking is about spirit. Each of these chefs 

has their own talent, passion and belief. That’s what success is. 

That’s why they’re successful.” tetsuyas.com>

CLASS ACT

From left: Takashi Sano, 

Luke Powell, Tetsuya 

Wakuda, Phil Wood, Dan 

Hong and Daniel Pepperell.
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Western fl ashback
Remember the ma hor that David Coomer used to serve at Star Anise? 

Those addictive balls of candied duck and pineapple are back and 

they’re just one of many reasons to put Fuyu on your Perth eating 

agenda. The new identity of Coomer’s bustling tapas bar Pata Negra, 

Fuyu of ers assured, elegant takes on Asian cooking, from crisp 

roasted quail to golden, flaky pumpkin and lentil curry puf s. Fuyu, 

28 Stirling Hwy, Nedlands, WA, fuyu.com.au

SWEET DREAMS IN ULURU
A clever reinvention of the traditional Australian bushman’s

swag is among the latest developments at the desert camp

Longitude 131° at Uluru. The bespoke bedrolls for two are

unfurled at nightfall on new balconies fronting each of the

15 luxe tents, giving guests the option of sleeping under

the stars, warmed by an EcoSmart fire. The new bedrolls

and balconies are among multimillion-dollar renovations

by Baillie Lodges, which took over in late 2013. After

“exhaustive” testing of swag prototypes by principals James

and Hayley Baillie, the bedrolls are handmade by a South

Australian company using Australian-made canvas, wool and

cotton. longitude131.com.au

BEDROLL ON A BALCONY 

AT LONGITUDE 131°

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED

The dim sum service at Mission Chinese 

in Manhattan started of  on Christmas morning 

2015 as a thought experiment, a what-if with pushcarts 

and steam baskets; now it’s of ered every Saturday and 

Sunday. The small plates cost $5 to $10, and include some 

of the dishes that made Mission Chinese’s reputation: kung pao 

pastrami, mapo tofu, thrice-cooked bacon. And there are some 

of the newer, more refined dishes culled from the dinner 

tasting menu, such as beef tartare lettuce cups, tea-smoked 

eel rolls and scallop sashimi. Add some beef dumplings 

in broth, lumpia spring rolls, and a cocktail appropriate 

for daytime drinking and you’ll never want 

the morning to end. 

missionchinesefood.com

DAVID COOMER



Pick of the tea
Though India is the world’s second

largest tea producer, its first luxury tea

brand was launched only last year.

Harvard-educated arts philanthropist

Radhika Chopra named her company

No 3 Clive Road after the house in Delhi

where her father was born and her

comptroller-general grandfather lived.

She aims to celebrate the elegance of

that age in her range of hand-blended

teas and stationery. We particularly

like the Maheshwar blend, created for

a recent Indian royal wedding: first-flush

Darjeeling, cloves, ginger, dried apricots

and jasmine. Available at select

boutiques in India and online.

threecliveroad.com>

HOT 100

BUY AND SHELL Superb abalone is fi shed from our waters, but the price it fetches 
means it’s seldom seen in local eateries, which is why it’s cheering to see it appearing 
at the likes of both Brae and Acme, where it’s paired with fettuccine and XO. 
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KAYAKING IN 

ANTARCTICA WITH 

AURORA EXPEDITIONS

Taking cruising 
to extremes
The trickle of daring shore excursions on 

polar cruises – snowshoeing, sea-kayaking, 

scuba-diving and hiking – is becoming 

a flood. Aurora Expeditions tested the 

waters with Antarctic snorkelling; Quark 

Expeditions with hot-air ballooning near 

the North Pole; Ponant has a sub-Antarctic 

hike for the fit and adventurous on 

Campbell Island; and Adventure Smith 

Explorations recently introduced 

mountaineering, using crampons and 

ice axes, on an Antarctic glacier. And 

this northern summer Aurora Expeditions 

launches snorkelling on the edge of the 

Arctic icepack in Greenland and 

Spitsbergen. Brrr. 

AND NOW TO SLEEP 

Pillow menus are a bit of 

a yawn. New “sleep amenities” 

at a handful of hotels around 

the world include candlelit 

yoga (Nayara Springs, Costa 

Rica) and sleep-stretching 

classes (Park Hyatt Tokyo). 

Carafes of chilled herbal 

tinctures – fennel seed and 

peppermint, perhaps – await 

guests on turn-down at Cheval 

Blanc St-Barth Isle de France, 

LVMH’s beachside resort at 

St Barths. And there’s 

moonlight floating meditation 

in a geothermal mineral pool 

at Solage Calistoga in 

California’s Napa Valley.
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CRACKING 

EGGS 

The humble scram has jumped  

the fence from the breakfast plate 

and into fine dining, if the spanner 

crab scramble with crisp parmesan 

toast at Rockpool is any guide.  

At Momofuku Seiobo, meanwhile, 

chef Paul Carmichael takes his to 

the next level with caviar, chives 

and crisp chicken skin. For the 

perfect creamy texture, Carmichael 

suggests cracking your eggs into  

a cold pan, adding melted cultured 

butter, then stirring them over 

medium heat until they’re just set, 

before finishing them with a mere 

suggestion of crème fraîche. 

momofuku.com, rockpool.com

MEYER TAKES MANHATTAN

Danish food celebrity Claus Meyer has so

much riding on his Great Northern Food Hall

in Grand Central Terminal, he decamped from

Copenhagen to New York City with his wife,

three daughters and two Jack Russell terriers.

With 250 employees, the 460-square-metre

Nordic food hall, set to open this month,

and its adjacent upscale restaurant Agern,

is a risky play for the entrepreneurial Meyer,

a Noma co-founder, and his backers. He aims

to sell the Big Apple’s best wholegrain rye

bread and initiate New Yorkers into the

delights of kanelsnurrer (cinnamon swirl),

grød (porridge) and smørrebrød (Danish

open-faced sandwiches), which he has

already made for commuters as a prelude

to opening. meyersusa.com

Measured Mumbai
In India’s biggest, fastest city there’s a small,

slow counter-trend under way. Inspired by the

open kitchen, designer Noorie Sadarangani

has created a tiny fashion workshop called

Obataimu in the hip art district of Kala

Ghoda, conceived as a place where “design,

production and consumption converge”.

Shoppers are just a few steps from designers

and tailors. Obataimu is open for six months

a year, then pops up for the remainder of

the year in such places as Rue du Vertbois

in Paris’s Marais district and Selfridges in

London. In July Obataimu becomes a

gelateria, with an Italian chef teaching the

tailors how to make gelato. obataimu.com

HOT 100

SAVING FACE If your entourage on tour doesn’t extend to a facialist, pack instead the Clarisonic Mia 2, 
the latest in light sonic cleansers, designed for DIY facials on the go. It’s rechargeable, waterproof and 

comes with a travel case. Clarisonic Mia 2 Sonic Skin Cleansing Brush, $199. adorebeauty.com
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ROCKPOOL’S 

SPANNER CRAB 

SCRAMBLED EGGS

ROOSTERS RULE

Poor old roosters have 

traditionally been given the 

chop because they’re less 

valuable on a farm than laying 

hens. Now chefs are listing 

them on menus, singling them 

out for their particular eating 

quality. “It’s more like a game 

meat,” says chef and farmer 

Hugh Wennerbom. Stewing or 

braising is the best way to 

tenderise roosters’ firm flesh, 

and it’s a winner when teamed 

with a glug of red wine,  

fresh herbs and pasta.  

Coq au vin ahoy.
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DISAPPEARING ACT There’s going off the grid and then there’s going off the map. Canny 
travellers are logging the GPS coordinates of retreats in ever-more-remote locations. Among 
newcomers that have quickly developed cult followings are Fogo Island Inn, a striking Todd 

Saunders-designed property tethered to a lonely rock on the rugged coastline of Newfoundland, 
Canada. And eco-chic Yemaya Island Hideaway & Spa in Nicaragua’s Corn Islands is accessible 

only by a flight and a boat trip. It’s fast becoming a jet-set favourite, in spite of – or maybe  
because of – its remoteness. fogoislandinn.ca, littlecornhotel.com>

FOGO ISLAND INN, 

CANADA
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HERBAL HIGH

It’s healed the wounded. It’s soothed
via cups of tea. And now chamomile

has become the elusive but curiously
familiar flavour subtly accenting dishes

in restaurants around the nation, Pei
Modern’s roast lamb among them.

peimodern.com.au

Making tracks in Irelan
In the splendid style of The Royal Scotsman and the Venice

Simplon-Orient Express, the Belmond Grand Hibernian will begin

circumnavigations of Ireland in August. Belmond’s seventh luxury

train has 10 midnight-blue and silver carriages housing 20 ensuite

cabins, plus two dining cars and an observation car, with carpets

and furnishings made in Ireland and fitted at a Belfast workshop.

The menus, too, promise to be a showcase of the Emerald Isle’s

finest produce. And whiskey, of course. belmond.com

FANCY CURVES Alessi may have been founded in 1921, but these Ellipse dishes from
Sydney artist Abi Alice prove just how of-the-moment the Italian design firm remains.

Three different-sized stainless steel sheets fit snugly together or work as standalone pieces.
We love the minimalist design and contrasting colours – their likeness to tacos doesn’t

hurt either. Available frommid-year. alessi.com

CRÈMEDELACRÈME

Aggressively funky butter might be in vogue, but

when you’re ready to trade in that barnyard flavour

for something subtle and elegant look to Beillevaire,

a creamery that sources its dairy from Machecoul,

a department in the Loire. There’s nothing stylish about

Beillevaire. The creamery’s many boutiques in Paris (and

single location in London) are as earnest and plain as

a display put up by a department of agriculture. But,

oh, the butter. More delicate than Bordier, more complex

than anything you can get at home – this is what you

vacuum-seal to bring back and give to the people you

truly love. fromagerie-beillevaire.com
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BELMOND GRAND 

HIBERNIAN

WILD VINES

One of the most exciting wine ventures to 

have emerged over the past 12 months is 

Manon. Monique Millton, who grew up on 

New Zealand’s pioneering biodynamic 

Millton winery in Gisborne, and her partner, 

chef Tim Webber, who wrote the original 

menus for Sydney’s Love, Tilly Devine, have 

settled in the Adelaide Hills and are making 

some fabulously funky wines, including an 

intriguing white and a red from two local 

abandoned vineyards – sites where the 

unpruned, unsprayed, untended vines 

have grown wild and free.



HOT 100

Perfect Fitz
How to make dense and creamy small-batch, 

handmade ice-cream better? Add a variety of 

house-baked cookie combinations – buttery coconut 

or chocolate-chip biscuits, say – to your serve of  

No Diggity Nutella or Def Jam Peanut Butter & Jelly. 

Then bring on the sprinkles. Damian Grifiths’ pink 

and blue retro-styled Mr Fitz’s Finest Ice Cream has  

a hip-hop soundtrack loud enough to shatter wafle 

cones, and a conga line of sweet-tooths out the door 

every night. This fox is fly. misterfitz.com.au>

MR FITZ’S NUTELLA ICE-CREAM  

WITH SALTED CARAMEL DRIZZLE  

IN FROZEN COOKIE DOUGH
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SIREN CALL

Chef Mario Batali has opened his

first freestanding Manhattan

restaurant in more than a decade.

La Sirena, in the Maritime Hotel in

Chelsea, is a sophisticated trattoria

seating more than 200 and – a first for

Batali – it serves both breakfast and

dinner. Morning highlights include

fried eggs with bottarga and ricotta,

semolina fritters with pecorino, and

amaretti mascarpone pancakes.

It’s ideally located for a visit to the

nearby Whitney Museum. La Sirena,

88 Ninth Ave, New York City,

+1 212 977 6096, lasirena-nyc.com

Get your goat
“Goat’s milk is nothing new, but increasing 

demand means it’s more readily available 

in shops,” says Dan Hughes of Sydney’s cult 

goat’s milk gelato company Mr Goaty. Could 

the popularity of products made from goat 

and sheep’s milk challenge the supremacy 

of the cow in the dairy aisle? Or is the rise of 

camel milk (see page 128) the one to really 

watch? mrgoatygelato.com.au

HOT 100

GRAIN REACTION
Quit now, quinoa – sorghum is gunning for you, and
Australia’s got plenty of it. The cereal grain is already
Queensland’s most valuable crop. Gluten-free and said to
be high in nutrients, the bulk of the Australian harvest is
currently either used to feed livestock or exported to
China where it’s fermented and distilled to make the highly
alcoholic beverage baijiu. Fairmount Whole Grains & Food’s
Dan Quigley is keen to see some of Australia’s output stay
put. He’s milling it into flour and working with chefs keen
to include it on menus. Sorghum has already become the
beermaker’s first choice alongside millet for brewing
gluten-free ales. fairmountwholegrainfoods.com.au

GINNED UP The kilos of oranges that fl avoured each batch of Four Pillars
Gin used to be discarded. Until Caroline Gray from A Bit of Jam and Pickle

suggested using them in marmalade. The result is complex, slightly spicy
and not too sweet. For those who like it more bittersweet still, the Negroni

Marmalade (with a dash of Campari) is made for you. fourpillarsgin.com.au
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SORGHUM CROPS

LA SIRENA, 

NEW YORK CITY



JUICY LUCY

BUTTER

MOMOFUKU SEIOBO

Go to gourmettraveller.com.

au/moments-in-design for a selection

of the best moments in design in

collaboration with Alessi.

PLAYING CHICKEN

Just don’t call them burgers. Chicken 

is having a moment all over the 

place, whether it’s the classic roast or 

clever uses of crisped-up chicken 

skin. But it’s when it’s fried and stuck 

between two buns (preferably with 

something spicy in the mix) that 

Australia is finding it hardest  

to say no. In Sydney alone, four new 

oferings of note are capturing hands 

and mouths. First there was the 

habanero-spiced number on the bar 

menu at Momofuku Seiobo. Then the 

Pinbone crew introduced The Special 

to their tenure at 10 William St, and 

almost simultaneously, Surry Hills 

became home to both the 

Korean-accented Lil Kim at Juicy 

Lucy (from the Sugarcane team) and 

the aptly buttery signature sandwich 

at Butter (from team Thievery). But 

why aren’t they chicken burgers?  

If the filling isn’t minced, argues 

Momofuku chef Paul Carmichael,  

it isn’t really a burger. A rose by any 

other name indeed. #

10 WILLIAM ST







cnemprry japanese cui

Vibrant, sexy and  
simply delicious

sakerestaurant.com.au 

SYDNEY THE ROCKS &  DOUBLE BAY   |   BRISBANE EAGLE STREET PIER  

MELBOURNE  HAMER HALL &  FLINDERS LANE (NOW OPEN)
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Repeat script
Artist Damien Hirst and restaurateur Mark Hix

mix medicine and menus in south London.

When he’s not pickling sharks or encrusting skulls

with diamonds, artist Damien Hirst is also an art

collector. He has amassed so many works, in fact,

he converted his former studio in south London

into the Newport Street Gallery last year.

There was nowhere nearby for visitors to eat,

so earlier this year he resurrected and opened a

version of his former Pharmacy restaurant, which

was the place to be seen in Notting Hill back in 1998.

Called Pharmacy 2, the new restaurant has similar, pharmaceutically

inspired décor to the original eatery, which sold of its artworks and fittings

for around £11 million ($20 million) after it closed in 2003. Fans of the first

Pharmacy’s pill-print wallpaper, medicine cabinets and alarming displays of

surgical equipment will find that the sequel is a repeat prescription. What’s

diferent this time is Hirst’s collaboration with restaurateur Mark Hix, who

already exhibits the work of many Young British Artists in his restaurants.

The pair have been chums for years. “Hirst mentioned to me he was

looking for a chef, so we said why don’t we do a proper collaboration,” says Hix,

who runs several well-regarded modern British restaurants in London. But, he

says, Pharmacy 2’s menu is “quite diferent, more international than our other

menus; a bit lighter maybe”. It’s also lighter on the wallet, wit

prices from around $20. Pharmacy 2, Newport Street Gallery,

London SE11 6AJ. pharmacyrestaurant.com GUY DIMOND

DESTINATION DINING

PHARMACY 2 AT

LONDON’S NEWPORT

STREET GALLERY

SCENT OF SICILY The seventh scent in Acqua di Parma’s Blu Mediterraneo series 
looks to the Sicilian town of Taormina and its ubiquitous citron, the gnarled fruit also 

known as the cedro. Cedro di Taormina EDT, $170 for 150ml. (02) 9695 5678
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travel NEWS
WHERE TO BE & WHAT TO SEE AROUND THE WORLD

D

FISH MIGRATION

The chance to watch early-morning tuna auctions 

and knife-wielding fishmongers in the inner 

wholesale section of Tokyo’s Tsukiji fish market 

followed by a fish breakfast in the outer section will 

end in November, when the wholesale operation 

relocates to Toyosu, about four kilometres away. Since 

news of the split, demand has spiked for English-

speaking market tours by Yukari and Shinji Sakamoto. 

Yukari is a chef, sake sommelier and author of Food 

Sake Tokyo; Shinji is a former Tsukiji fishmonger. The 

Sakamotos are waiting to see what the relocation 

means for access, but they intend to continue 

introducing travellers to Tsukiji’s outer market, full of 

restaurants and shops, after the wholesale fish swim 

away. foodsaketokyo.com MAX VEENHUYZEN 

 DAMIEN HIRST (LEFT)

AND MARK HIX
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More than aMirage
A complete overhaul of the Port Douglas resort is unveiled nest month.

Imagine stepping from suite to sunny balcony into saltwater lagoon – no room key 

necessary. Such swim-up luxury is part of a year-long $40 million makeover of 

Sheraton Mirage Port Douglas Resort, due for completion next month. 

The project, by Melbourne’s Mim Design, is the first substantial overhaul of 

Starwood’s flagship Australian resort in the Far North Queensland fishing town 

since it was launched in 1987. “It’s not just a tiny little touch-up or a lick of paint,” 

says sales and marketing director Nathan Gadd. “It’s very thorough. We’re 

incorporating a whole new look and feel to the property.” 

All 294 guestrooms and public spaces have been re-rendered, repainted 

and refurnished. So it’s out with the old – including the 1980s chequered navy 

carpet – and in with a new pale coastal palette of white and sandy neutrals, 

pumice-toned furniture, wicker light shades, timber floors and sepia photographic 

prints by local artists. High-tech finishing touches include sensory air-conditioning, 

new lighting, Bluetooth speakers and an innovative bedside alarm-clock fitted 

with phone chargers.

Outside, the changes are just as dramatic. “The pixie-pink façade we’re known 

for is going four shades lighter,” says Gadd.

The final phase of renovations includes poolside private cabanas and two 

new dining spaces – a lobby café and a restaurant called Feast, with buf ets 

featuring local craft beers and produce. Port Douglas Rd, Port Douglas, Qld, 

(07) 4099 5888, sheratonportdouglas.com EMMA HUTTON  

HOT HOTELS

SHERATON MIRAGE 

PORT DOUGLAS RESORT

VANITYCASE HAND CREAM

1 ALPHA-H PROTECTION PLUS hand cream SPF 50+, $59.95. alpha-h.co

2 JURLIQUE ROSE hand cream, $57. jurlique.com.au

3 LA MER THE HAND TREATMENT, $120. cremedelamer.com.au

4 DIPTYQUE EAU ROSE hand lotion, $41. mecca.com.au

5 CLARINS AGE CONTROL hand lotion SPF 15, $38. adorebeauty.com.au

Hand creams do more than moisturise these days. Pop one 

of these new protective releases in your hand baggage. 

TOPENDTASTE
Wild boar, wallaby and heather berries will be the

menu inspiration, if not the exact ingredients, when

James Viles heads north on safari. The chef-owner of

Biota Dining in NSW’s Southern Highlands will lead

a three-day food safari this month at the Northern

Territory luxury lodge Bamurru Plains, with plans for

foraging forays, cooking classes and immersion in the

remarkable landscape of the Mary River floodplain, just

west of Kakadu National Park. The Wild Tastes of the

Top End safari on 31 May to 2 June costs $3,295

per person, twin share. bamurruplains.com

4

3

1

5

2

BAMURRU 

PLAINS
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IN THE BAG

WEEKEND BAGS
Like the classic white shirt or little black dress,

a carry-all is a staple in every traveller’s kit.

1 HERMÈS Victoria 50 tote bag, $6,365. hermes.com.au

2 MULBERRY small Clipper, $1,730.mulberry.com.au

3 RM WILLIAMS Canungra lined overnight bag, $725.

rmwilliams.com.au

4 GUCCI GG Blooms dufle bag, $2,180. gucci.com.au

5 COUNTRY ROAD leather Logo tote in Chestnut, $449.

countryroad.com.au
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travelNEWS

ADELAIDE TO PISA

Qatar Airways added Sydney to its

network in March, and this month

it touches down in Adelaide in its

new Airbus A350. These are just

two of 14 new destinations in an

impressive show of confidence by

the Doha-based airline. Check your

geographical knowledge. There are

five new European ports in the next

year: in August it touches down in

Pisa, the airline’s fourth Italian port,

followed by Helsinki, Sarajevo,

Skopje and Nice. In Africa, six new

ports are planned: thrice weekly

to Marrakech, Morocco, from July,

as well as the Seychelles, Douala,

Cameroon; Libreville, Gabon, and

Lusaka, Zambia. And in December,

the airline begins a daily service

between Auckland and Doha,

currently the world’s longest route.

qatarairways.com

TRANS-PACIFIC DREAM

United Airlines has responded to

increasing competition on the

trans-Pacific route by assigning

Dreamliners exclusively on its

flights between Los Angeles and

both Sydney and Melbourne, and

between Sydney and San Francisco.

The Boeing 787-9 Dreamliner is

bigger than previous aircraft used

on the route, as well as offering

more comfort – lower cabin

pressure, higher humidity and

larger windows – and paid WiFi

on board. united.com

A I R L I N E

N EW S

PISA

4

ANN SHERRY
Executive chair, 
Carnival Australia
Where do you travel 

for work? 

“With more of Australia 

embracing cruise tourism, 

I’ve been spending more 

time in regional areas. 

Domestically, I fly 

frequently to Melbourne 

and Brisbane, and 

internationally to Miami 

and Europe.”

How often are you away? 

“About 60 to 70 domestic 

trips a year and about 

10 international trips a year.”

Suitcase of choice? 

“Samsonite. I like my bags 

strong, light and on wheels 

and always bright red so 

I can identify them easily 

on the carousel. I’ve never 

owned a black suitcase.”

Pre-flight routine? 

“I always load up my 

iPad with books before I fly.

On longer flights, I have a 

facial at the airport before 

I board.”

Essential cabin items? 

“My iPad, earplugs, 

moisturising creams and 

pressure socks.”

Onboard routine? 

“When I’m travelling 

long haul I change into 

airline pyjamas and get 

comfortable straight away. 

I do my reading and 

paperwork for meetings, 

then I read a book or 

watch something in-flight. 

I eat small and I drink only 

still water.”

Roll or fold? 

“I’ve learnt to roll since 

I’ve been in this job and 

now I roll everything 

except my suits, which 

I pack in plastic and paper 

so they don’t crush.”

Aisle or window? 

“Domestically, I prefer the 

aisle for ease of access, 

but on long-haul flights 

I always choose the window 

seat – it’s usually quieter.” 

Who do you fly? 

“Domestically, I fly 

both Qantas and Virgin, 

based on timetables 

and convenience. 

Internationally, it depends 

on my destination but 

ANN SHERRY

B U S I N E S S

C L A S S

I travel a lot with Qantas/

Emirates to Europe and 

Qantas/American Airlines 

to the US.”

Favourite airline lounge?   

“Virgin Australia’s club is 

fabulous – the food is by 

Luke Mangan, whose food 

also features on our P&O 

ships. Qantas International 

First Lounge is also a 

favourite – I particularly 

enjoy the luxury of having 

a facial in the lounge 

before my flight.” 

Favourite hotels for 

business? 

“In Melbourne, I like the 

Sofitel on Collins. In New 

York, I stay at the Four 

Seasons – nothing is too 

much trouble for them, 

even when you have to 

make conference calls in 

the middle of the night. In 

London, I often stay at the 

Haymarket Hotel, which 

has a fabulous indoor 

swimming pool that’s open 

24 hours. When I can’t 

sleep during the night I can 

relax by doing a few laps.”

How do hotels get it 

wrong for business 

travellers? 

“Some hotels have very 

little space for bags. I often 

find there aren’t enough 

power points in the room 

and it’s surprising how 

many hotels don’t offer 

international adaptors. 

A lot of bathrooms have 

poor lighting. And don’t 

get me started on 

ineffective hairdryers.”
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LOH LIK PENG

SINGAPORE

LOH LIK PENG

Entrepreneur, hotelier 

and restaurateur

Though I travel and 

my routine changes… 

on Saturdays I always try 

to ride scooters with my 

four-year-old son at 

Gardens by the Bay, a 

huge park on the Marina 

Bay waterfront. We’ll stop 

at my café Pollen for 

coff ee and cake. 

For weekend 

lunches… we often go to 

PS Café or Bincho, one of 

my restaurants and my 

son’s favourite, for little 

don rice bowls. 

For a business lunch… 

Odette, at the new 

National Gallery 

Singapore is great: a 

lovely location, lots of 

natural light, quite formal.

Speaking of the 

National Gallery 

Singapore… I love it. 

Opened in November, 

it spans two of the 

city’s oldest buildings 

transformed into 

galleries, a gift shop 

and a wonderful kids’ 

activity centre. 

Chye Seng Huat 

Hardware, done 

brilliantly in a former 

hardware shop in 

an industrial area in 

Lavender. The guys 

who run it are true coff ee 

nerds, travelling to 

Ethiopia and other 

places to source their 

beans, then they age 

and roast them in two 

antique roasters.

For comfort food… 

Singaporeans love 

chicken rice. I order it at 

Tian Tian near my offi  ce 

at the Maxwell Food 

Centre. For some people 

it’s about the rice or chilli 

– for me it’s how the 

chicken is cooked. 

For the best 

collectables… a guy 

called CK is incredibly 

knowledgeable and has 

a fantastic warehouse that 

he opens on request 

(+65 9382 3438). He’s 

got incredible collections 

of fans and bicycles, 

antique tin signs and 

much more. 

Visitors are always 

surprised… when I take 

them to the colonial-era 

MacRitchie Reservoir, 

with pockets of rainforest, 

criss-crossed by 

boardwalks and walking 

trails. It’s stunning. 

For peace and quiet… 

I love the Asian 

Civilisations Museum, 

in the middle of the city, 

to be transported to a 

diff erent place – perhaps 

India or Cambodia. It’s 

educational but you can 

also withdraw from the 

world here. 

Loh Lik Peng is founder 

and director of Unlisted 

Collection, with hotels and 

restaurants in Singapore, 

London, Shanghai and 

Sydney, where the 

portfolio includes 

The Old Clare Hotel, 

Silvereye, Automata and 

Kensington Street Social.

THE SUPERTREE 

GROVE AT GARDENS 

BY THE BAY
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MAY

IS A GREAT 

MONTH TO…

Beach parties, live music, 

parades and performances 

with a tropical backdrop are 

planned for the 22nd annual 

Port Douglas Carnivale 

(20-22 May). Enjoy the three 

Cs – comedy, cabaret and 

circus – from 12 May at the 

festival’s Spiegeltent, while 

elsewhere the best local 

produce and regional wine will 

be served at a long lunch and 

market stalls. Langley Park in 

Perth is the site for Taste of 

Perth (29 April to 1 May), 

featuring some of the city’s 

most talented chefs. Swing, 

scat and pop at more than 18 

live performances at the 29th 

annual Thredbo Jazz Festival 

(29 April to 1 May). At GABS, 

the Great Australian Beer 

Spectacular (20-22 May in 

Melbourne; 27-28 May in 

Sydney) try a jam doughnut-

flavoured beer or a Mexican 

chocolate stout, along with 

specially brewed ciders and 

food from the likes of 

Huxtaburger, Three Blue Ducks 

and Meatmother. Make the 

most of an inspiring week-long 

program of discussions and 

performance at Sydney 

Writers’ Festival (16-22 May). 

After a break of three years, the 

Auckland Art Fair returns to 

The Cloud on Queen’s Wharf 

(25-29 May) with a new focus: 

for the first time, the fair will 

exhibit contemporary art from 

Australia, Asia, the US, Canada 

and Latin America, as well as 

New Zealand. Bon Iver and 

Antony & The Johnsons are 

among the highlights of the 

first week of Vivid Live at 

the Sydney Opera House 

(29 May to 13 June), the 

musical arm of Vivid Light 

Festival (29 May to 18 June), 

which celebrates bright lights, 

brighter talents and big ideas.

BAGGAGE 

CHECK

Qantas’s new 

range of luggage 

channels the 

flying experience 

in more ways than

one. The red, black

and cream cases 

are made from 

the same tough 

polycarbonate as 

aircraft windows. 

All have built-in pockets, spinner 

wheels and combination locks, 

and come in a range of sizes and 

textures. Qantas Constellation, 

medium, $330. qantasshop.com.au
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MASTER PIECE As suitable for nautical adventures to 100 metres below as it is for 
time-keeping in top-fl oor boardroom takeovers, the new stainless-steel and gold Rolex 
Oyster Perpetual Yacht-Master 40 is robust and stylish, $17,800. rolex.com

Notes on a scandal
A stolen Caravaggio has been recreated in Palermo.

Palermo bears many wounds from the mafia’s post-WWII reign of terror but none 

more poignant than the empty gilt frame in Oratorio di San Lorenzo from which 

Caravaggio’s Nativity with St Francis and St Lawrence was stolen in 1969. Sitting 

above the altar surrounded by Giacomo Serpotta’s sculptures, the empty frame was 

a shocking reminder of a crime that’s still on the FBI’s top 10 unsolved art thefts. 

Custodians of the oratory found the sight so painful they hung a bad reprint, 

which only made the loss more acute. “It was a scar,” says Italian art expert Peter 

Glidewell, the driving force behind a painstaking project to recreate the painting 

using old photographs and the latest 3D technology. 

Dubbed Caravaggio 2.0, it culminated in an emotional unveiling in Palermo 

in December. “The harm hasn’t been cured but there was a relief that an open 

wound at least had a bandage on it,” says artist Adam Lowe, whose Madrid-

based studio, Factum Arte, undertook the project. It posed numerous challenges 

including how to describe something that wasn’t a reproduction because there 

was nothing to copy. “I call it a performance of Caravaggio in 2015,” says Lowe. 

The oratory can again be experienced as the organic work of art intended by 

sculptor Serpotta when he created his glorious stuccoes in contrast to the more 

sombre Caravaggio painted 100 years before. Some Palermitani disagreed with 

the intervention arguing the “scar” meant people would not forget the crime 

perpetrated by the mafia. But the oratory feels more loved and people are flocking 

there. Lowe is now trying to recreate plundered Serpotta statues. He hopes 

Factum’s first “performance” of a Serpotta will be unveiled this European summer. 

Oratorio di San Lorenzo, Via dell’Immacolatella 5, Palermo, Sicily. JENI PORTER

ART WATCH

A MEMBER OF 

FACTUM ARTE 

WORKS ON A 

PRINT OF 

CARAVAGGIO’S 

NATIVITY

C R U I S E

N EW S

HIGH STEAKS

A new restaurant by chef 

Thomas Keller (Per Se, 

The French Laundry) will 

open on Seabourn Quest 

this month. Called The 

Grill, it will roll out on all 

Seabourn’s ships, including 

newcomer Seabourn 

Encore, which débuts in 

December. The Keller 

restaurant will be modelled 

on classic American 

chophouses with dishes 

such as lobster thermidor, 

a Caesar salad prepared at 

the table, and ice-cream 

sundaes. seabourn.com

CUBA REVISITED

Carnival Corporation 

begins cruising to Cuba 

this month. Under 

Carnival’s new Fathom line, 

focused on “voluntourism”, 

the 704-passenger MV 

Adonia starts regular 

voyages between Miami 

and Cuba – the first time 

in more than 50 years 

a cruise ship has been 

allowed entry from the 

US. Seven-day itineraries 

include three Cuban ports: 

Havana, Cienfuegos and 

Santiago de Cuba. 

fathom.org

PERSONALITY TYPES

A new swipe-to-like app 

by Princess Cruises is 

designed to help potential 

passengers choose their 

ideal cruise. Called Places 

to Sea, the app classifies 

users as one of five cruise 

“personalities” based on 

preferences expressed 

while browsing holiday 

photos. placestosea.com, 

princess.com 

MEGA ENDEAVOUR

Crystal Cruises’s polar-

class Crystal Endeavour 

is said to be the first 

polar-code compliant 

yacht in the world. Along 

with two helicopters and 

two submarines, the 

megayacht will have 

positioning technology 

enabling it to float 

safely over coral reefs 

without anchors. The 

200-passenger ship will

début in August 2018.

crystalcruises.com

MAGGIE 

SCARDIFIELD

travelNEWS

THE GRILL ON 

SEABOURN ENCORE 



HOMESTOLOVE.COM.AU/PEOPLESCHOICE | ENTRIES CLOSE MONDAY, MAY 2. 

The finalists for the 2016 Belle Coco Republic Interior Design Awards
have been announced. Now it’s time for you to have your say.

YOUR CHANCE TO

WINone of 6X $500

» JUST GO TO THE LINK:

HOMESTOLOVE.COM.AU/PEOPLESCHOICE

» CHOOSE YOUR FAVOURITE PROJECTS AND YOU COULD

WIN ONE OF SIX COCO REPUBLIC $500 GIFT CARDS.

» AND PICK UP A COPY OF THE JUNE/JULY ISSUE

OF BELLE FOR ALL THE WINNERS – ON SALE MAY 16.

VOTE for

COCOREPUBLIC GIFT CARDS
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INSIDER

TIPS

CITY HITLIST

Stateside

Chef-owner Eric Johnson 
serves exceptional 

Hanoi-inspired dishes – 
banh mi, goat curry, spicy 
pork ribs – in a charming 

room with palm frond-
pattern wallpaper, 
industrial furniture  
and brass accents.  

300 East Pike St, 
statesideseattle.com

Manolin

Seafood fans arrive early 
for seats at the U-shaped 

bar and order pisco-laced 
cocktails and popular 

dishes such as rockfish 
ceviche and grilled white 

prawns. Four owners with 
a wealth of experience run 

the kitchen and offer 
faultless service.  

3621 Stone Way N,  
manolinseattle.com

Tallulah’s

Restaurateur Linda 
Derschang has a string of 

excellent venues across 
the city, and this one 

might just be the most 
appealing. Tallulah’s 
features mid-century 

design, Moroccan floor 
tiles, well-mixed cocktails 

and crowd-pleasing 
dishes, such as wild 

mushroom flatbread and 
roast lamb shoulder. Aim 

for a seat on the deck. 
550 19th Ave E, 

aneighborhoodcafe.com

DON’T MISS 

Starbucks originated in Seattle and it’s 
a city that takes its caffeine seriously. 

Popular indie cafés include Milstead & Co 
(900 N 34th St), Slate Coffee Bar (5413 6th  
Ave NW) and Elm Coffee Roasters, a well-
designed recent arrival (240 2nd Ave S).

STAY 

Palladian Hotel

Guests may be greeted  

by Brad Pitt on the bed  

or The A-Team’s Mr T, 

perhaps – the mock-heroic 

images printed on 

cushions are among the 

vintage and contemporary 

collectables in 97 rooms at 

this rakish hotel. Housed  

in a century-old building, 

the Palladian features 

amiable service and  

Pacific Northwest  

cuisine at Shaker & Spear 

by chef Carolynn Spence. 

The historic Belltown 

location, a block from  

the waterfront, is ideal  

for urban excursions.  

2000 2nd Ave, 

palladianhotel.com

Hotel Max

Favoured by music fans, 

art lovers and creatives, 

this downtown hotel hums 

with activity day and night. 

The 163 rooms and public 

spaces are peppered with 

contemporary art and 

photography; its most 

popular rooms have 

turntables and vinyl from 

the city’s independent 

label Sub Pop Records. 

Guests are treated to 

complimentary cofee  

TOTAL IMMERSION

In need of instant rejuvenation?  
Indulge in a sea-salt scrub or mud wrap,  
or plunge into one of several mineral  
pools at Banya 5, a modern, bustling 
bathhouse beloved by locals (217 9th  
Ave N, banya5.com). # 

GETTING THERE Qantas flies direct daily from select Australian cities to LA and San Francisco, connecting on American Airlines to Seattle. 

Virgin Australia flies to LA, connecting on Delta to Seattle, and United Airlines flies daily from Sydney and Melbourne to Seattle via LA.

PALLADIAN HOTEL

TALLULAH’S
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With its indie spirit, Seattle is a hub of charming restaurants, innovative 
galleries and landmark markets, writes George Epaminondas.

and craft beer. Chef Jason 

Wilson oversees the 

wood-fired fare at Miller’s 

Guild. 620 Stewart St, 

hotelmaxseattle.com

EXPLORE 

Take a hike in Seward Park, 

a peninsula that juts into 

Lake Washington with 

trails, swimming spots  

and bald eagles (5900 

Lake Washington Blvd S). 

Seattle is blessed with 

great galleries, among 

them Chihuly Garden  

and Glass with an Alice  

in Wonderland-like quality 

created by Dale Chihuly’s 

glass sculptures set in lush 

greenery (305 Harrison St, 

chihulygardenandglass.

com). Make a beeline for the 

long-standing Pike Place 

Market (85 Pike St) for the 

city’s finest food purveyors, 

artisanal wares, and 

restaurants with arresting 

vistas of Elliot Bay. 

SHOP

In a city where raincoats 

are everyday wardrobe 

items, Totokaelo (1523 10th 

Ave, totokaelo.com) is a 

fashion anomaly. Founded 

by Jill Wenger in 2003, it 

stocks high-end brands for 

men and women, including 

Dries Van Noten, Maison 

Margiela and Rick Owens. 

Glasswing carries an 

appealing mix of clothing, 

homewares, beauty and 

plants (1525 Melrose Ave, 

glasswingshop.com). For 

design books, head to 

Peter Miller Books in 

Belltown (2326 2nd Ave, 

petermiller.com). 

DRINK

Damn the Weather is the 

cocktail bar of the moment, 

rain or shine. Innovative 

cocktails such as Lazuli 

(shochu, orange curaçao, 

blueberry, lemon and 

pastis) are served with 

chicken-fat fries. 116 1st Ave 

S, damntheweather.com

Sunny in Seattle

S E AT T L E
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1 Dolce & Gabbana 

crystal-embellished 

iPhone 6 case, $945, from 

Net-a-Porter. 2 Azzedine 

Alaïa Andalouise wool-

blend dress, $4,995, from 

Parlour X. 3 Chanel 

tweed-effect sandals, 

$1,550. 4 Burberry Beauty 

Lip Mist in Nude Peach 

No 212, $49. 5 Marni silk 

and cotton blend jacket, 

$4,035. 6 Prada Infusion 

d’Iris eau de parfum, $115 

for 50ml, from David Jones. 

7 Fendi crystal-embellished 

Baguette, $2,570, from 

Net-a-Porter. 8 Kailis 

Ascensus 18-carat white 

gold and South Sea 

pearl earrings, $14,800. 

9 Gucci cotton scarf, $290. 

10 Giorgio Armani ballet 

flats, $850. 11 Prada large 

trolley bag in Saffiano 

leather, $5,990, 12 Giorgio 

Armani sunglasses, $275. 

Stockists p175. #

FENDI PRIVATE 

SUITES, ROME

Roman holiday 
When in Rome, dress glam Italian style with these 

classics: LBD, perfect pearls and a bejewelled clutch.  M
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Retain your receipt/s (or the magazine cover/s) as proof of purchase.

^If purchased in the same transaction.

BUY2

ORMORETO

INCREASE

YOUR

CHANCES!
^

with your favourite zines!

FIVE RUNNER UP PRIZES – SYDNEY OR MELBOURNE

Explore some of Sydney and Melbourne’s best restaurants

and cuisine hotspots on these award-winning food tours!

Includes one night’s accommodation!

WIN!
1 OF 6

GOURMET
FOOD SAFARI

TOURS

MAJOR PRIZE - KANGAROO ISLAND
Six days including fl ights and accommodation exploring one of 

Australia’s fi nest gourmet food spots, Kangaroo Island! 

Conditions apply, see www.winwithmags.com.au. Starts: 12:01am AEDT 28/3/16. Ends: 11:59pm AEST 1/5/16. Retain purchase receipt/s or magazine cover/s for all entries. 
Limit 1 prize per person (excl SA). Draw: Lvl 2, 116 Miller St, North Sydney NSW 2060 at 11am AEST 2/5/16. Winners published at www.winwithmags.com.au from 4/5/16 & 
The Australian on 6/5/16. Prizes: 1 x trip for 2 people to Kangaroo Island for a Gourmet Food Safari (in Nov 2016) valued at up to $7,100 (major prize). 1 x trip for 2 people 
to Melb, VIC for  Multicuisine tour on 28/5/16 valued at $620, 1 x trip for 2 people to Syd, NSW for Syd Spice Tour (on either 14/5/16 or 11/6/16) valued at $600, 1 x trip 
for 2 people to Melb, VIC for Melb Italian Tour on 4/6/16 valued at $580, 1 x trip for 2 people to Syd, NSW for Syd Turkish Tour (on either 21/5/16 or 23/7/16) valued at 
$550 and 1 x trip for 2 people to Melb, VIC for Melb Oakleigh Tour (on either 21/5/16 or 16/7/16) valued at $550. Promoter: MPA (ABN 50 125 149 191) of Lvl 7, 54 Park St, 
Sydney NSW 2000. Permits: NSW LTPS/15/09537. ACT TP15/08272. SA T15/2175. Your info is used to conduct this promotion and may be disclosed to service providers 
and authorities as required. We may also use your info for our own marketing purposes and as set out in the conditions. If the info is not provided you cannot enter. Our 
Privacy Policy www.magazines.org.au/privacy contains details on how info is used, how you may access/correct info held and our privacy complaints process. Your info will 
not be disclosed overseas. *Entrants must have premium service access. Service provider: Salmat Digital Pty Ltd. SMS helpline: 1300 131 276. SMS cost $0.55 (incl. GST).

TOTAL  
PRIZE POOL 

WORTH 
$10,000!

 winwithmags.com.au
OR  SMS

your full name, email and code word SINGLE 

for 1 mag or MULTIPLE for 2+ mags^ to:

199 11 222* SMS cost $0.55 (incl. GST). 
SMS Helpline: 1300 131 276.

IT’S EASY TO ENTER!
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GALLERIES

TRAVEL OVERSEAS TRAVEL OVERSEAS

1800 815 067

www.maryrossitravel.com

Change the way you experience travel
For more than 40 years, discerning travellers have entrusted Mary Rossi

Travel with their most precious asset – their leisure time.

Our connections with the world’s finest travel providers give you access

Wherever your travels take you, our advisors will help you

plan a unique and unforgettable journey.

You can also receive our monthly newsletters

with inspiring ideas and luxury travel offers by visiting

www.maryrossitravel.com/newsletter

and registering your details.

Five Times WinnerFi Ti Wi
Best Luxury
Travel Agent

el: 800 33 582

Milford Track, Routeburn Walk, Grand Traverse, Hollyford Track, Abel

Tasman Walk, Queen Charlotte Walk, North Island’s Tongariro Crossing.

Departures from November to April – early bookings essential

NEW ZEALAND GUIDED OR FREEDOM WALKS

WALK THE MILFORD SOUND TRACK
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TRAVEL OVERSEAS TRAVEL OVERSEAS

The seven-day Hidden Italy Lake Como self-guided walking tour
explores the most sophisticated and beautiful Italian lake. Lake Como
has been a gateway to the Mediterranean world for centuries and
the walks on this marvellous tour follow the same stone paths the
pilgrims and traders used, winding high above the lake with breath-
taking views. After spending the first four nights based in a delightful
village on the shores of the central lake, you’ll finish with two nights in
gorgeous Bellagio….. nobody knows Italy like we do!

“We had an amazing time on Lake Como and loved just about everything.
Have recommended you to numerous people already!” Debbie E.

Full details: www.hiddenitaly.com.au

TRAVEL OVERSEAS

HOLIDAY ACCOMMODATION

TRAVEL OVERSEAS

TRAVEL OVERSEAS

TRAVEL OVERSEAS

TRAVEL OVERSEAS

Luxury holiday accommodation
In House Catering Spa Treatments

 Cooking Schools Tours and Activities

   PORT DOUGLAS    CAIRNS PALM COVE    DAINTREE

FREECALL 1800 631 566    
www.executiveretreats.com.au

harboursideapartments.com.au
Tel +61 2 9963 4300

Two gorgeous one bed apartments in the Latin Quarter.
Havens for food lovers. One with huge terrace.

One opposite Ile St Louis, steps from the River Seine.

Vacation Rentals
Paris Gourmand Apartments

Ph 02 9969 3164 www.parisgourmandapartments.com

Paris

TOURS TO ITALY 2016
TRAVEL TO PUGLIA

AU
P

The Italy youhavebeen searching for..
group to

www.touringabruzzo.com
Tel: 0475 885 85

SPAIN, PORTUGAL 
and MOROCCO

Excellence in tourism to the Iberian Triangle
• Chau�eur Driven Itineraries • Self Drive Tours 
• Enticing Walking Tours • Great Train Journeys 

• Gastronomic Adventures • Heritage Accommodation

Reservations: 1800 500 016  
Ph: 03 9867 8833 

ibertours@bigpond.com 

www.ibertours.com.au
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WAFFLES Marie-Hélène 
Clauzon white plate from 
MH Ceramics. Tapas hi-ball 
from Country Road.  
All other props stylist’s 
own. Stockists p175.

HOTEL GUIDE

Peter Gilmore on the farm
Go up country with the Quay and Bennelong

chef for a feast with friends around the fire.

The pie chart
Take them sweet, take them savoury, big and

small, take them any way you can.

Truffles decoded
How do you get the most out of truffles in your

own kitchen? The Agrarian Kitchen’s Rodney

Dunn has the answers, and they’re mighty tasty.

Rolled gold
Make a meal of cornmeal with fresh ideas taking

polenta from breakfast to dinner and back again.

Masterclass: sweet and sour pork
Asian food expert Tony Tan goes back to basics

with this beloved Cantonese classic.

ON SALE 26 MAY

Cheesy polenta 
waffles with fried 
egg and ham 

Meadows to mountains
A nine-day hike from the Slovenian capital, 

Ljubljana, to Italy’s Friuli region is peppered with 

wildflowers, daily feasts and special wines. 

Vancouver vibe
Flanked by mountains, girt by sea and  

criss-crossed with cycling tracks, Vancouver 

teams outdoorsy energy with urban style. 

June We’re celebrating the arrival of winter by doubling-down on comforts

both lazy and luxe, and we proudly present the newest edition of our hotel guide.
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NEXT MONTH

Hot properties
Our band of expert hotel reviewers has checked 

out beds and breakfast buffets across the nation 

for the annual GT Australian Hotel Guide. 
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This issue of Australian Gourmet Traveller is published by Bauer Media Pty Ltd (Bauer). Bauer may use and disclose your information in accordance with our Privacy Policy, including to provide you with your requested products or services and

to keep you informed of other Bauer publications, products, services and events. Our Privacy Policy is located at bauer-media.com.au/privacy/. It also sets out how you can access or correct your personal information and lodge a complaint. Bauer
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assisting Bauer in the conduct of the Reader Offer and to other organisations providing special prizes or offers that are part of the Reader Offer. An opt-out choice is provided with a Reader Offer. Unless you exercise that opt-out choice, personal

information collected for Reader Offers may also be disclosed by us to other organisations for use by them to inform you about other products, services or events or to give to other organisations that may use this information for this purpose.
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Olive oil cake with pumpkin-seed
ice-cream and candied orange
(RECIPE P34)

Aura by Tracie Ellis (03) 9552 6090,

aurahome.com.au

Batch Ceramics batchceramics.com.au

Beans and Jazz beansandjazz.com.au

Beautiful Spaces beautiful-spaces.com.au

Bunnings Warehouse bunnings.com.au

Burberry (02) 8296 8588, au.burberry.com

Chasseur 1800 808 971, chasseur.com.au

Chinaclay chinaclay.com.au

Chanel 1300 242 635, chanel.com

Chuchu chuchu.net.au

Citta Design 1800 256 723, cittadesign.com

Corporate Culture (02) 9690 0077,

corporateculture.com.au

Country Road 1800 801 911, countryroad.com.au

The Country Trader (02) 9698 4661,

thecountrytrader.com.au

David Jones 1800 354 663, davidjones.com.au

Domayne domayneonline.com.au

Earth & Baker ceramichomewares.com.au

Emily Ziz Style Studio (02) 9380 4180,

emilyziz.com

The Fortynine Studio thefortynine.com.au

Francalia (02) 9948 4977, francalia.com.au

Freedom 1300 135 588, freedom.com.au

Funkis (02) 9358 3093, funkis.com

Giorgio Armani (02) 8233 5888, armani.com.au

Golden Brown Fox Ceramics

goldenbrownfox.com

Gucci 1300 442 878, gucci.com

Hale Mercantile Co halemercantileco.com

Hay (02) 9690 0077, hayshop.com.au

Heaven in Earth (02) 4423 2041,

heaveninearth.com.au

Jardan (02) 9663 4500, jardan.com.au

Kailis kailisjewellery.com.au

Kikki.K kikki-k.com

Koskela (02) 9280 0999, koskela.com.au

Lightly (03) 9348 9520, lightly.com.au

Little White Dish littlewhitedish.com.au

Living Edge (02) 9640 5600, livingedge.com.au

Luumo luumodesign.com

Marni (02) 9327 3809

Maxwell & Williams (03) 9318 0466,

maxwellwilliams.com.au

Mediterranean Markets

mediterraneanmarkets.com.au

MH Ceramics mhceramics.net

Mother of Pearl motherofpearl.com

Mud Australia (02) 9569 8181,

mudaustralia.com

Net-a-Porter net-a-porter.com

Nordic Fusion (02) 9960 6609,

nordicfusion.com.au

No 12 Trading (02) 9662 2989,

no12trading.com.au

NSW Leather Co leatherco.com.au

Olive + Joy oliveandjoy.com

Ondene (02) 9362 1734, ondene.com

Papaya (02) 9386 9980, papaya.com.au

Parlour X (02) 9331 0999, parlourx.com.au

Plenty Kitchen & Tableware (02) 9369 4520

Prada (02) 9223 1688, prada.com

Royal Doulton 1300 852 022, royaldoulton.com.au

Shelley Panton (03) 9537 0737,

shelleypanton.com

STOCKISTS

SlabsbyDesign slabsbydesign.com.au

Space Furniture (02) 8339 7588,  

spacefurniture.com.au

Spence & Lyda (02) 9212 6747,  

spenceandlyda.com.au

Studio Enti studioenti.com.au

Ten Things tenthings.com.au

Top3 by Design 1300 867 333, top3.com.au

Utopia Art Sydney utopiaartsydney.com.au

Vampt Vintage Design (02) 9699 1089, 

vamptvintagedesign.com

The Vignette Room thevignetteroom.com.au

West Elm westelm.com.au

Williams-Sonoma williams-sonoma.com.au

Zakkia zakkia.com.au

FARE EXCHANGE (p32)

One Ford Street 1 Ford St, Balmain, NSW,  

(02) 9818 4232, onefordstreet.com.au

Petition Kitchen Cnr Barrack St & St Georges 

Tce, Perth, WA, (08) 6168 7771,  

petitionperth.com

Barrio Collective 59/30 Lonsdale St, Braddon, 

ACT, barriocc.com

Marion 53 Gertrude St, Fitzroy, Vic,  

(03) 9419 6262, marionwine.com.au

Chicken and provolone 
toastie with pickles and 
caper aïoli (RECIPE P93)
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GUIDE TO SYMBOLS

S SIMPLE G GLUTEN-FREE

V VEGETARIAN

A CAN BE PREPARED AHEAD

SOUPS  STARTERS  SNACKS
AND SIDES
Bacon and cheese toasties S ......... 34

Broccoli soup SV ...................................38

Devilled egg tacos with  

sikil pak V ........................................... 110

Fennel, cheese and  

chilli biscuits SVA ...........................114

Flour tortillas V .................................... 107

Fried cauliflower with anchovy 

mayonnaise S .....................................44

Goat’s cheese and  

herb quiche VA ................................. 47

Koshari V ...................................................98

Mushroom and mascarpone  

risotto SGV ...........................................41

Onion and anchovy tart S ................44

Prawn and bean salad with 

preserved lemon  

dressing SG .........................................38

Quick anchovy and roast  

capsicum bruschetta S .................44

Persian red lentil soup with  

tahini, beetroot and fried  

mint SV ............................................... 100

Pickled eggs and onions SV ...........83

Radicchio salad with blistered 

grapes, shallot and  

za’atar VG  ............................................ 87

Red lentil dhal SGVA ....................... 100

Red lentil fritters with green 

yoghurt V .......................................... 100

Roasted red cabbage with  

bonito butter SV ..............................85

Spiced eggs with okra SGV ............38

MEAT AND POULTRY 
Beef shin with romesco  

and lemon A ....................................... 34

Chicken braised with cavolo  

nero and wine SG.............................38

Chicken wing tacos with  

salsa macha  .....................................108

Green lentils with salami and 

cavolo nero SG ..................................98

Lamb backstrap with roast 

pumpkin, anchovy, mint  

and sesame SG ...................................41

Pastrami tacos with mustard  

seed salsa ...........................................109

Pork rib, black lentil and white 

bean stew A ......................................102

Roast chicken and provolone 

toastie with herb and caper 

dressing SA ......................................... 93

Roast chicken salad with  

celeriac, radicchio and  

pink grapefruit SGA .......................94

Roast chicken with bread  

sauce A ................................................. 94

Roast chicken with sausage 

stufing, prunes and  

pan gravy ............................................. 93

Roast spatchcocks with 

choganjang and sesame 

cucumbers SA ....................................94

Slow-roasted lamb leg with 

anchovies and rosemary S .........44

Slow-roasted pork neck, green 

olive sauce, parsley and  

walnuts G.............................................. 87

Turmeric chicken with lemon  

pickle and almonds SGA .............90

Za’atar roast chicken with pilaf, 

pomegranate and nuts .................90

SEAFOOD
Fideuà with clams S .............................41

Kingfish with crème fraîche, 

yuzukosho, shiso and  

finger lime S ........................................83

Lobster tacos with sweetcorn 

esquites ............................................... 107

Roast trout with warm green  

lentil and bacon dressing SG .... 102

Spelt maltagliati with tiger  

prawns and shellfish sauce ........ 34  

Flounder with wakame and  

lemon butter G ..................................85

DESSERTS AND SWEETS
Afghans SVA .......................................... 121

Alfajores meringue VA ..................... 121

Blackened pears, vanilla 

mascarpone and candied 

hazelnuts SGV ................................... 87

Chocolate hob-nobs SVA ............... 117

Lime and vanilla yo-yos with 

passionfruit curd VA .....................114 

French toast S .........................................41

Hazelnut cakes with roast  

rhubarb SV ........................................ 178

Olive oil cake with pumpkin-seed 

ice-cream and candied  

orange V ............................................... 35

Pepparkakor SVA ................................ 121

Salted peanut and  

sesame biscuits SVA .....................114

DRINKS
East India .................................................. 23
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 MEASURES & EQUIPMENT

*  All cup and spoon measures are 

level and based on Australian 

metric measures.

*  Eggs have an average weight of 

59gm unless otherwise specified.

* Fruit and vegetables are washed, peeled and  

medium-sized unless otherwise specified.

* Oven temperatures are for conventional ovens 

and need to be adjusted for fan-forced ovens.

* Pans are medium-sized and heavy-based; cake 

tins are stainless steel, unless otherwise specified. 

 COOKING TIPS

* When seasoning food to taste, we use sea salt and 

freshly ground pepper unless otherwise specified.

* To blanch an ingredient, cook it briefly in boiling 

water, then drain it. To refresh it, plunge it in 

plenty of iced water (this stops the cooking 

process), then drain it.

* We recommend using free-range eggs, chicken 

and pork. We use female pork for preference.

* To dry-roast spices, cook the spices in a dry  

pan, stirring continuously over medium-high  

heat until they’re fragrant. The cooking time 

varies depending on the spices used.

* RSPCA Australia’s recommendations for killing 

crustaceans humanely are to first render the 

animals insensible by placing them in the freezer 

(under 4C – signs of insensibility are when the  

tail or outer mouth parts can be moved without 

resistance); crustaceans must then be killed 

quickly by cutting through the centreline of the 

head and thorax with a knife. For crabs, insert  

a knife into the head. This splitting and spiking 

destroys the nerve centres of the animal.

* All herbs are fresh, and both leaves and tender 

stems are used, unless otherwise specified.

* Non-reactive bowls are made from glass,  

ceramic or plastic. Use them in preference to 

metal bowls when marinating to prevent the  

acid in marinades reacting with metal and 

imparting a metallic taste.

* Eggwash is lightly beaten egg unless otherwise 

specified, used for glazing or sealing.

* Sugar syrup is made of equal parts caster sugar 

and water, unless otherwise specified. Bring the 

mixture to the boil to dissolve the sugar, remove 

it from the heat and cool it before use.

* Acidulated water is a mixture of water and lemon 

juice; it prevents discolouration.

* To sterilise jars and lids, run them through the  

hot rinse cycle in a dishwasher, or wash them  

in hot soapy water, rinse well, place on a tray in  

a cold oven and heat at 120C for 30 minutes.

* To blind bake, line a pastry-lined tart tin with 

baking paper, then fill it with weights (ceramic 

weights, rice and dried beans work best).

* To test whether marmalade, jam or jelly is at 

setting point, you’ll need a chilled saucer (place  

a couple in the freezer before you start cooking). 

Remove the pan from the heat, spoon a little 

mixture onto the saucer and return it to the freezer 

for 30 seconds, then draw your finger through 

the mixture – it should leave a trail, indicating  

that the mixture has reached setting point. If not, 

cook for another few minutes before testing again.  

If you prefer, use a sugar thermometer to 

measure when the mixture reaches 105C; once  

it does, you can begin testing for setting point.

* To clarify butter, cook it over low heat until the fat 

and the milk solids separate. Strain of the clear 

butter and discard the milk solids. You will lose 

about 20 per cent of the volume in milk solids.

COOK’S

NOTES

RECIPE INDEX



AN AUSTRALIAN GOURMET TRAVELLER PROMOTION

Smeg The new Victoria built-in oven collection 

from Smeg expresses both past and future 

design. Warm and charming or industrial and 

avant-garde, the technology and style is equally 

at home in the country or city. smeg.com.au

Miele Hailed as the fastest and most powerful

built-in steam oven in the world, the Miele DGD

4635 Built-in Pressure Steam Oven sets a new

benchmark for design and technology excellence.

Priced $7,999. 1300 464 353, miele.com.au

Charles Tyrwhitt Charles Tyrwhitt is ofering

100 per cent cotton shirts for only $39.95, plus

free delivery and returns. Claim the ofer and

browse the classically stylish men’s and women’s

collections at ctshirts.com.

Harvey Norman The exquisite brass-studded 

detail of the upholstered bedhead and foot end 

of the “Maison” bed is combined with quality 

Victorian ash timber to complete a stunning 

design. Priced from $2,199. harveynorman.com.au 

Winning Appliances Liebherr’s new BlackSteel 

side-by-side premium refrigerator, $9,414, 

features a sophisticated black stainless-steel 

finish. Visit your nearest Winning Appliances 

showroom for details. winningapp liances.com.au

Ilve The most popular Ilve oven collections will 

now be available custom-built with almost 2,000 

colour options, creating a kitchen to really get the 

neighbours talking. Prices available on request at 

your local Ilve showroom. ilve.com.au

Pinot Noir NZ 2017 Immerse yourself in New

Zealand’s pinot scene over three days along the

Wellington city waterfront. This premium wine

event educates and connects visitors to what

makes pinot noir so special. pinotnz.co.nz

Tasting Australia Enjoy an eight-day celebration 

of world-class eating and drinking direct from the 

producers in South Australia. It’s all created, 

prepared and shared with you by the experts. 

Book now at tastingaustralia.com.au.

Kailis The Kailis “Surry Hills” silver bangle reinvents

the pearl bangle for those with individual style. It

has a chic satin finish combined with polished

details and a spectacular Australian South Sea

pearl. Priced $1,220 kailisjewellery.com.au
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Gourmet shopping
They’re the flavours of the month, so put these items at the top of your wish list.
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CAKES Kali side plate  

in Graphite (black)  

from Aura by Tracie Ellis. 

Trattoria side plate from 

Papaya. Cultipol cake 

forks from Francalia.  

All other props stylist’s 

own. Stockists p175.

Hazelnut cakes with roast rhubarb 

Prep time 10 mins, cook 35 mins (plus cooling)

Makes 6

 120 gm sour cream, plus extra to serve

 ½ tsp bicarbonate of soda

 120 gm plain flour

 100 gm caster sugar

 80 gm softened butter

 60 gm hazelnut meal

 ½ tsp baking powder

 1 egg

 1 tsp vanilla bean paste

  Pure icing sugar, for dusting

   Coarsely chopped roasted hazelnuts,  

to serve

  Roast rhubarb

 200 gm rhubarb, cut into rough 5cm lengths

 110 gm (½ cup) caster sugar

  Juice of I orange and ½ lemon

1   Preheat oven to 180C. Butter and flour six 

125ml fluted cake tins and place on a baking tray. 

Combine sour cream and bicarbonate of soda in  

a bowl and set aside. 

2   Process flour, sugar, butter, hazelnut meal, 

baking powder and a good pinch of salt in a  

food processor to combine, then add sour cream 

mixture, egg and vanilla, and process until 

smooth. Spoon batter into prepared tins, smooth 

tops, and bake until golden brown and centres 

spring back when lightly pressed (18-20 minutes). 

Cool in tins for 5 minutes, then turn out and dust 

with icing sugar.

3   Meanwhile, for roast rhubarb, combine 

ingredients in a roasting pan, mix well to coat, 

drizzle with 2 tbsp water and roast until rhubarb 

is just tender (10-12 minutes). Serve warm with 

warm hazelnut cakes, a dollop of sour cream and 

scattered with chopped hazelnuts. # R
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Tangy rhubarb spritzed with citrus turns these moreish cakes  

into a fine finish for any meal. 

Sweet as a nut

LAST BITE
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GIVE MUM THIS

Give the Gift of Taste with a luxury Snowgoose hamper.

Our Mother's Day hampers are like a hug to her doorstep.  
That's because we stylishly pack them with gourmet delights  
from top growers and artisan providores. What better way to  
show your love than with flawless fruit, Nina's handmade  
chocolates and iconic champagne.



A NEW POWER OF INFINITE REVITALISATION

WHERE BEAUTY BEGINS

CHANEL.COM


